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Silence and silencing still greet us in every library, every archive, every text,
every newscast—at every turn.

—Cheryl Glenn, "Unspoken: A Rhetoric of Silence" (1)

[Fred Newton Scott] was to us what one said ofthe prime minister of ancient
Palmyra, a living library, a walking university, always in advance, magneti-
cally leading, educadng through drawing out the aptitudes ready for use.

—T. E. Rankin, "Presentation of the Volume"(2)

A s part of my recent sabbatical, I proposed going to the University
of Michigan Bentley Archives to do research on Fred Newton Scott,

founder and chair of the Department of Rhetoric and teacher from 1889 to
1926 at the University of Michigan.' Scott ran the only graduate program
in rhetoric and composition in the country between those years, while
also building an impressive professional speaking and publication record.
He argued against standardization and lecture-based models of learning,
worked to develop nation-wide progressive programs of teaching writing,
and tried to convince others of the need for complex descriptions of rheto-
ric and writing practices. The readings I had done about Scott in places like
Kitzhaber's Rhetoric in Atnerican Colleges, 1850-1900, Berlin's Rhetoric and
Reality; Writing Instrucäon in American Colleges, 1900-1985, and Stewart
and Stewart's The Life and Legacy of Fred Newton Scott, pointed to him very
clearly as the "father of modern rhetoric."

Since Scott was the only person operating a graduate program in the
United States in Rhetoric at this time, I was particularly interested in what
his graduate courses had looked like. While most ofthe works I listed above
are extensive in their discussions of Scott (particularly Stewart and Stewart),
I had not found much discussion of his classroom methods. Why was he so
lauded? What was it that he did in his classrooms that convinced students to
continue to study Rhetoric, to teach it, to take it on at their own institutions
as a viable area of undergraduate study? As a scholar and pedagogue who
operated in the democratic educational tradition espoused by Dewey and
later by Freiré, Scott's methods are often utilized by modern composition
scholars, whether they realize it or not. I wondered what we, as professors
of rhetoric, could see of our own pedagogy in Scott's methods. What could
we still learn from Scott?
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I arrived at the Bentley Archives on a furiously hot and humid August
morning, armed with my laptop, my glasses, my pencil, and my researcher's
lust and zeal for ferreting out details. And I found . . . nothing. At least noth-
ing whole. No syllabi. Few course notes. No student notebooks. No course
reflections. Nothing. I had a moment of panic as I wondered what I was
going to do for the rest of my semester that would justify my sabbatical to
my university. I somehow suspected that my experiments for perfecting my
cinnamon buns would not hold up to scrutiny as a proper academic project
(chemistry, perhaps?). As I sifted through the documents, I slowly realized
that my project was to listen to this silence, and to put together the pieces
that I had found, in bits here and there. As a devotee of yoga, we often
delve into the inner silence in order to try to "hear." What was the silence
in Scott's papers telling me? As Cheryl Glenn notes in Unspoken: A Rhetoric
of Silence, "Containing everj^hing in itself, silence is meaningful, even if it
is invisible" (4). It is from these silences that I began my work.

Let me clarify—it isn't really that Scott's papers have nothing to say. His
correspondence is voluminous, including letters from publishers, from former
students asking for advice and comments on their work, from the university
librarian, from colleagues at his and other institutions, from collaborators,
from a patent office where he was applying for a patent for a new tĵ je of
glasses, from professional organizations looking for speakers, and from other
institutions looking for guest/summer instructors and lecturers (including
an invitation to give a guest lecture at the University of California Berkeley
in July of 1902 entitled "Essay-Correcting: Can it be made a Joy Forever?").
Scott was a tremendously busy man, and I could only wish for half of his
energy. But where was the information about his courses, the nitty-gritty of
everyday university life? Scott's silence in this area led me to understand
even better the continued demise of Rhetoric as a "proper" academic study
following Scott's retirement and the dissolution of his department. The death
of his beloved Department of Rhetoric has been detailed elsewhere (see
Stewart and Stewart and Harmston). But afrer his retirement and death,
the dearth of information on what his courses actually looked like meant
that we have been left unable to learn about what Scott's courses within
the program entailed. Nor have any other scholars in the nearly hundred
year history since Scott's retirement had access to such information. As a
result, no one could replicate the kind of training and course work that Scott
provided for his graduate students. Likewise, this meant that no one could
propose a model for his or her own graduate program in rhetoric based on
Scott's, because there was so little available from which to work.

Putting aside my frustration with Scott's silence, however, I was able to
learn quite a bit about what his program looked like and what it was that
he actually did in his classrooms. This paper explores what I can recreate of
Scott's program design and in particular, his pedagogy. If we are to continue
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to claim Scott as a "great" in the field, it is important to learn all we can
about him and from him. We need a fuller understanding of Scott and his
pedagogy in order to better appreciate and learn from him. His pedagogical
practices can show us the successful methods that current compositionists
already use and may teach us new ones.

M e t h o d s

While I was unable to find many things about Scott, here is what I do
know, and do have. I have course catalogs—a department and university's
contract with students about what they will offer them. I have student writ-
ing—both to and from Scott and from a student to her family—that reveals
some of the inner workings of Scott's classrooms. I have surveys filled out
by Michigan alumnae in 1924. I have Scott's own professional writing,
helping me to make concrete some of the views that I see elsewhere. And
lastly, I have Scott's daybooks and diaries, which help me to see Scott's ev-
eryday world, including his love for animals, his penchant for golf, and his
(often humorous) attempts to learn how to drive. Occasionally, through his
daybooks and diaries, I am also able to see Scott preparing for his classes.
Through these pieces, I am able to recreate some of what Scott did. In a
sense, I am doing very "typical" archival research—wherein, I hope to bring
the many pieces together to create some kind of cohesive whole. Robert
Connors commented on this phenomenon in 1992, in "Dreams and Play:
Historical Method and Methodology," noting that "all of historical work,
then, is provisional, partial—fragments we shore against our ruin. We are
trjdng to make sense of things. It is always a construction. It is always tot-
tering" (21). I know, in that sense, that I cannot fully recreate what Scott's
classrooms looked like. Even if I had all of the archival information I wish
I had, I could not do so. But I must shore up my fragments against the ruin
and build the best construction possible.

Before I begin analyzing what I found in the archives, it is necessary to
draw out some of my methods. Ultimately, I read through the three extant
boxes of Scott papers in the University of Michigan Bentley Historical Library,
as well as Proceedings from the Board of Regents, English Department pa-
pers (housed under the auspices of the Department of Literature, Science,
and the Arts), the Thomas E. Rankin papers (one of Scott's colleagues), the
Donald C. Stewart papers (containing interviews and letters Stewart used
while writing his book about Scott), the Horace Rackham Graduate School
papers, course catalogs, and published histories of the University From
outside of the Michigan archives, I read many of Scott's papers, published
accounts of Scott's life and work such as Stewart and Stewart and Davis,
selections from the Emily Wolcott (B.A. Michigan, 1904) letters, housed
at Kent State University (other years are housed at the Queens Historical
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Society), the Thomas Rankin papers at Carleton College, and old NCTE and
MLA conference programs (Scott was active in both organizations), in order
to round out my research.

The narrowness of my search initially looked to foil my pursuit. Although
my ultimate quest was only for a sense of what Scott's graduate courses
looked like, I had to expand my search to include undergraduate recollections
and experiences. Eventually, I came to reason that while Scott's graduate
courses may have ultimately looked different, his pedagogy and methods
would translate from undergraduate to graduate. In part I did this because
one of the greatest gifts that I found was a series of articles published by
Edgar McCormick, based on the letters of undergraduate Emily Wolcott.
McCormick's articles led me to Wolcott's papers, which are extensive and
detailed, to say the least, many numbering thirty pages or more. Most im-
portantly, they often include descriptions of her assignments for Scott and
other professors, as well as illuminating some of their classroom practices.
To leave out observations based on her letters simply because they were not
those of a graduate student would be remiss. In addition, the documents
that I found ultimately showed that many of the assignments that Scott used
in Wolcott's undergraduate rhetoric class were also used in his graduate
courses. Having searched for clues in as many places as I could think of, I
eventually concluded that I could not afford to ignore the valuable informa-
tion I gleaned from the Wolcott collection.

F red N e w t o n Scot t a s Teacher : The Re-c rea t ion

I decided to start with course catalogs in order to both combat my reac-
tion to the silence and to get a better sense for tbe progression of graduate
courses tbat Scott developed, taugbt, and oversaw. Because of their nature as
concrete and contractual documents, course catalogs offer one way, altbough
limited, into tbe worid of Scott's classrooms. Kelly Ritter, in "Troubling 'Good
Order': Engendering the Archives for Basic Writing Research," asserts that
course catalogs "cannot lie; they are contractual, as well as historical, fixed
records of presence and absence" (n. p.). Reading the course descriptions
from all of the years that Scott was at tbe University can tell us much about
Scott's conception of the field of rhetoric, particularly at the graduate level.
In addition, reading them closely offered sporadic clues into some of Scott's
teaching methods. Beginning early in the 1890s, just after Scott's first ap-
pointment in the English Department, for example. Rhetoric 1 and 2 were
required of incoming undergraduate students. Rhetoric 3 was offered as
Advanced Composition and Rhetoric, Essays in Exposition and Argument,
still to undergraduates. Stewart and Stewart comment that by 1903, the
year that Scott began his own Department of Rhetoric separate from English,
three types of courses were evident in the catalogue.
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The first was intended to give students practice in the leading types of
prose composition (narration, description, exposition and argument). The
second was intended to familiarize students with fundamental principles
of rhetoric and criticism. The third combined advanced composition with
the study of rhetorical and critical theory. (55)

The three types of courses combined to create an auspicious and compre-
hensive program, one that would not experience a major structural change
for the next twenty-five years.

Graduate course listings appear almost immediately upon Scott's arrival.
Several courses described as seminaries were open at the graduate level (as
were some even at the undergraduate level). Interestingly, an early descrip-
tion of a "seminary" course appears in 1894-95 to describe Rhetoric 11, 12,
and 14 (all graduate courses), although this description does not appear in
future catalogs. The description reads, "Courses 11,12, and 14 are conducted
on the seminary plan, the classes being divided into small sections for the
presentation of theses and reports for extempore discussion and conference"
(Course Catalog 1894-95, 69). This "presentation of theses and reports,"
where students presented on their current work, would figure heavily into
the later design of Scott's advanced seminaries (both undergraduate and
graduate) in Rhetoric and Composition. Even this brief description, however,
hints that the course was largely student-directed and workshop-based from
the very beginning.

In the 1890s, Rhetoric 9/10, Seminary in Rhetoric and Criticism (often
described as Scott's most famous graduate course), was listed for the first
time, and was open for graduate students only. Rhetoric 9/10 appears again
throughout the years, but in 1905-06 an extensive description was given.
Every year that the entry appears, it is noted that "the subjects of discussion
will vary from year to year." In addition, the 1905-06 description (more
complete than other years), states:

Among the problems to be investigated are the following: The origins of
prose; the development of paragraph structure; the theory of economy;
the psychology of figures of speech; the sociological basis of the principles
of usage; the morphology of publication; the rhythm of prose; the nature
and origin ofthe leading types of discourse. In 1904-1905 a study is made
of leading types of critical theory, from Plato to the present time. A few
lectures are given on the general outlines of rhetorical theory, with special
attention to the sociological and psychological interpretation of rhetorical
process. (Course Catalog, 1905-06 85)

This extensive description offers a rare snapshot into Scott's classroom
practices and is particularly useful because no other year gives such a de-
tailed description with such a sense for what the classroom study actually
looked like. The 1904-05 course (listed as being taught by Scott) was an
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advanced study in literary critical theory, plus rhetorical theory, plus sociol-
ogy and psychology. By 1905, with only six years of teaching behind him,
Scott's ability to navigate such complex course material seems daunting to
even seasoned instructors. And yet, this is what seems to have been, at least
in part, so special about Scott as a teacher. His facility in a number of differ-
ent disciplines allowed him great freedom and allowed his students access
to a comprehensive and interdisciplinary approach to rhetorical studies.^

In addition to Rhetoric 9/10, the second course that many students
later recalled and commented on was Scott's Rhetoric 23/24: Seminary in
Advanced Composition. This was a graduate course in advanced writing
for the advanced students in the Rhetoric program. Scott's pedagogy, at
least in upper-level courses, becomes a little clearer here. His commitment
to workshopping and student-centered work, as well as his own role as a
teacher-facilitator, become clearer through the upper-level course descrip-
tions. Rhetoric 23/24 appears in the course catalog for the first time in 1908-
1909. A clear pattern emerges between the way that Scott envisioned the
initial seminary courses ("small sections for the presentation of theses and
reports for extempore discussion and conference") and the development of
Rhetoric 23/24. Again, the 1908-09 description is lengthier than in previous
catalogs, and it reads.

This course is intended for a limited number of advanced students who
write with facility and are in the habit of writing, but who desire per-
sonal criticism and direction. Although the greater part of the time will
be spent in the discussion of the manuscripts submitted for correction,
there will be talks upon the essentials of English Composition and the
principles of criticism and revision. Open only to students who receive
special permission. (Course Catalog, 1908-09, 127)

Students not only listened to "talks" or lectures but also participated in
extensive peer workshopping to improve their own writing.

A single page of brief notes exists in Scott's papers about the Seminary,
although he mentions it often in his daybooks. The page of notes has just
a few lines scribbled with statements such as "problem of transposition"
and "question of relation of form and content." There is a brief outline of
a syllabus, including dates (but no year): October 7, 9, 14, 16, and 23. Oc-
tober 7 appears to be an introductory class, next to which Scott has merely
penciled "Graduate Study." October 9 has "Korax and Aristotle," followed
by Plato on the remaining days. Clearly then, Scott had the students read
some Aristotle, followed by a more in-depth engagement with Plato^ (Scott,
Seminary Notes).

In 1912-13, the catalog description ofthe seminary changed, although it
still reflected its original student-centeredness. The description included the
first sentence from 1908-09, but an important distinction is added afterwards.
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The rest of the description says "No work is assigned and no set program is
followed, but each student is expected in the course ofthe semester to submit
for revision a considerable number of manuscripts" (177). The remainder of
the description repeats the last sentences from the 1908-09 description. This
in part answers the question that arose as I was researching as to why there
were no syllabi for courses that Scott taught. While I'm sure that many of his
courses did have syllabi, this one clearly did not. His description regarding
the rules of engagement for his classroom is also vague, although this may
have been delivered to the students verbally throughout the semester, or
by handout at the beginning. And yet, despite its oddities, students recall
this course vividly and valued it greatly. Jean Paul Slusser, a former gradu-
ate student of Scott's, gave an interview to Donald Stewart in 1980 while
Stewart was gathering information for The Life and Legacy of Fred Newton
Scott. According to Slusser, seconding the catalog description, there were
no formal assignments in RJietoric 23/24. "We brought in whatever moved
us to write or do in writing. . . . So we wrote and wrote if we felt like it.
If we didn't feel like it we didn't. We didn't waste our time" (Stewart). In
addition to the student writing (and Scott ofren comments in his daybook
that a particular student had read their writing in class that day), there is
evidence that some lectures were indeed offered to the class. In his daybook,
an entry from March 22, 1904, Scott comments that he "gave what seemed
to me a very futile talk on prose rhythm to my seminary, but Mrs. Parsons
remained at the class to show me an outline which it had suggested to her"
(Scott, Diaries and Daybooks). The class offered an important place for the
graduate students to practice being writers in the truest sense of the word.
Indeed, when Scott lefr on sabbatical in the winter of 1923-24, students
formed their own Graduate Writers Club to replace the seminary, since
it was not taught in Scott's absence. According to fellow faculty member,
Thomas Rankin, writing to Scott on November 27, 1923, about the club:
"As far as I can tell, the purposes of the club appear to be about the same as
those in your Course 23, though the students are, undoubtedly, more free
in the nature of the written material which they bring, because there is no
academic check upon the members."

The seminaries, a key feature of Scott's pedagogy, were often remem-
bered by students as they recalled their experiences. Classes met around
Scott's big round table in West Hall. In a September 6, 1913 letter to
Scott, former student Ruth Mary Weeks (M.A. in Rhetoric, 1913) offers
Scott advice on trying to get a particular newspaper man to come and
speak to his classes. Weeks asks, "Did you tell him you all sat around a
big table and 'pow-wowed'? That is what he does every Saturday night
with his own staff. . ." (Weeks, FNS correspondence). The table shows
up again in Weeks' reflections of her experiences at Michigan in a 1924
Alumnae Survey. Asked to recount an "outstanding memory" from their
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college days. Weeks replied "Professor Scott conducting a round table
in his roomy old office" (Weeks, 1924 Alumnae Survey). Scott had also
established a "seminary room," complete with a library of rhetoric and
composition books for the students to use. Emily Wolcott described the
seminary room in a March 9, 1903 letter home, noting that she was
studying there because it was warmer than the library. "I went up to the
seminary room, which is a smaller, quieter place, with tables and chairs
and special books for those who take the higher courses, or seminaries,
as they are called." The room must have been substantial in size. Thomas
Rankin, arguing for a similar space at his new job at Carleton College,
wrote in his 1931-32 annual report that "at the University of Michigan
we had for departmental reading alone, for the department of Rhetoric,
a reading room seating 300 students" (6).

Over the years, course descriptions in the Rhetoric Department remain
relatively unchanged, evidence that Scott designed a program that was a
stable entity, not subject to the whims of individual instructors or outside
pressures from administration. However, in 1924-25 the course catalog
reflects a change in the numbering system throughout all the departments.
The Graduate Seminary, for example, was now Course 203 (instead of 23). In
1925-26, Scott's last year at the University, he was listed as teaching Rhetoric
168: Prose Fiction. The course is described as "Studies in the structure and
function of the leading types of prose fiction. Open to seniors and graduate
students who have permission" (366).'' What is important here is that one
of the only extant sets of course notes that I found in the Scott papers was
a notebook from Rhetoric Course 168. The front of it contains Scott's name
and the address of 3227 Angelí Hall. Both the course number and the ad-
dress are important, dating the notebook after the Rhetoric Department's
move from the dilapidated and condemned West Hall in 1924 (Stewart and
Stewart 177) and the changing of the course numbers in 1925.

The notes offer an overview of both the course materials and Scott's
techniques. As Fournier points out in "'For They Would Gladly Learn and
Gladly Teach'—University Faculty and Their Papers: A Challenge For
Archivists," "lecture notes and related teaching materials do not convey
the whole classroom experience, but they refiect course content and the
learning climate of the lecture hall or seminar room far better than terse
calendar descriptions" (60). Indeed, Scott's notes reflect some nearly forty
class periods, during which reading had been assigned (it is often difficult
to tell exactly what) and then discussion questions had been formed. Each
day has two pages—one that lists at least the author (and sometimes specific
readings) and one for guiding questions. It is unclear whether or not the
students also had access to these questions, and whether they were used
purely for conversation or also for writing. However, the course notes, com-
ing as they do at the end of Scott's career, reflect his ability to develop a
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course topic, to move from simple to complex ideas, and to view rhetoric as
a broad discipline that could and should incorporate literature, aesthetics,
psychology, sociology, art, rhetoric, and even architecture into its defini-
tion and use. In an Encyclopedia entry for "Rhetoric" that he was asked
to write for The New International Encyclopedia in 1916, Scott included a
broad definition of rhetoric, including "not only the more primitive modes
of thought conveyance, such as gesture, picture writing, and the like, but
also the most highly elaborated modes, such as the arts of architecture,
sculpture, music, painting, and oral and written speech" (763). His use of
many of these forms in his classes, then, is fitting with his overall broad
definition of rhetoric, involving multiple ways of communicating messages
with an audience.

The complexity of Scott's pedagogy is reflected in his course notes. In
addition to learning about the communication of ideas, he expected devel-
opment in students' thought processes as is particularly clear throughout
his course notes. For example, in the second set (II), based on Kipling's
"The Zodiac," Scott lists questions such as "What is the central thought of
the story," and "What do the houses symbolize?" Scott moves from there
to questions designed to ask students to think about form and function
and the relation ofthe written word to both other works and the image. In
studying Christina Rossetti's poems, for example (xxv), Scott asks questions
such as "how is the pathetic distinguished from the tragic?", "What are the
strokes of pathos in Christina Rossetti's poems?" and "How do they differ
from those of Shakespeare?" Scott is clearly asking students throughout the
course to begin building a knowledge base that v îll help them to answer
more abstract questions and to begin to see the works they were studying
as not limited to themselves, but as part of a greater body. By the end of the
course, questions focus even more on in-depth analysis of form, function,
and relation. Scott was known to be a stickler for detail and the questions
throughout his notebook indicate his penchant for meticulous observation.
They also indicate the need for students to find connections between pieces
of work. A final assignment page in the notebook (L), for example, asks
students to create a comparison of William Blake's poetry and paintings.
Clearly, by the end ofthe semester, Scott has much higher expectations for
students than simply finding main thoughts and symbolic objects.

While I had searched course catalogs and student recollections for an
overall theory of Scott's pedagogy, Scott offers his own definition and de-
scription in his 1917 Preface to George Henry Lewes' Principles of Success in
Literature. Noting in the very beginning that his goal in having the volume
reprinted is wholly for his selfish use in his own classes, Scott also praises
the volume for helping all teachers, including new ones, teach literature
and rhetorical practices to their students. He actually promotes his own
methods of instruction, noting that
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This book may be used in the classroom in a great variety of ways. The
writer's preference is for what may be called a rudimentary form of the
seminary method. The members ofthe class are not asked to recite as from
a text-book, but, having read the treatise, or a portion of it, with much
care, are encouraged to discuss with the instructor and with one another,
as many of the important points as the time will allow. Advantage may be
taken of the interest thus aroused to suggest other lines of reading. In this
way the student will be led to undertake original research, and ultimately,
perhaps, to do a little independent thinking for himself. (3-4)

This passage shows Scott's interest in having students actively engage with
material instead of memorizing. In a day and age often linked (however
erroneously) with rote memorization and lecture-based instruction mod-
els, Scott clearly advocates for a progressive, discussion-based, student-ori-
ented class. In addition, his assignments clearly are designed to build on a
base of knowledge that the student has self-designed and actively acquired,
not passively received.

As part of his teaching methods, Scott routinely emphasized observa-
tions and the key need for the inclusion of detail (and appropriately worded
detail) in his writing classes. One other way that Scott liked to teach such
observation was through the use of "artifacts." While I had seen this men-
tioned elsewhere in works about Scott, I had never before found direct
evidence or a description of it. Both the Stewart interview with Jean Paul
Slusser and the letters that Emily Wolcott wrote to her family describe this,
meaning that Scott must have used it on both the graduate and undergradu-
ate levels. Slusser briefly explains that the "artifacts" were pieces of "art" of
Scott's choosing. "The walls of this big room were hung with [word omitted]
sometimes statues or not very good copies of famous paintings, something
by Watch or Landsier or whoever it might have been . . . and sometimes
clippings of poems attached to them slipped into frames" (Stewart). Ac-
cording to Slusser, students would spend days at a time, gathering around
the "artifacts," discussing a particular poem or piece of art and developing
sufficiently detailed observations to write about what they had seen.

Emily Wolcott's letters also offer two very detailed descriptions of the
artifacts exercise. According to Wolcott, one of his exercises involved writing
about a bust of Emerson. On March 9,1903, she wrote, "we had all written
essays explaining the expression on the face of a bust of Emerson, by some-
body Morse. The two sides of the face are very unlike, and the front face
different still—It was hard enough to write. The bust has been standing on
the Eng. reading-room table for several days, and has been scrutinized and
turned and twisted by the hour." The exercise trained the students in the art
of observation, and forced them to practice aesthetics and to develop careful
descriptions of their assigned "objects."^ There also seems to have been a
great deal of pre-writing conversation amongst the students.
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A second exercise Wolcott described involved studying a series of five
photographs of cathedrals in order to write about "principles of develop-
ment of Gothic architecture." Wolcott noted that Scott did not simply expect
his students to have a background in architecture, nor for them to acquire
one. "He has given us a vocabulary of architectural terms, and wants us not
to go and read up, but use our ovwi eyes and try to discover and interpret
the principle; he promises us it will be very discouraging at first but very
absorbing at last. He certainly knows quite a bit" (March 9, 1903). This
assignment supported Scott's definition of rhetoric and his notion that
architecture was an advanced form of rhetorical communication. Based on
Slusser's recollections and Wolcott's descriptions, students were expected
to spend their own time looking at such objects, discuss them with other
students, and to learn to observe them closely and to record their details.
Scott's belief that good writing included observation and attention to detail
comes out in these assignments. Current scholars such as Shor now refer
to this as "conceptual thinking," where students carefully observe a "simple
piece of daily life." According to Shor, "Not only does such thought restore
deliberate analysis to accelerated minds, but it also reverses the reification
of intellect into fragmented pieces" (163). Certainly Scott's assignments
evidence an intention to create bridges across disciplines and to encourage
careful thought and constant observation of everyday objects.

Student reflections offer a picture of Scott as leading students, but
not allowing them to use him to come to their own conclusions, of put-
ting his own expertise at their disposal but expecting them to make their
own individual ideas from it. This is certainly a pedagogical technique that
many current composition instructors strive for. During a presentation of a
memorial volume of essays, Thomas E. Rankin, a former student and later
colleague, commented on Scott's teaching approach. In his speech, he men-
tioned Scott's reading of Plato's Dialogues to students on a regular basis.
More importantly, though, he commented on Scott's approach to graduate
study in general, noting that

we actually ached, with straining attention, for the moment when he
would define our field for us. We felt that no one had yet sufficiently illu-
minated, or limited, or made inclusive enough, the field of our study, but
that he had in his mind done so, and might inadvertently, in a moment off
guard, as it were, do so for his breathlessly waiting students. Of course we
knew that he was standing just outside the door of definition, holding it
open for us, humorously, quizzically looking at our minds, so cleady open
to him, and with a slight wonder that we did not walk in and possess the
land. (Rankin, "Presentation of the Volume," 2)

Rankin's observation explains much about Scott's pedagogy, which was one
of balance—not only talking but also listening, not only leading and guid-
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ing but also expecting students to move forward by themselves. Jean Paul
Slusser seconds this when he comments that perhaps Scott's success as a
teacher was derived from his reserve: "He never came at you all four feet
right in your pie. He kept his distance and just let you turn yourself inside
you quietly through his subtle influence" (Stewart). Scott cleariy led his
students and pushed them to excel, but without doing any of their work
for them.

Helen Ogden Mahin, in "Half-Lights," her contribution to The Fred
Newton Scott Anniversary Papers, comments on this teaching approach as
well. "Critically, with the ñne discrimination that both knows true beauty
and accepts the ugly when it is embodied in strength. Professor Scott did
much less of imparting than of inspiring." Recalling Scott's own words, she
quotes him as having said (only perhaps having said it better), "I urge you
especially to record the dim impressions which somehow vaguely stir, the
half-lights which are so fitful and elusive. If you can hold them, they may
someday emerge in clear consciousness. If they escape you they are lost for-
ever" (2). Scott here reflects the struggle of writers to turn abstract thoughts
into concrete language. This kind of thoughtful, connected, detailed use of
language was of the utmost importance to Scott.

Scott's guiding hand is visible in correspondence even with former stu-
dents. In a letter to poet Maude Caldwell Perry in 1897, Scott wrote: "The
last version of 'By Their Fruits' is certainly a great improvement. I shall not
admit that 'amaranthine' and 'crown-kissed' are just the words I was hoping
for, but they will answer if you can't find any better. The last line is very good
indeed. 'Sohtude' has one weak line, the third line of the third stanza." It
is interesting to see Scott at work here. He points out weak spots in Perry's
poetry, but does not offer advice or attempt to fix them for her.

Scott was no less exacting of the words that he demanded from under-
graduate and graduate students while they were in his classes. Scott was
notorious for his attention to detail, his sense that each word in the English
language had a very specific place and reason for being. Not only was this
his belief, but he seems to have been adept at getting students interested in
such thinking as well. In a memorial tribute, then Vice President and Secre-
tary of the University, Shirley Smith recalled classwork under Scott where
Scott had taken a series of descriptions and deleted various parts of speech,
including important adjectives, nouns, and verbs. As Smith recalls.

It was astonishing until we got used to these discussions how heated even
a football guard or a prospective chemist who had elected the course
wrathfully because it was required work, could get over such questions as
whether an ice-coated branch glittered or glistened or glowed in the win-
ter sunshine, or what noun would best convey the successions of sounds of
blows exchanged by mailed knights in mortal sword combat. (280)
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Student investment in "mere" words taught them the importance of spe-
cific use of language. They were asked to direct the discussion, to take
ownership of their own words and their work. Scott's ability as a teacher to
engage students in such debate over words, their proper placement, their
best usage, is enviable.

His attention to detail, already mentioned as a key feature of his pedagogy,
is apparent in Scott's examination of students as well. While I could not locate
any final exams for Scott's courses, former undergraduate student James
Corcoran wrote to Scott in 1920 with a recollection of just such an exam for
Scott's Usage and Diction class (Corcoran had taken fteshman rhetoric with
Professor Brumm). Corcoran, who writes that he believes that Scott will not
remember him, recalls passing the final exam in Scott's class,

despite the final question, which was about as follows: 'Describe the day,
and in doing so use one of the following words: gray, dark, dreary, cold,
melancholy, somber'—and about a million other synonyms that I no lon-
ger remember. Then came a sub-question, (b), which nearly floored us. It
read: 'Give your reason for selecting the adjective that you use, and tell
how it differs in meaning from each of the other adjectives'—although you
probably said 'every one' instead of 'each.' (Corcoran)

Corcoran decided that, based on his experience, "anybody who could suc-
cessftilly answer a question of that kind was qualified to do all sorts of tricks
with a pen and a few words." Indeed, he went on to publish short stories.^

Emily Wolcott's letters home also give evidence of Scott's sense that
every word that a person wrote was heavy with meaning and needed to
be carefully thought out. On February 27, 1903, Wolcott wrote home to
her mother that she was working on a series of short essays for Professor
Scott. In these, she was required to "distinguish between athletics and
sport, rhythm and meter, culture and education, wit and humor, ethics and
morals, or style and manner; also define poetry, or organism, or science, or
politics, or money; and also compose a two-minute speech on works and
their classes." Notably, I did not see this assignment at the graduate level,
but only at the undergraduate. Later in the semester, on March 29, Wolcott
wrote that she was working on an assignment for Scott on Shakespeare,
and "also the theme for it, which means putting the substance of the whole
essay into one sentence, with the emphasis in the sentence to indicate the
emphasis in the essay—no fool of a job, being as the essay is 48 pages long"
(March 29, 1903). Clearly in this assignment, Scott has moved the students
beyond definitions and is now asking for thesis work, in addition to extended
writing work. Given the length of Wolcott's letters home, it seems safe to
assume that she wrote lengthy essays for most assignments, unless directed
othenvise. But Scott's attention to detail—his sense that words had individual
meanings and should be used with the utmost care—shines through in his
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assignments. Certainly an abbreviation of form would have been a challenge
for a student as verbose as Wolcott.

In addition to these "definition" and synthesis assignments, Wolcott notes
on March 9,1903, that her next assignment for Scott's class is to "analyze a
specimen of exposition in the book; for March 16, to explain one hne from
Tennyson's Ulysses—'I am a part of all that I have met."' Wolcott makes an
interesting note in her next letter home about Scott's reaction to their es-
says. "Poor Prof. Scott was quite disappointed in the essays this morning on
'I am a part of all that I have met' because of a certain idea that they did not
have—mine had it, in a kind of feeble way, and I hoped he would happen
to read it, for I know he would have been relieved; but alas, he did not."
This makes a curious point about Scott's classroom practice. It seems that he
only chose a few sample essays to read out loud to the class, but there is no
evidence of how he chose them.^ Based on Wolcott's comment it also seems
as if he did not read the essays before he read them out loud to the class.

While it may seem that Scott only employed pedagogical techniques
that modern compositionists would not hesitate to adopt (or would at the
least support), one particular feature of Scott's teaching did give me pause.
Interestingly, Scott did not grade all of his own papers, which is part of
what left him free to publish and lecture so much and still teach a full load.
Instead, he employed a "theme reader." In the late 1890s, he hired Gertrude
Buck to assist him ("Address at the Memorial Meeting" 3), and Stewart and
Stewart note that in 1901, he hired a woman named Mary Plant because
his total number of themes from students numbered 800 per week (51).
Wolcott's letters second Scott's use of a reader when she wrote, "I don't
know whether I shall be able to write for a living. Prof. Scott's assistant
criticized my beautiful exposition of the portrait-bust of Emerson as being
ambiguous, and 'too adjectival'—also some other hieroglypical correction-
signs which I shall ask him about" (March 15, 1903). While the use of a
theme reader was a common practice for the time, I was surprised to see
that it was one that Scott employed. Given his student-centered teaching
approach, it seems out of character for him to turn student papers over to
someone else. Scott did, however, conference individually with students
on a regular basis, giving more personal attention to their papers. He
also does not seem to have used the same technique with his graduate
students. Jean Paul Slusser distinctly remembered Scott commenting on
his papers, although he recalled his comments as brief, "just a very short
word or two, a line or two" (Stewart). Scott clearly believed in economy
in his own use of words, as well as in that of his students. It is unclear,
however, whether he valued the personal conferences and class meetings
more than his own personal comments on a paper. It seems clear that his
use of a theme reader was a result of his tremendous workload, but it still
remains a curious anomaly in bis teaching. I wondered about it, too, be-
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cause Scott's own correspondence with former students about their work
was so prolific. This seconds the idea that he used readers primarily for
his undergraduate students, leaving him free to address the writing of his
graduate students, former students, and colleagues.

In addition to the student reflections and the small glimpses of Scott's
classrooms provided through his own description, I found one particularly
valuable document in detailing Scott's overall views of graduate study Scott's
own opinions on the field of graduate study are reflected in an unpublished
paper titled "The Aims and Field of Graduate Study" It is unclear where or
when (or even if) Scott gave this as a presentation, and he does not seem
to have ever published it.» Indeed, the copy at the Bentley Historical Library
is partially typed, with handwritten comments and even some additional
handwritten pages throughout. Despite its unknown origins and appar-
ent draft state, the paper offers valuable insights into Scott's views of the
reasons for and functions of graduate study The essay offers the answer
to two questions, posed by Scott at the very beginning: "1) What is meant
by graduate study? 2) What are the marks or qualifications which entitle a
given branch of instruction to membership in the graduate circle?" (Scott,
"The Aims and Field" 1). Scott repeatedly makes note that one of the quali-
ties that distinguishes graduate work is the desire and ability of a student
to "undertake original research," to develop some idea that is outside of
himself, particularly for the purpose of developing that idea, not to gain
fame or fortune or employment or even another few years at the university
(2, 6). In addition to original research, he stresses the need for students
to develop original thought at the graduate level. As entering students, he
notes that they "stand amazed and helpless before the confident opinions,
the surprising generalizations, the swift and easy deductions of the scholar"
(3). Developing "independence and courage" in their own work, pursuing
ideas and attempting to develop them even if they don't work, is the work
ofthe graduate student in Scott's mind. It also was the work ofthe graduate
students in his courses. In looking back at the seminary model from Rhetoric
23/24, with its emphasis on self-directed work, but the infiuence of Scott's
occasional lectures and input, as well as peer review, it is clear that this course
was designed to develop the aims that Scott puts forth in his paper.

Overall, Scott worked throughout his years at the University of Michigan
to develop a complex, comprehensive pedagogy based on his own complex,
comprehensive view of rhetoric. Scott's students clearly respected him and
learned much about the use of language through Scott's teaching and his
broad definitions of rhetoric. Additionally, Scott's teaching reflected his
progressive stance on education and on composition and rhetoric. His in-
teraction with students, his consistent attention to their writing as well as
their professional development, and his sense of students as active, critical
thinkers all speak loudly
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Coecliuisioe

And so, I realize, many weeks and quite a few pages later, that Scott's
documents actually have much to say. While the initial silences that I found
still remain, and the dearth of material about Scott continues to frustrate me,
I learned valuable lessons because I listened to what I did find. Scott's papers
contain interesting information, but more so, they contain vital lessons for
current and future scholars and teachers in composition and rhetoric. First, the
student directed/student-centered nature of Scott's program shines through as
a vital part of his pedagogy and his program. The students who studied within
the program were able to direct their own learning. They were taught to write,
as they were able and inspired, and they were able to get direction, but not
direct assistance, on their projects. As Scott noted in his paper on graduate
study, they were able to ultimately discover some truth. "This is the highest
function of the intellect and the one for which the world reserves its greatest
rewards, so that even the minutest contribution, if it is genuine, is gratefully
remembered" (14). Given the number of students who studied in the Rhetoric
program and took advanced degrees, it seems that Scott's methods in this area
were wholly successful.' His written responses to students were short and
succinct—but this functioned as a way to give advice and encouragement, to
push them forward in their thinking, without doing the work for them. Few
words, then, may communicate more loudly than we think.

However, one thing that this silence has also made particularly clear to
me is that we, as current scholars in composition and rhetoric, need to leave
a better trail for the historians of the future. I was frustrated time and again
by the lack of evidence lefr by both Scott and his peers. While certainly more
exists for Scott than it does for many of the other scholar/teachers, it is not
enough. We need to realize that composition and rhetoric may cycle again
as a field (there are fewer graduate programs in composition and rhetoric
now than there were ten years ago, for example), and that our papers are
important to preserving our work. We must develop archivist's tools such
as retention schedules in order to establish processes for retaining artifacts
such as syllabi and student papers. What I wouldn't have given for a syllabus
or some student papers while I was researching Scott!^°

Lastly, I realized that even though much silence exists in the Scott pa-
pers, the silence that I first sensed from Scott's documents was actually a
key factor in his teaching approach as well. It frustrated me, at first, to find
comments about Scott that were so abstract, like "He was a great teacher."
But afrer exploring his work, I realized that comments about him are so
abstract because his teaching methods and his persona were abstract as
well. He said a lot by saying little. T.E. Rankin, in presenting the memorial
volume to Scott, commented that "the man whom we have gathered to
honor is difficult to compass in descriptive or interpretive language" (2).
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I have encountered this difficulty as well. How do you speak about a man
who spoke little? Ultimately, we are lefr with the lessons gleaned from his
student's recollections, his colleague's impressions, and his administrative
records, in order to make this silence fully speak."
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Notes

1. Many thanks to T. R. Johnson and Maureen Daly Goggin for helpful reviews
of this essay. Thanks also to Wendy Sharer for reading earlier drafts, and
Barbara EEplattenier for helping me to make sense of the archival materials I
was finding.

2. Peter Monro Jack, a newly minted Ph.D. who was appointed to take over for
Scott after Scott's retirement, struggled to keep up with the kind of teaching
that Scott had done. In his only extant letter to Scott (whom he never actu-
ally met). Jack admitted that "The Seminary class seems fairly cheerful. It is
perhaps more lecture than discussion, but there is so much to do, in literature,
criticism, philosophy, psychology, and linguistics, that I can only get it done by
direct instruction, leaving discussion mostly for conference" (Jack).

3. In his interview with Jean Paul Slusser, Donald Stewart questioned Slusser
about Scott's commitment to Plato. Slusser remembered multiple occasions
where Plato was read or invoked in Scott's classes, in addition to supporting
the idea that Scott's teaching style was based on Socratic dialogue (Stewart).

4. This had previously been Course 8 in the Rhetoric sequence and appeared for
the first time in the 1903-1904 course catalog with the title "Theory of Prose
Narrative," but with a very similar description.

5. Later teachers have also used observations such as Scott's in teaching attention
to detail in writing. See in particular Ira Shor's exercise with bringing a ham-
burger to his class for analysis (Shor 162). Indeed, many modern composition
instructors also use similar assignments.

6. Remarkably for a researcher, Scott began to pen his response to Corcoran on the
last page of Corcoran's letter (Scott often did so), leaving a trace of his response
to him. Scott eloquently writes, "It is, of course, especially gratifying to know
that some of the seed I scattered twelve years ago is now coming up. That's a
long while for grain to lie dormant—except in the Egyptian sarcophagi—but a
short time in which to form ideas, and working principles" (Corcoran).

7.1 did find, among the English Department Papers, a set of instructions for
teaching Rhetoric al. It seems likely that it was designed for adjunct instruc-
tors, and based on the tone and assignments, may well have been written by
Scott himself. In this, instructors are told to collect student themes at the be-
ginning of class and then immediately read several of them back to the class.
This would explain Wolcott's experience.

8.1 searched The Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature and several other reference
texts for mention of this as a publication, but it did not appear. As well, based on
their conference programs, Scott did not present this at NCTE or MLA.

9.1 find some disparities in the numbers of graduate students that Scott taught.
Shaw's history of the University of Michigan claims that the program graduat-
ed 140 students with Master's degrees and 25 with Ph.Ds. Stewart and Stewart
claim that there were 150 M.A.s and 25 Ph.ds granted under Scott's direction.
The records from the Department of English Language and Literature that I
examined, however, list 125 M.A. degrees and 25 Ph.Ds granted between 1894
and 1926. In any case, Scott influenced a tremendous number of graduate and
undergraduate students, including those who studied but did not take degrees.
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10. The English Department secretary at the University of Michigan laughed right
out loud when I contacted the department in hopes of finding old syllabi. She
told me that it would be nearly impossible to located syllabi from a decade
ago, not to mention a century ago.

11. I owe many thanks to those who "spoke" to me throughout the process of
this paper—the archival staff at the University of Michigan, Edgar McCor-
mick, who graciously talked to me about Emily Wolcott and told me where
her papers were located, archival assistant Amanda Ramsey at the Kent State
University archives, and Eric Hillemann at the Carleton College archives.
Without the work of these archivists and researchers, this paper would not
be as complete as it is.
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PubUcainLdPrivaîet TJhe Tirialecítñcs of
Punlblñc WrMeg on Itlhe Síbreet, o e
amid iim TMM Space

Williatn Burtis

Maybe the private isn't so private and the public isn't so public.
—Student essay

'y purpose for this essay is to discuss current views of public writing
. and contribute notions of qualitative research and cultural geography

to these conversations. I will also provide two pedagogical examples of
how these contributions inform student writing and civic participation in
various public spaces. I believe that public writing must identify the actual
places and material practices where both the public and the private are
experienced physically and spatially, not just socially and rhetorically, if
public writing is to have an embodied effect on everyday life.

Public writing expresses the idea that composition teachers and students
have an obligation to engage with conversations in the public sphere in order
to address other readers, writers, and participants in everyday life. Just a few
examples of public writing projects are petitions, brochures, flyers, letters,
neighborhood histories/narratives, proposals, community presentations, and
commissioned writing needs initiatives from outside academia. This type of
writing requires a shared commitment in using literate practices to attend to
social problems (Wells 328-29). Public writing advocates like Nancy Welch
and Christian Weisser see public writing as imagining and building rhetorical
spaces through negotiating discourse and "extra discursive obstacles" (Welch
474) that inform notions of the public. These "extra discursive" conditions
are ofren ideological influences on what constitutes the public and public
writing such as class, gender, race, economics, and power relations.

In public writing, writers and audiences reciprocally take and make
spaces through acts that are simultaneously verbal and physical. These ex-
periences are meant to propel students outside the boundaries of academic
discourse into public spaces, relationships, and discussions that students
are invested in and committed to. Part of public writing is to help writers
and readers to construct and identify certain notions of the public and the
public sphere through social and discursive practices that extend past the
closed bubble of the process classroom into more pragmatic and civic areas
of shared inquiry and involvement (Wells 335).

The difficulty in assigning public writing assignments is that the public
sphere is fragmented, contested, and already occupied by hegemonic forces
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(Weisser xiii). The notion of a totally public space, an area where anyone
can be free to say what they please without repercussions, is often believed
to be the stabilizing foundation of American society and inalienable right
of American citizens. This notion of "the public square" reflects an impor-
tant tenet of participatory democracy; it is a citizen's civic duty to engage
in debate and express one's opinion (regardless of one's status in society)
amongst other citizens as a check against the power of the state. Because of
"common concerns" expressed in these public forums, government should
reflect the wishes and needs of its populace. Therefore, public space, actual
physical arenas where these discussions unfold, is an integral aspect of civic
planning, building, and presence in a democratic society And yet many ques-
tions arise from this belief: What exactly denotes "common concern"? Can
a public space be a neutral vicinity divorced from and devoid of power? Is
access to public space totally free and open to all in a democratic society?
Is public space beyond state and private control?

The popular belief in an all accommodating, open space where the
public can express their principles, as both individuals and groups, contrasts
sharply with the "Sphere of Public Authority" (Habermas), a more restrictive
and controlled mode of public life which reflects the needs of the state and
ruling elite. In this sphere, economic considerations take precedence over
political participation as public spaces become harmless safety valves for
the manipulation of citizens' rights in accordance with hegemonic control.
Hegemonic power is implicit in the construction of the "public," and cannot
be removed from public spaces or discussions of the pubhc. Because of this
relationship, certain people and groups in society are included or excluded
from these spaces and debates. This notion of public space as not as inclusive,
"free," or equitable as we are led to believe as American citizens can ofren
be difficult for students to accept and complicated to build into a public
writing assignment.'

Public writing is not only about who is speaking to whom about what,
but who is not or cannot speak to certain people using certain discourses. As
Susan Wells notes in "Rogue Cops and Health Care: What Do We Want from
Public Writing," the public ofren is experienced as temporary and unstable
meetings of people that cannot be confined to a fixed location with absolute
borders and boundaries (332). Because of this lack of a universal, stable site
for public engagement, elements of risk, transgression, and confrontation
are often elements of public writing. Public writing texts need to address
real problems through using a variety of discourses that both include and
critique, simultaneously working with and against an amalgam of local and
global pubhcs.

While I agree with many of the objectives of public writing, I think
that the perceptions and practices of public writing are missing two crucial
elements: an understanding of the spatiality and corporeality of actual
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public spaces, and a corresponding investigation of how public and private
constitute each other in order to not neglect the materiality of public writ-
ing. Though the public is fragmented, fluid, multiple, and contradictory,
public relationships, experiences, and writing are manifested in actual
material spaces, incorporated into literal texts, and are felt through physi-
cal bodies. Many accounts of public writing answer the what, how, and
why of the public, but the significant question of where is the pubhc is not
always highlighted. Where do students locate themselves in public spaces
in order to write themselves into or against the public? Where do notions
of public and private act reciprocally on each other to aid students in the
tasks of public writing? The answers to these questions must involve a more
complex view of where, as well as qualitative practices that can engage the
interlinking conditions of public and private.

There is an interesting connection between private and public
selves, spaces, and discourses in that the notions of public and private
are not mutually exclusive but are permeable, interactive, reciprocal
and mutually constitutive. In my public writing assignments, students
are asked to question the division between public and private. These
investigations of how public spaces are influenced by private interests
and how private spaces are shaped by public experiences are intrinsi-
cally important to locating the where and why of writing. Public writing
assignments must acknowledge that one can't go into a public space
without our private notions of space, people, and language, and vice
versa. Public writing must also identify and intervene in habitual spa-
tial, social, and composing practices that structure public and private
behavior, constructing notions of public and private "normalcy," "com-
mon sense," or "deviation" from accepted, ideologically validated and
embodied experiences.

Borrowing from cultural geographer Edward Soja's concept of
realandimagined spaces, this essay relates my attempt to construct a
special category of spatial, social, and discursive experience for a public
writing pedagogy: pubicandprivate. Publicandprivate denotes spaces,
identities, and discourses in which notions of public and private are
so closely linked that to separate the terms and experiences would be
to lose sight of the interconnectedness and reciprocity of these rela-
tionships. Publicandprivate combines Nancy Fraser's concept that the
public and private are intertwined cultural and rhetorical labels with
the ecocompositional view of public and private as intersecting and
overlapping ecosystems. By utilizing these ideas, I hope to suggest to
students that public and the private are not stable categories, but are
multiple and contested material, social, and discursive conventions,
expectations, and purposes that structure our everyday spatial practices,
identities, and communication.
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PublicandPrivate: Tlhe Paradoxes of Puiblic
Writíimg ñe Third Space

My first contribution to public writing is to add notions of the private
to the thinking and practices of public writing through utilizing cultural
geography, "paradoxical space," and Edward Soja's concept of Third
Space. Yet before I suggest these conceptions and practices for public
writing, I would like to examine how public thinkers imagine notions of
public and private.

In their critiques of Habermas, authors such as Fraser and Richard Sen-
nett have noted that definitions of public and private are not absolute, clearly
delineated, or mutually exclusive. Our experiences of pubhc and private are
actually the result of historical situations and ideological representations
infiuenced by social, cultural, political, and economic forces. Habermas's
view of the public sphere as a single, consentual site where all citizens are
accommodated and brought together by a common concern seeks to leave
out individual private issues from public discourse. Fraser and Sennett re-
defined public and private as cultural experiences that cannot be completely
divided from each other nor divorced from the material and social conditions
that constructed them. How one understands, constructs, and lives public
and private depends on a number of factors, some within the individual's
control, some beyond one's control.

As an example. Fraser notes that, historically, those in power often
see themselves as the "universal class" and their concerns are expressed as
the "common concerns" of the public. The majority ideology of the pubhc
sphere is dominated by the male bourgeois class that often discriminates
against women and minorities in order to control and/or exclude dissenting
discourse, behef systems, and physical presences in pubhc spaces. Because
of this "bracketing of inequalities and difference" in the public sphere, the
private interests of the male bourgeois class becomes a transparent ruling
majority with hegemonic control and dominance hid behind the façade of
"pubhc" and "common concerns."

Our sense of what constitutes the personal and the private is constructed
by and constructs our sense of the public and our public practices. Though
these keywords of public and private are crucial elements of the social prac-
tices of writing, engaging exactly how, where, and why these experiences
and relationships actually affect each other is not often included in pubhc
writing assignments. If they are, it is often through the specter of privatiza-
tion of public spaces and resources by corporations, the state, or market
forces, and their effect only on public agency and the available means of
participation, cooperation, and coordination of civic action. The notion that
private enterprise has some how tainted the all-inclusive, unrestricted free-
doms of public spaces neglects the material, social, and discursive realities
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that, historically, public spaces have always been under the control of some
institution or power interest (Mitchell 119-21).

Public accommodation and presence has always been a struggle, con-
tested through various competing and negotiated public and private spatial,
social, and discursive behaviors. This total separation of the "free" public
and the "self-interested" private and the use of the public to "bracket" and
remove differences between people has been critiqued by Fraser as being
a very narrow and insular way to enact and imagine public and private
relationships and experiences. By removing discussions of the private from
discussions of the public or by demonizing any sort of private aspect to the
construction of public space creates the illusion that pure public and private
spaces, identities, and discourses can be accessed, utilized, and lived.

These interests in the effects of spatiality, physicality, and materiality on
our senses of public and private find a correspondence in the field of cultural
geography Cultural geography is a field of study that sees space as a site of
social and ideological production and reproduction (Jackson 23). Identity
is constructed through experiences of place as historically contingent and
geographically specific contexts in which we live our lives. Our sentimental
connections to place, our body language, our accents, and the way we see
the world are not innate but involve complex mental, physical, and cultural
influences and experiences. As a way to illustrate this concept in class, I
often use analysis and deconstruction of geographical stereotĵ Des (all New
Yorkers are rude, all people from Maine are bumpkins, etc.) drawn from the
media and students' backgrounds to discuss how place can affect how we
think, act, write, and interact with other people. Our experiences of space
and materiality, therefore, are informed by embodied practices, ideologi-
cal beliefs, and communicative and discursive forms that come together to
structure everyday life (Minea).

From these definitions of cultural geography, public writing can draw a
crucial connection between the material, the social, and the discursive, as
space, materiality, and the body become the forums through which public
and private discursive and social experiences become incorporated. In
order to interpret and practice this sense of "paradoxical" space for assign-
ments, public writing could utilize the work of Edward Soja to justify the
inclusion of simultaneous but often contradictory spatial experiences in a
composition class. Soja is a cultural geographer who sees spatial aware-
ness and orientation as a trialectics of spatiality in terms of First Space,
Second Space, and Third Space.

First Space is the space of literal physical perceptions, of materiality, and
of the body First Space represents a spatial, social, and historical awareness
that can be empirically measured and tends to privilege objectivity First Space
epistemologies concentrate on accurate descriptions of surface appearances,
material conditions, and mapable geographies (Soja 74-78). Second Space is
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the space of imagination and conceptual thinking, ofthe mind, metaphor, and
belief. Second Space reflects spatial, social, and historical knowledges produced
and reproduced through thought, imagination, and discourse. Representations
of Second Space are reflective, subjective, introspective, and individualized
(Soja 78-81). These are the imagined geographies and cognitive maps of
thinkers and artists who are concerned with images and ideas. Third Space
is the space of lived experiences that brings together First and Second space
awareness retaining the reciprocal and contradictory relationships between
these different spatial knowledges.

As an example of how Soja's ideas can come together in terms of
composition and rhetoric, I ofren reflect on my work in different writing
centers. Writing centers have a material size, shape, and layout that influ-
ences where we tutored (First Space). As a staff, we had a way of thinking
and talking about our particular writing center and what we did there that
ofren involved using either business or clinical metaphors (Second Space).
Because of the material and discursive conditions of the particular writing
center, how we tutored, how we imagined tutoring, and how we treated the
people who came to the writing center came together in a literal and meta-
phoric environment that affected the lived practices of the tutors, supervi-
sors, and student writers in the writing center (Third Space). Conceiving of
and describing student writers in ways that saw them as either "clients" or
"patients" influenced and was influenced by the physical site of the writing
center and how we set up, arranged, and utilized writing center space (as
an "office" or "examining room"). These First and Second Space experiences
affected how we interacted with or "cured" the students, and how we saw
and conducted ourselves as tutors, "managers," or "caregivers" in the Third
Space of our particular writing center.

Third Space is labeled as "realanditnagined" as one word, indicating that
the binaries that structure conceptions and perceptions are mutually inform-
ing and if separated would destroy the lived connections between the two
(Soja 80-82). Soja uses the example of the city of Los Angeles as reflecting
a TJiird Space heterotopian "exopolis" (238) where its citizens' conceptions,
perceptions, and lived experiences are ofren multiple, contested, reciprocal
combinations of spatiality, imagination, and social practices that, though
they ofren clash, are actually mutually constitutive, continuously constructed
and reconstructed in a type of "hyperreality" (244).

For public writing, Soja's trialectics of spatiality could be revised to
construct a trialectics of public writing in which the spatial, the social, and
the discursive are all conceived, perceived, and lived as ways to engage
paradoxical experiences of public and private spaces, relationships, and
discourses. For my public writing projects, I use, and encourage students
to use, the trialectical term publicandprivate as representing a paradoxical
Third Space perspective on how these two spatial, social, and discursive
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experiences inform each other and cannot be separated. Soja's idea of Third
Space seems to have exciting potential for public writing, but the question of
what Third Space looks like, feels like, where it is, and how one gets there
provides problems for application in terms of teaching and practicing these
types of assignments. Public writing needs to construct actual opportunities
for Soja's Third Space consciousness and perspective for both instructor and
students by presenting the public and the private as a kind of Third Space,
realandimagined conceptions, perceptions, and lived experiences.

For my public writing assignments, students are asked to analyze how
assumptions, "lore," history, media representations, embodied dwelling, and
personal structures of feeling (memory, fear, nostalgia) create realanditnag-
ined places in everyday life. Recording these observations and reflections
(whether in writing or through other media) are a crucial aspect of investi-
gating the interconnected experiences of not only Third Space but also for
realizing a publicandprivate consciousness for a public writing project.

In the next section of this essay, I would like to provide qualitative
strategies of how public writing can engage "paradoxical," Third Space ex-
periences. Though there has been much theorizing on the links between the
metaphoric and the material in public writing, assignments need to focus on
the actual lived connections between the public and the personal as ways of
understanding how the spatial, the social, and the discursive produce the
practices of public writing, teaching, and civic participation.

TMdiiig It to the Streets : PmbHc Wri tmg a n d Streetwork

Though discussions of public writing often focus on the need for it to
have real life effects, ±ere has been little analysis of how material conditions
and spatial awareness influence social practices and rhetorical expressions
that can be utilized to access and contribute to various publics. In this sense,
public writing needs to add a qualitative research aspect to public writing
assignments in order to analyze how actual public spaces influence how
public writing is conceived, perceived, composed and received. Cultural
geographers ofren utilize a qualitative method called streetwork in which
to encounter places, using field work, observations, informal interviews,
maps, recordings, diagrams, material artifacts, body rhetorics, and sensory
experiences to examine the connections between the spatial, the social,
and the discursive. In streetwork, practitioners open themselves up to the
experience of a place through unplanned, unstructured transitory site visits
in which data is collected and processed through both the theoretical lens
of cultural geography and through one's own feelings, perceptions, and
understandings. These activities ofren emphasize the connection between
description and critical analysis in order to "question the extent to which
people and place are indivisible" (Burgess and Jackson 151).
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The idea of Burgess and Jackson's streetwork method is not to ground
one's self in a research site but to dwell and move, change perspective, see
similarities and differences, to be both outsider and insider, and to shift
between those identities and spatial positionings in order to analyze one's
own encounter with place. Streetwork asks its practitioners to keep their
senses open to individual and collective habitual practices that familiar-
ity has naturalized, experienced as "common sense" and "instinctual" for
its inhabitants and travelers. Doing streetwork asks researchers to use a
variety of qualitative practices (positioning, data collection, observations,
taking field notes, short informal interviews with inhabitants), work both
individually and collaboratively, and decide on how to present research
findings to an audience.

Though Burgress and Jackson call for an "unstructured" approach, I
have found that writing students do need some preparation before going
out into the field in terms of ethical practices, and so we will often discuss
the objectives and procedures of streetwork in class. Each student com-
poses a research plan before their streetwork, using it as a rough guide in
order to maximize data collection. These methods, though not "traditional"
academic research practices, do fit the spatial, social, and rhetorical foci of
public writing pedagogy.

The use of streetwork for writing students was pioneered by Nedra
Reynolds and her "Mapping the University" project (Geographies of Writ-
ing), but I wanted to add the component of Third Space thinking, dwelling,
and writing to this assignment, especially in terms of how students locate
themselves in publicandprivate zones. Public writing students need to ana-
lyze their construction of a sense of place through learning how to dwell,
focusing on their own and o±er people's everyday spatial practices. Students
are encouraged to observe similarities and differences between their strate-
gies and tactics of navigation, movement, and inhabitation and those of the
people who dwell and move through the space too.

For public writing, streetwork could be utilized to analyze and decon-
struct public and private binaries as well as notions of insider and outsider
spatial and social identities. This critique would ask its practitioners to
experience different kinds of spaces as being intrinsic to the construction of
public and private identities, relationships, and discourses. Public writing
assignments could use streetwork to analyze how notions of the "public,"
and the "private" construct and are constructed by "real" everyday spaces
and material conditions designated as public or private in which the writing,
texts, and responses will be situated. These research methods could help
to suggest how writers can use material conditions and body positioning,
movement and inhabitation that occur in public spaces, to produce acces-
sible public forums that would reach the most inhabitants and dwellers
in a given public space.
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I have also found myself utilizing aspects of streetwork to help bolster
academic research through asking students to write about the actual physical
"search" for resources and materials: how the material and spatial practices
of research (where resources are) influence what they research, how they
use sources, and why they accept or reject the credibility of sources.

As Nancy Welch notes, public writing imagines and builds rhetorical
spaces but also needs to anticipate extradiscursive obstacles as well (477).
The construction of public and private material, social, and rhetorical spaces
often involve struggles not only with writing but with visibility, voice, and
presence experienced through verbal, social, and physical appropriation and
resistance. Public writing assignments need to have and account for spatial
repercussions and consequences, as well as ways to research, critique, and
represent both the metaphorical and physical struggles of public writing.

Public writing and writing assignments have to be located somewhere
spatially and physically They cannot be disembodied or transparent ideals
but must become an active part of the environment that constitutes public
spaces, public identities, and public discourses. In this way, public writing is
not only rhetorical and social, but also material, "real," a crucial part of the
actual conditions of public life writ large on the spaces that people inhabit
and dwell in throughout the course of everyday life. Some compositionists
such as Charles Lowe and Terra Williams have suggested that the current
"where" ofthe public is located in virtual spaces and electronic environments
such as web blogs. The question raised by "blog as public space," outside of
the technological and economic issues of access and participation, is what
are the material consequences of virtual public and private spaces? Where
are the actual physical, embodied experiences and relationships that give
so much meaning and significance to public and private spaces?

Though blogs could be seen as a metaphor for publicandprivate space, the
lack of material and spatial interactions produce absolute and transparent
conceptions oí publicandprivate space. Blogs suggest aspects of Habermas's
public sphere of total accommodation and passivity as bloggers and readers
only interact in discursive ways. What happens to ethos and kairos without
qualitative, embodied experiences? Digital environments can be seen as the
ultimate in disembodied public spaces as the transparency of technology
has erased spatial and physical repercussions of presence and occupation,
constructing spaces of spectacle rather than ones that encourage interven-
tion into everyday life. If one is to construct an effective counterpublic it has
to be located somewhere in material life, like bell hooks's margins, Gloria
Anzaldúa's borderlands or Fraser's subaltern counterpublics.

Qualitative methods like streetwork aid public writing in engaging literal
places that have lived connections to the rhetorical and the social relation-
ships that impact various conceptions, perceptions, and lived experiences of
the public and public spaces. Public writing projects need to include physi-
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cal and spatial analysis with qualitative research in order to more precisely
understand what "public" and "private" are and could be, and how, why,
and where public writing becomes public.

Mapp ing t h e PublicandFrivate: Pedagogical Examples

In this section I would like to share two examples from composition
classes I have taught where public writing incorporates qualitative research
methods, cultural geography, and examinations of how public and private
are symbiotic experiences. I share these examples not to say that these are
new, revolutionary, or groundbreaking techniques or assignments but to show
how the spatial, the social, and the discursive can come together in a public
writing project. These assignments draw from different fields of composition
and cultural geography; in particular, spatial composition (Nedra Reynolds's
mapping assignments), ecocomposition (Julie Drew's "politics of place"
and discursive mapping), material rhetoric^ (Richard Marback's city spaces
as forums for resistance and participation^) and critical geography (David
Harvey's cartographic consciousness and identities'*). All of these earlier
projects involve traditional writing and research workshops, class discussions,
conferences, and selected readings. The inclusion of geographical rhetorics,
like maps (which encompass spatial awareness, social analysis, and alterna-
tive discourses) were my attempts to bring the Third Space perspectives and
paradoxical spaces to public writing assignments and texts.

My public writing pedagogy connects Drew's literal map making as a
composition assignment with Reynolds's use of mapping metaphors and
practices as representative of how real and imagined spaces construct a
writer's sense of place as well as the actual acts of composing for a specific
writing task. Drew and Reynold's strategies were built upon in order to
construct and practice the notion that maps are rhetorical texts which utilize
overlapping concepts of the physical, the cognitive, and the ideological to
help writers understand the social production of publicandprivate spaces
and writing. The use of literal and metaphoric maps in a composition class
help students analyze what, how, and where publicandprivate writing is
conceived, perceived, and lived.

In terms of readings for these projects, I tried to follow Sidney Dobrin
and Christian Weisser's ecocompositional view of textual production over
textual consumption. I only used three preparatory readings: one from
cultural geography (Peter Jackson's "The Mall and the High Street"), one
from public writing (Don Mitchell's "The End of Public Space?"), and one
from qualitative research (chapters in John Trimbur's The Call to Write) as
prompts for written responses, field notes, and class discussions. I much
prefer students to read actual spaces and people in order to produce their
own personal and public experiences and relationships rather than consume
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secondary accounts of spatial and social encounters. In this way, spaces,
things, and social relationships are read as rhetorical ra±er than merely
"highlighted" as literary texts and than regurgitated back through reading
journals and essays with no qualitative, physical consequences.

The objectives of my public writing assignments are to analj^e how
different types of students, classrooms, campuses, and geographical areas
will influence who, where, how, and why of public and public writing. If the
"public" is imagined as overlapping and competing ecosystems and habitats
that are symbiotic (micro and macro publics, strong and weak publics, main-
stream and subaltern publics) than academic communities as a part of public
and private life cannot be lefr out of constructing trialectics of public writing.
Public writing assignments have to consider the types of publics constructed
and negotiated by the specific spatial, social, and discursive conditions ofthe
classroom and the academic institution in which classrooms, teaching, and
assignments are situated. How these private spaces, people, and discourses
are connected to other larger public spaces, social identities, and conversa-
tions become the heart of the public vwiting experience.

These types of spatial, social, and discursive relationships must also
consider the public roles and identities ofthe students engaging these public
writing assignments and how their status as a certain kind of student influ-
ences how they interact with the public of the university and the publics of
their everyday lives. Just as all spaces and discourses contain elements of
public and private, so do the students who inhabit, dwell in, and write about
public spaces. Students bring in and take out these public and private experi-
ences whenever they enter and exit the classroom, university, personal, and
community spaces. These relationships will influence how, why, and where
students construct notions of the public for a public writing assignment.

My first example is from my writing classes at Southern Connecticut
State University (SCSU). SCSU has a large commuter community with many
working, non-traditional, and part-time students. In my writing class, I had
first-year to fourth-year students so the status, roles, and obligations of the
students varied greatly The surrounding geography of SCSU is the city of
New Haven, so the publics for this assignment had a distinctly urban feel.

Because of ±e roles and responsibilities ofthe students in my class and
considering the time, material, and social obligations of my students, this
public writing project asked students to research a problem centered in a
community in which they felt they were a member (home, work, school,
political, social, or cultural) that had both public and private concern and
significance for the students. The assignment called for students to do street-
work in their chosen community by composing a map which traced their
research in these spaces and included material artifacts. They were then to
write a public document that addressed the problem, proposed changes,
and was to be distributed in the geographic area where the problem was
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located. Finally, students needed to write an accompanying essay reflect-
ing on their personal experiences while completing the project. Some of
the maps/documents/essays I received from my SCSU classes focused on
unsafe working conditions at various jobs, construction on and off campus,
hazardous driving conditions on various streets, and problems in living in
dorms or in off campus apartments.

One of my students who I will call Maria^ mapped a New Haven City
block in her community where an abandoned church was converted into
a strip club which was applying for a liquor license. Maria did qualitative
research in the community she felt would be most affected by this event.
She wrote a petition against the club which was attempting to acquire the
license and distributed her petition throughout the neighborhood. She also
composed a map of both her neighborhood and her research process start-
ing with her initial ideas to the actual paths she took while distributing
her petition and documented these processes using photos, drawings, and
artifacts. The map identified where she received the most signatures for her
petition, what times were the best, and what areas people congregated in.
Maria noted in her map that bus stops were the best place for her to talk
to people and get signatures as people had to wait for their transportation.
Maria even included a bus schedule as an artifact in her map to reflect this
strategy of dwelling and communicating.

Maria collected a hundred and fifty names for her petition and went
before the New Haven City Council to present the results of her petition.^
The meeting was broadcast on public access Citizen's TV̂  in New Haven,
and she included a videotape of the session as part of her final portfolio.
Maria's essay not only detailed her experiences doing the streetwork of
collecting signatures, but also addressed her ambivalent personal feelings
over living in this community. Maria's essay described her own history
in the neighborhood. She wrote of places and people she both loves and
hates—frustrated by the lack of opportunities and frightened by danger-
ous situations, while also full of good times and memories for her, her
family, and friends. Maria admitted that her community had a "bad public
reputation" but that all of the important, positive events and experiences
of her life occurred there.

For Maria, the site oí the publicandprivate experience of this project was
her race, self-described as a Latina, a corporeal and cultural place where
public and private come together. Being a Latina influenced who she saw as
her public and what kinds of publics she was a part of (women, Hispanic,
New Haven citizen, and American citizen) all of which also impacted her
personal relationships and goals. Maria called her neighborhood "her com-
munity" but admitted that she didn't know many people who live right
next to her and because of this felt "strange" intruding on their "private
space" by asking for signatures in public places. Maria concluded her essay
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by stating that private people need to get together to form neighborhood
pubhcs in order to solve the problems of their communities.

My second example comes from a writing class I taught at the University of
Rhode Island (URI). This writing class was 98% first-year full-time residential
students from a variety of different states, who were in learning community
clusters sharing blocks of classes. The surrounding geography of URI is the
small town of Kingston, an area that reflects a rural New England.

Because of my students' "newness" to campus geography and their un-
familiarity with surrounding communities, the public writing assignment for
my URI class was to research campus spaces that act as entry points for out-
side communities into the campus-places where outside publics and campus
publics meet. The assignment called for students to do streetwork in these
liminal zones and create a group presentation/map about the space, write
a public document for the inhabitants of the space, and an essay detailing
their personal experiences with the project. This assignment asked students
to identify the different kinds of campus spaces that include the publican-
dprivate, and how both insider and outsider status is constructed through
material conditions, social identities and relationships, and discourses on the
URI campus. Some of the maps/documents/presentations/essays I received
from my URI classes focused on unlit walkways along the boundaries of the
campus (nicknamed the "Rape Trail"), traffic from people coming in to see
sporting events, finding space at various dining halls that are open to the
public, and vandalism of fraternity houses bordering the business district.

One of the groups researched the Fine Arts Center, a building that con-
tains classrooms, a theater, a box office, and a lobby where both students
and "outside" visitors dwell. This group did streetwork under two different
conditions: during the day, when they mingled with students in the lobby
who were waiting to go to class, and then at night, when they observed
theatre goers who came from off campus to see a performance.

The group developed a presentation about the theater lobby using class-
room conditions, bodily performances, and material artifacts to recreate the
different spatial experiences, positionings, and discourses of both day and
night publics of the Fine Arts Center (FAC). For their presentation, the group
created two different kinds of maps: the first identified the student-centered
private and communal locations of the lobby during the day, while the sec-
ond focused on the uses of the lobby by visitors from off campus attending
a performance at night.

These maps traced the commonalities and differences of these two pub-
lics in terms of the use of spatial conditions and body positioning (where
and how people congregated, dwelled, sat, stood, moved), social identities
and relationships (who was there, different appearances, roles, status) and
discourses (body language, spoken conversations, material rhetorics, official
and unofficial texts). The group integrated these maps into their presentation
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and "revised" the spatial conditions of our classroom using artifacts (flyers,
programs) from the lobby as well as bodily appropriations of the classroom
furniture to model the different types of spatial, corporeal, and material
experiences they observed during their streetwork.

For their public document, ±e group wrote a pamphlet about the FAC
that they placed in the lobby for students, faculty, staff, and visitors to read.
This two-page pamphlet focused on their concerns about the commercializa-
tion of a campus space, critiquing the advertisements and sponsorship of
the FAC by different corporations and businesses. The pamphlet detailed the
pros and cons of this sponsorship that turned campus space into consumer
space. This concern over the privatization of a student-designated space
reflects many of the concerns of privatization that public writing advocates
also share. But where different audiences would encounter the pamphlet
was just as important as what the pamphlet said.

The group used additional streetwork to identify the best places for the
various publics of the FAC lobby to encounter and read their pamphlet. They
analyzed where different people sat, dwelled, stood, moved, and conversed in
order to maximize the pamphlet's contact with different types of readers. The
question of where to place their public writing to enhance the chances that
members of different kinds of publics would read it necessitated expanding
their understanding of who constituted the publics that shared this space,
and so social analysis was an integral part of their spatial analysis.

Although they felt that their primary audience was the URI student pub-
lic, the group then had to deconstruct the notion of there being one "student"
public as they quickly noted that residents and commuters (although both
members of the URI public) utilized the lobby in many different ways and
configurations. There was no official "URI Public or Private Space" but a
series of spatial and social conceptions, perceptions and uses that composed
a contested material text called the FAC lobby. For this group, their project
identified the FAC lobby as intersecting public and private zones of ambigu-
ity that affect each other through material spaces, the people who inhabit
it, and the discourses they are invested in.

The group's essays focused largely on how perceptions of public and
private depended on specific spatial and social conditions like time of day,
specific events, and if they felt included or excluded from the people that
inhabited the space. Some students discussed their feelings of having "out-
siders" come to their university as being awkward, as if "strangers" were
coming into their "home." Others felt it was important for there to be publi-
candprivate zones of contact on the URI campus, because it reminded them
of their personal connections to the "outside world." Publicandprivate zones
like the Fine Arts Center lobby made them feel that they were simultane-
ously part of the outside world as well as part of the URI community too.
These liminal zones made them feel less isolated and more in touch with
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what's going on in the world outside URI. And yet these publicandprivate
zones also were sometimes intimidating and threatening as well, as students
reported feeling less safe or in control because they could not immediately
identify the status, identities, and purposes that these "outsiders" brought
with them onto campus.

Most interesting was the feeling that these publicandprivate zones were
taking away from the private spaces of students in the name of extending
the public of URI into outside communities. Although their public document
was concerned with the question of privatization of URI public spaces, the
group's essays all seemed more troubled with the "publicization" of private,
personal spaces for students to "escape" from the pressures of living a public
life, sharing the campus with roommates, fellow students, and the rest of
the extended URI community. This need for private student spaces, spaces
occupied by students to fulfill physical, social, and discursive needs, was often
addressed by transforming or appropriating spaces that were underutilized
by the majority of the URI public or removed from institutional public sur-
veillance. Often these students found themselves coming together as private
communal groups to help each other cope with the stress of acclimating to
the first year resident experience out of shared personal necessity rather than
turning to public institutional services. This group looked to the Fine Arts
Center lobby as a place to "hang out," blow off steam, to gossip, to read and
write, and to become spatially, socially, and discursively orientated to the
URI community both as individuals and as members of a collective.

Brimgiimg I t All Back H o m e : Puiblic Writíimg
amd Puiblic Homraespaces

As these examples show, public writing needs to incorporate more spatial
and physical experiences and presences into its conception, perception, and
lived practices regarding what constitutes the public and what constitutes
writing. Public writing cannot neglect the different scales of the private (from
individual to collective to corporate) in constructing the public and vice versa
for an assignment. The contribution I hope to make to conversations about
public writing is to ask public writers to consider not only the material and
spatial conditions which construct the notions of public and public writing,
but also to not neglect the private spaces, identities, and discourses which
are also constructed and influenced by public writing as well. Public virriting
could be utilized to add spatial and material critiques and consequences into
the objectives of a composition course.

Public writing research, practices, and pedagogies could benefit from
considering how our understandings of the public and private are bound
together and cannot be bracketed from each other or from the spatial, the
social, and the discursive. All spaces incorporate elements of the public
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and the private depending on specific and collective material, social, and
discursive conventions, expectations, and purposes that will influence
which designation is privileged over the other. Public writing projects
should offer corresponding inquiries into the material, social, and discursive
construction ofthe private as an integral aspect ofthe identities, texts, and
experiences of public spaces. As spaces incorporate notions of both private
and public, all writing for a composition class also negotiates public and
private significance as well. Public writing projects need to suggest private
reflection and personal investment in the spaces, people, and discourses
affected as a shared physical, social, and textual experience.

The analysis of these relationships between public and private needs
a spatial and qualitative methodology to encourage public writers to see
how these fluid notions oí publicandprivate are materialized in actual loca-
tions and sites. The use of streetwork procedures could be a way to identify
how notions of the publicatidprivate and public writing construct and are
constructed by "real" everyday spaces and material conditions designated
as public or private. These research methods could help to suggest how
writers can use material conditions to produce accessible material forums
which would reach the most inhabitants and dwellers in a given public
space. Public writing can't neglect the private in constructing the public
for an assignment and not just in terms of privatization but the effects
of a more personalized understanding and experience of the private for
writers. The loss of private space to public concerns could be an equally
important area of inquiry for public writing projects too.^

A constructive example for the link between public and private in actual
material spaces is David Coogan's investigation of "public homespaces" for
service-learning wherein students researched a community-based organiza-
tion involved in urban public housing issues. Public homespaces are actual
public spaces, resources, and relationships that are "inclusive, nurturing,
and responsive to the developmental needs of all people" (Belenky, Bond,
and Weinstock qtd. in Coogan 463), but the emphasis on "home" suggests
more personal, intimate connections between public citizens and com-
munity places.' Public homespaces are publicandpriavate spaces as they
"blur boundaries between the private sphere of personal development and
public sphere of argument and advocacy" (Coogan 471) in order to resist
public and private dualities and other spatial, social, and discursive bina-
ries. Public homespaces can be seen as subaltern counterpublics, places
of civic potential that make explicit the connections between public and
private commitments. Through spatial, social, and discursive "circulation,"
public homespaces help to reclaim public and private spaces through inter-
twining cultural contexts, personal connections and collective support for
educational and political investments in the spaces, roles, and rhetorical
practices of specific communities.
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I think that exploring the notion of Coogan's "public homespaces,"
spaces, activities, and discourses that incorporate explicit acknowledgement
of the interconnected material relationships of the individual and public
communities, may be a way to better understand the conventions, expecta-
tions, and purposes of public writing. Beginning with the metaphoric and
material concept of "pubhc homespaces," I suggest using streetwork and
cultural geography as a means of adding more rigorous qualitative and
theoretical aspects to public writing assignments.

Constructively blurring the boundaries between the public and private
in spatial, social, and discursive ways could be a response to the needs of
students trying to situate themselves in and navigate community, campus,
and private spaces. Their geography ofren includes publicandprivate places
like Maria's neighborhood, the FAC lobby, and student spaces like dorm
rooms and classrooms that are shared with different types of people with
different spatial, social, and discursive practices, needs, and concerns. But
why stop at public homespaces? Why not private communalspaces? The
need to push literal and metaphoric spatial conditions, social relationships,
and discourses that exhibit public and private experiences into Third Space
consciousness should be a major priority of public writing.

Notes

1. A possible response to this view of exclusion from the public sphere is the
work of Gerard Häuser. Hauser believes that the public sphere is a rhetori-
cal space formed around competing discourses rather than material places
or people's identities and status. Because it is a rhetorical space devoid of
materiality and political power, the public sphere has permeable boundaries
and tolerance. Because it is not bound to any one space or class, the pub-
lic sphere can accommodate institutional/hegemonic discourse as well as
"street" and oppositional rhetoric simultaneously. How well these discourses
reflect common meanings and shared interests or "public opinion" validates
one discourse over another. Therefore, graffiti can be more reflective of a
common concern or belief than a government edict, political speech, or
major media outlet. It is through negotiation and merging of these compet-
ing discourses (both official and unofficial) that public opinion is formed.
Though focusing on the rhetorical aspects of the public sphere is helpful to
public writing assignments, the question of whether discourse (and the pub-
lic sphere) can ever be divorced from ideological or material factors is one
that must be addressed by public writing.

2. Material rhetoric is "a mode of interpretation that takes as its object of study
the signification of material things and corporeal entities—objects that signify
not through language but through their spatial organization, mobility, mass,
utility, orality, and tactility" (Dickson 297-298). Material rhetoricians analyze
how different kinds of sensory discourses, materialities, and body practices
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inform each other to produce multiple meanings, readings, and ways of com-
posing. For material rhetoricians, ideology is not only internalized through
consciousness, but is inscribed on bodies, material conditions, and things. And
yet the term "material" is often used ambiguously by material rhetoricians to
cover a variety of experiences: is materiality spatial, physical, tangible, corpo-
real, objective, subjective, or all of these? Is it the same materiality of Marx's
historical materialism or is it an embodied perspective of multiple realities?

3. Focusing on urban environments and city rhetorics, Marback's view of the
potential of material rhetoric is its ability to not only "listen to the language of
objects and things such as cities to acknowledge that they do somehow speak
to us, listening to messages of cities and being written upon them" (141)
but also to provide entry into contributing to the city environments that his
students write about. Marback's utilization of material rhetorics as prompts
for writing assignments asks students to write about, on, and with the urban
conditions that construct personal and collective identities and agency for the
inhabitants of the city.

4. For Harvey, maps are ideological instruments and can be used as propaganda
because they project and "objectively" validate a representation of the material
world that is constructed to reflect dominant social institutions in order to nat-
uralize their privileged readings of space. Harvey contends that different social
institutions create a demand for different kinds of geographical knowledges in
order to stabilize and justify their consolidation and exercises of power. From
these geographical knowledges come cartographic identities and conscious-
nesses as ways that space, maps, and mapping are used to impose and natural-
ize capitalist forms of personal and political colonization and exploitation.

5. Maria is a pseudonym.
6. Unfortunately for Maria, the club got its license.
7. Though Gil Scott-Heron once noted "The Revolution Will Not Be Televised,"

could Public Access TV be utilized as a subaltern counterpublic?
8. Perhaps a composition project analyzing the practices and discourse of emi-

nent domain using streetwork and public documents to access and contribute
to these public conversations?

9. One could also draw parallels to bell hooks's notion of "homeplace" as a site of
resistance, recuperation, and renewal for oppressed peoples.
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Wotdmig IHoinnie-ScIhiooled Sttundeelts
ñnií© ttlhe

Phillip p. Marzluf

p s qualitative study examines the recent arrival of home-schooled
1 students on public college campuses. Transitioning from their private

homes to the public spaces of higher education, home-schooled students
are writing themselves into the academy and making important rhetorical
choices for how to perform their public identities. Within the next several
years, college faculty will realize the consequences, if any, of the home-
schooling phenomenon, which, along with virtual learning programs and
other "education management organizations" (see Molnar), reflect the in-
creasing privatization of K-12 education. Though no current statistics on
the number of home schoolers in public post-secondary institutions exist, a
2003 government study reported a 29% increase in home schooling from
the four previous years at the K-12 level and estimated a total population
of 1,096,000 home-schooled students (National Center). More than likely,
many of these students are now studying at public colleges and universi-
ties. The fact that the popular student networking site, Facebook, consists
of more than 500 home-schooling groups may be one indication. Another
may be that many institutions, including the one where I teach, are paying
more attention to home-schooled students as a potential market and devot-
ing websites to them.

English studies faculty, and composition practitioners in particular,
should be aware of the home-schooled students entering their classrooms
who may bring with them new literacy values and educational assumptions.
Homeschoolers, possibly more than any other group of students, experience
the challenges of departing from a highly home-contextualized notion of
private values and beliefs and confronting the new public values and secular
beliefs ofthe university Home-schooled students may have little experience
with the pedagogies that are commonplace in writing instruction, such as
collaborative learning, peer workshops, revision, or portfolios. They may
distrust student learning objectives that ask them to challenge their home
beliefs and grapple with perspectives that are different from their own.
Additionally, as the reading experiences of some home-schooled students
may be limited to Christian value-oriented readers published by Bob Jones
University Press and A Beka Books, these students may also resist the content
of course readings. Home-schooled students may refuse to historicize their
textual interpretations and to examine characters without condemning their
moral choices (e.g., see Goodburn).

These challenges indicate conflicting definitions of and commitments to
the public values of the university, and, although I am wary of subsuming
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home-schooled students under the monolithic label of Christian fundamental-
ism, these types of literacy conflicts account for why home-schooled students
may confront the same assumptions that Christian fundamentalist students
face regarding their educational, social, and literacy attitudes. According
to Ronda Dively and Lizabeth Rand, among others, college instructors may
resist these fundamentalist students, defining their way of thinking as naïve,
backward, monological, and highly dualistic. Christian students may feel
that they need to suppress their religious identity, keep their faith outside
their texts and interpretations, and, if possible, overcome their religious
thinking—these beliefs that harm their writing and cognitive development
(Dively 56; Rand 358; Stenberg 278).^

An underlying concern of this paper, therefore, is to balance the peda-
gogical obligations that public and secular instructors have towards their
students with the secular commitments they need to maintain in their
classrooms. As I define them, pedagogical obligations promote Gerard
Hauser's rhetorical criteria of meaningful public spheres (77-80), which, in
pedagogical contexts, include granting students access to literacy resources,
making sure they are treated equally, and tolerating their differences; these
obligations determine how we characterize students, value their languages,
encourage social interaction, and evaluate them. The secular commitments of
public instructors are official commitments to maintain healthy public spaces,
in which they need to insure that a single perspective or belief system, or
one dominant voice, neither inhibits dialogue nor silences differences (67).
Instructors' secular commitments enable them to meet their pedagogical
obligations to all students.

One practical experience I have had with balancing these different com-
mitments was, as part of my role as the director of a writing program at a
public Midwestern university, when I evaluated students' attitudes towards a
first-year writing course that asked them to write about identity, gender, and
white privilege. In that study, 16% of students reported that they felt "some-
what uncomfortable" and 7% felt 'Very uncomfortable" with the curriculum
content (Marzluf 206-07). Though administrators were largely pleased widi
the evaluation data, they did express concern with this "comfort level" and
asked me to insure that all students could relate to the curriculum. Yet, this
ideal of comfort, though strongly related to the inclusive ethic of pedagogical
obligations, begs many questions about the public role of writing classes. To
what extent should writing classes be asked—or not asked—to unsettle stu-
dents' political, social, or religious perspectives and identities? To what extent
should the official, public space of the classroom provide opportunities for
students to question the ideologies of their private beliefs and values, as well
as those of public spheres? This study, in part, was motivated by my desire
to answer these types of questions and ascertain how home-schooled—and
Christian fundamentalist students in general—developed strategies to negoti-
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ate their values in this first-year writing course and in other writing-intensive
courses at public institutions.

In this interview-based project, I examine the post-secondary transition
of six predominantly home-schooled students who profess the importance
of their Christian faith. I analyze their writing for hints about how they
negotiate the ideologies of post-secondary education. I am interested in
how and to what degree these students navigate the public university, its
particular ideologies, and the expectations of their professors. As a com-
mitted secular educator, I am also eager to understand and identify with
these students, whose beliefs and values at times considerably clash with
my own. In the following section, I briefly show how home schooling has
been characterized, discuss how composition scholars construct the conflict
between fundamentalist students and secular instructors, and outline the
methodology of ±is study. After that, I describe the rhetorical strategies used
by the home-schooled students in order to negotiate their transition from
the private to the public and confront new, possibly uncomfortable ideolo-
gies. Finally, I discuss several implications from the interview data, arguing
that, though the home-schooled study participants demonstrated they could
adjust smoothly to the literacy expectations of the university, faculty need
to temper their enthusiasm for transforming these students' social values as
well as their commitment to the college community. Moreover, public writ-
ing instructors need to reflect upon moments when their own pedagogical
obligations to home-schooled and fundamentalist students may begin to
surpass their secular commitments.

Before I continue, let me offer two caveats. First, I am by no means an
advocate for home schooling nor am I interested here in critiquing the cul-
tural and social values that shape its pedagogical values. Home schooling
troubles me to the same degree as other attempts to privatize K-12 education
and, for that matter, public higher education. Second, this study does not
attempt to compare the college-level performance of home-schooled students
with that of their public- or private-schooled peers. Though research like
this exists (e.g., Rudner), it is difficult to generate valid conclusions from
the variety of pedagogical approaches that constitute home schooling as
well as public and private educational contexts.

The Confflicts amd Contexts of H o m e Schoolimg

The research on home schooling reveals the ideological conflict between
liberalism and fundamentalism that Sharon Crowley describes in Toward a
Civil Discourse. On the one hand, according to Crowley, there are the liberal.
Enlightenment values that privilege tolerance and inclusiveness, in which
people are asked to free themselves from "motivation by desire, interest, or
life situation" (42); on the other hand, there are the exclusive, hierarchical.
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and monological values of fundamentalist faith and apocalyptic rhetoric.
Critics of home schooling emphasize its unhealthy desire to isolate families
from a more heterogeneous public culture and to inoculate individuals from
the possibility of persuasion (cf. Mol's rhetorical definition of religion [5]).
It represents, for Crowley, an exaggerated form of the "single-mindedness"
that marks the values of apocalyptic rhetoric and is a pedagogical method
that insures "those who are situated in the habitus in such a way [...] seldom
hear or read arguments that carry sufficient force to change their beliefs"
(193-94). Crowley argues that such forms of social and pedagogical isola-
tion must be challenged. Invoking the term "cocooning," Michael Apple
similarly argues that the home schooling movement distrusts "cultural and
intellectual diversity, complexity, ambiguity, uncertainty, and proximity to
'the Other"' (262) and thus retreats from the growing racial and ethnic di-
versity in certain parts of the United States. Considering that home school-
ing is becoming more popular in areas of the South and the Southwest that
show a large spike in immigration (Sikkink 62-63), the motivation of home
schooling may represent another sort of "white flight"; in this case, parents
do not move out of the neighborhood, they just pull their children out of
the local classrooms.

Home-schooling proponents downplay such responsibilities to communi-
ty and values of inclusiveness, emphasizing instead the benefits of economic,
legal, and pohtical independence. Brian Ray, proud of these families' desires
to remain independent of the government, states that home schoolers "do
not excessively depend on their villages, their communities and the state"
for the educational needs of their children (88). Ray privileges the autonomy
of individual families, which provide children with a "coherent worldview"
(90-94) and do not present financial burdens to the government (100-101).
Gary Bauer's American Values website underscores this conservative message
of family independence: "Parents are children's foremost authority and first
and best teachers. They, not Washington bureaucrats, should decide how and
where their children are to be educated" ("Education—Home Schooling").
As an educational movement, especially its conservative "Ideological" vari-
ant (see Van Galen), home schooling proponents focus education back on
the family, call for more local control over curricular decisions, and promote
fundamental, Judeo-Christian values. These advocates distrust mainstream
intellectual elites, curricula that encourage diversity and multiple perspec-
tives, and post-modern, relativistic epistemologies (e.g., Budziszewski). As
a highly conservative social movement, home schooling possesses its own
partisan organizations, such as the Home School Defense League or National
Home Education Research Institute, which attempt to legitimize home school-
ing both in the courts and in terms of public opinion (Lines 83).

In composition scholarship, these disputes between the obligations of
public and private spheres—between Crowley's binary of liberalism and
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fundamentalism—resurface as the conflict between liberal, secular instruc-
tors and their conservative, Christian fundamentalist students.^ Rand and
Shari Stenberg contend that religion is the final identity factor that secu-
lar instructors, especially those who are committed to critical pedagogy,
feel free to publicly discriminate against. Presenting examples of secular
discrimination, Joonna Smitherman Trapp describes how her professors
silenced her and belittled her belief system (18), and Rand narrates the ex-
periences of graduate students who felt ashamed because of their Christian
faith (279). Priscilla Perkins argues that this distrust of secular teachers
for their fundamentalist students is not simply a cultural prejudice, but an
indication that there is dissonance between conflicting types of literacy and
intellectual values: "Teachers respond negatively to students who do not
tolerate viewpoints or modes of living different from their own, and they
do not know how to teach critical thinking and argumentation to students
whose approach to textual authority runs so counter to mainstream cultural
hteracies" (586). Though this inquiry about religion does not necessarily
touch upon all home-schooled students—some of whom would reject the
"fundamentalist" label—it is important to note that many of them may be
entering English classes with these same values in question.

As I mentioned in the introduction, these conflicts between fundamental-
ist students and secular teachers reveal a dissonance between pedagogical
obligations and secular commitments. In Negotiating Religious Faith in the
Composition Classroom, for example, Elizabeth Vander Lei nicely articulates
the pedagogical obligations that she feels towards students of faith: "[W]e
are optimistic that by acknowledging the presence of religious faith in our
classrooms—maybe even by inviting it in—we can do a better job of helping
students recognize and respond to inappropriate rhetorical uses of religious
faith in both academic and civic discourse" (3). Vander Lei expresses several
commonplace pedagogical values of composition studies, including the fol-
lowing needs: to address the particular identities of students (in this case,
the "presence of religious faith"), to start from students' frames of reference,
and to emphasize the rhetorical and socially situated nature of teaching
practices and students' literacy development. Overall, Vander Lei pronounces
the important role of composition teachers who must not only transform
their teaching practices and understanding of evangelical students—that is,
"do a better job"—but must transform and save fundamentalist students,
helping them to negotiate the language of their religious beliefs within the
academy Rand, who comments upon the missionary zeal of composition
studies (356), hints that instructors should ignore their own secular identi-
ties as teachers in order to meet their pedagogical responsibilities:

Even if we don't finally believe in the Absolute Truth or perhaps in a God
that asks of us to be "bom again," we should recognize that many of our
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students do and that approaching their texts with more knowledge about
their religious identities might be the most effective and inviting way to
connect with them as people and as writers. (353)

Again, Rand implies that composition teachers need to transform them-
selves and understand the religious identities of their students in order
to better serve them (see also Perkins 586; Stenberg 272). Indeed, this
interview project with home-schooled students follows a similar impulse,
representing a model, I hope, for how teachers and researchers can listen
to home-schooled as well as other students of faith and examine the ways
they negotiate their university experiences.

Yet, these pedagogical obligations to invite and transform students' iden-
tities and home beliefs may challenge instructors' commitments to preserve
their secular and public classroom spaces. The discourse of Christian funda-
mentalist, especially that which manifests the exclusive, hierarchical "single-
mindedness" that concerns Crowley, threatens the public space of the writing
classroom because of its inability to participate meaningfully in the types
of publics that Häuser imagines: fundamentalist discourse may not tolerate
differences (79); may block access of other members, voices, or discourses
to the public space (77); and may demand a passive adherence to a single
perspective or behef system (77-78). According to Häuser, what constitutes
a healthy public space—and a space, I believe, that is necessarily a secular
one—is that which demands an active response from all of its members:
"Social actors must hear multiple voices to realize that they can do more than
respond—they can choose" (78). Thus, when Perkins describes a colleague's
classroom, in which a "nonfundamentahst student" is "barraged from every
comer of the room by 'proof-texts' on the sinfulness of homosexuality" (592),
that is a sign, despite the instructor's best efforts, of an unhealthy public,
secular space. The classroom, obviously, like all other public spaces, cannot
be constituted by emotionless, passionless, and disinterested students; they
necessarily arrive with their own values, commitments, and ways of seeing
the world. Häuser imagines public spaces that do not resemble the venues
of rationalist discourse but that are participatory, emotional, active, chang-
ing, and tolerant of differences. The secular commitments of instructors are
commitments to nurturing, maintaining, and, at times, policing the diverse
talk that makes up these classroom publics.

There are several examples of researchers whose pedagogical obliga-
tions surpass their secular commitments. For instance, in order to help
students bridge their religious identities to the expectations of the class.
Rand suggests instructors pose a series of questions: "If human beings are
'sinful,' are they hmited in their understandings of a Supreme Being in any
way? How are you hmited in your understanding of Truth?" (353). These
questions, unfortunately, may lead to unproductive statements of students'
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allegiance to their faith and promote "witnessing talk" (359), confessions,
and testimonials. Another example is Amy Goodburn's conflict with her
now infamous case study participant, fundamentalist "Luke." Luke values
an intensive literacy model, one focused solely around the Bible, the only
authentic text, which reveals only one true interpretation (339). Luke's
literacy values are imbedded in his sense of rhetorical time. He is unwill-
ing to respond within the particular contingencies offered by the texts as
he privileges a universal present Biblical time, in which the authentic text
necessarily stands outside of historical and social forces (344). Though I
admire Goodburn's care to continue to find ways to identify her and Luke's
conflicting epistemologies (350), she demonstrates an over-commitment
to Luke's private world; in short, her Salvationist urge to reach him leads
her away from her secular commitments as an instructor at a public state
university. She does not acknowledge Luke's responsibility to negotiate how
his "private" beliefs conflict with the different literacy and audience expecta-
tions of the secular classroom.

In order to contribute to our knowledge about home-schooled students
and their transition from their private home lifeworlds to their public identi-
ties as college students, I interviewed, during the 2005-2006 academic year,
seven predominantly home-schooled students, of whom six pronounced the
importance of their religious faith."» The students who participated were Ash-
ley, Jeff, Aaron, Jeremy, Kevin, and Blake.= The first five students were home
schooled throughout their entire K-12 educational careers, though three of
these students took community-college courses in their junior and senior
years. All participants were now studying at a large, Midwestern land-grant
institution. Following the literacy research methodology of asking partici-
pants to narrate "life stories" (Brandt 12), I questioned the home-schooled
students about their educational attitudes, their reading and writing activi-
ties, their interactions with their classmates and professors, their responses
to their professors' feedback, and their identification of campus ideologies.
I interviewed each home-schooled student participant four times over the
course of a semester. I digitally recorded their responses and transcribed
significant portions. Additionally, I collected all the writing they produced
in their university classes as well as those texts they wrote previously for
introductory composition courses at regional community colleges.

Homnie-Sclhioolled Stuideiniits Negotíatímg Puiblic Spaces

The interview data reveal the home-schooled participants' educational
values, their rhetorical strategies for making connections between their home
and public selves, and their ability to read the ideologies of their university.
Not surprisingly, the home-schooled students' educational identity is tied
strongly to their families and their religious faith. Their narratives for why
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their parents chose to home school them are instructive. Although they
relate a variety of practical, pedagogical, and spiritual motivations, they all
point to a danger lurking in the public schools: rowdy classmates, dangerous
schools, mediocre teachers, and noxious educational policies and values.
Ashley, a history major and a member of a sorority, was educated at home
in rural western Kansas; she lists Bible quizzes and local Christian organiza-
tions as significant educational and social experiences. Jeff, who claims he
did not live up to the stereotj^e of smart home schoolers, describes himself
as a hands-on learner; he is majoring in the university's athletic training
program. Aaron, a Spanish language and economics major, experienced the
most formal, organized home schooling events. He participated in Christian
mission trips and attended courses in constitutional law and writing. Jeremy
an engineering major, was educated in a home environment in which he was
able to focus on mathematics and music. Kevin, from a family with eleven
home-schooled children, hopes to become a sports journalist; when he was
fifteen years old, he experienced a traumatic spinal cord injury Also, as the
home-schooled participant who most strongly centered his self around his
faith, Kevin described the educational choices of his parents by placing them
in a context of his parents' sense of divine responsibility: His parents "felt
that children were a gift from God and that it was their responsibility to bring
us up . . . with a strong belief in God and a strong foundation in scriptures
and an understanding of why we believe what we believe." Finally, Blake,
an animal science major, describes negative public school experiences until
his parents began to home school him in second grade; he is an avid reader
of politically conservative websites such as Townhall.com.

The home-schooled students demonstrate their ability to negotiate the
transition from the private to the public space, in which rhetorical choices
about how to articulate rehgious, political, and social beliefs are necessary.
Their composition texts reveal several strategies that interconnect their
private literacies with those of their post-secondary institutions. The most
obvious strategy for home-schooled students, especially in writing and speech
classes wherein they are unsure of their instructors' expectations, is to choose
topics and perspectives that easily accommodate their home ideologies. The
ubiquitous benefits-of-home-schooling paper or speech, for example, often
appear in the home-schooled students' lists of topics. Jeff's composition pa-
pers, which he wrote in a mode-based composition course at a suburban com-
munity college, show his conservative home ideology. He wrote a "concept
essay" on the negative consequences of abortion, a research paper on how
crucial parents are for nurturing their children, and a comparison-contrast
paper on working mothers versus stay-at-home mothers. Similarly, Ashley,
who fulfilled her composition requirements for another mode-based writing
course at a rural community college, wrote a "cause-and-effect" paper on
the benefits of home schooling, a research paper on the unfair legislation
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of public religious expression, a proposal advising her church congregation
on how to fund a preschool, and, finally, an argumentative paper describing
the problems of Fidel Castro's Cuba. The teachers' reactions to these papers
demonstrate that this strategy works: except for Jeffs anti-abortion paper,
the instructors praised the students' topic selections and did not comment
upon the use of evangelical outside research sources.

Kevin provides another interesting example of how to interconnect his
home beliefs and literacies with those of the academy. Kevin transformed a
sacred text—in this case, his Christian testament read out before relatives
and family ñ"iends at his home school graduation ceremony—for a paper
in the diversity-based university writing course that I mentioned in the
introduction. The assignment guidelines asked him to write a personal nar-
rative and then analyze what it revealed about his social identity. Kevin's
original text described his acceptance of Jesus Christ and then narrated the
traumatic spinal cord injury that left him paralyzed. The last section of the
paper contextualized his injury—and his acceptance of the injury—in terms
of his Christian faith:

But God, in His infinite wisdom, when knitting me together in my moth-
er's womb, designed me with a temperament and a mind-set that looks
past the limitations of my present situation and sees advantages. I realize
that James 4:14 is true: our life is just like vapor that appears for a little
while then vanishes away Our God is truly amazing and I look forward to
finding His plan for my life.

Kevin's testament follows, according to Jeannette Lindholm, the genre ele-
ments of the Christian conversion narrative: Kevin provides a challenge to his
faith, his spinal cord injury which he then uses to reaffirm his faith (61-62).

In his first-year expository writing class, Kevin transformed the testament
and, in the narrative of his injury, invoked religion only two times, once
when he asked for "God" to help iiim during the time of his accident and a
second time when he described his religious faith in the hospital, "joyfully
praying and thanking Cod for sparing [his] life." In the analysis section of
this paper, Kevin avoided any reference to his Christianity and, following the
dictates of the assignment, explained how his "disabled" identity overrode
all of the other identity characteristics: "No matter what my race, gender or
class, the only thing that matters right then is my chair with wheels. It also
brings up an interesting point. The fact that I'm in a chair minimizes my
perceived race, gender and class. When somebody looks at me they don't
see that I'm a white male of the middle class, to that person I'm disabled."
What Kevin demonstrates here is not only his ability to transform a religious
text to a secular one but that he can recontextualize the most challenging
experience of his life, his accident, from one of an experience of faith to
one of social identity.
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Another literacy practice that focuses attention on the reHgious-secu-
lar boundary is the use of Bibhcal quotations, or "proof-texting," a mark
of fundamentahst discourse in which Bibhcal quotations are cited to meet
certain rhetorical exigencies (Lindholm 62); it rarely appeals to secular
audiences. Writing for his required sophomore-level persuasive writing
course, Aaron provides an example of proof-texting when he included a
Biblical quotation from Proverbs, "where there is no vision, the people
perish," into a proposal addressed to the local city commission regard-
ing its preparedness for natural disasters. The intention of the quote
was to motivate his audience to act and to represent a "call for action,"
a concluding element that the assignment called for. Aaron admits that
his instructor's marginal comments questioned the necessity of the quote
but claims he wanted to include it because of the importance of its mes-
sage: "It's a verse that meant a lot to me, where, you know it also says
in Proverbs, 'in a multitude of counselors, there is safety,' so it's talking
about how, you know, it's important to be ready for all different kinds of
things in life." After discussing whether this quotation is appropriate and
relevant for the purportedly secular city commission, Aaron returns to
this challenging issue when he describes the importance of warrants: "I
think the idea of a warrant might come in when we were talking about
this King James quote; the warrant that needs to be looked at is whether
the use of the Bible is, what do I want to say . . . ? I mean it's relevant, I
know it's relevant, it's just, whether it is accepted to the audience." Similar
to Kevin's transformation of his sacred testament, Aaron is negotiating
the literacy values between these religious and secular spheres. Having
demonstrated his ability to proof-text, Aaron is now coming to grips
with audiences who may find such a literacy practice unacceptable. He
still wants to emphasize, however, the legitimacy of this quote and this
particular literacy practice.

As these students negotiate the public space of the university, their
growing awareness of secular genres, audiences, and expectations is one
aspect of their development in reading and responding to the university's
pohtical beliefs and social values. They become sophisticated at identifying
ideological hotspots in what, according to most of them, is a biased space.
The participants listed several of the biases they encountered in their class-
rooms, including the bashing of President George W. Bush, assumptions
about social inequality expressed in a Spanish language textbook, attitudes
towards the inviolability of evolutionary theory, stem cell research, and, in
one instance, a concern about an overemphasis upon the careers of women.
Importantly, Blake shows that these ideological hotspots are not necessarily
always biased towards the left. In his food science courses, he claims that
there is a significant conservative bias towards the agricultural industry,
expressed both by professors and the majority of students; in one of his
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classes, the nine students who were thought of as "organic" were silenced
in the classroom.

Although Aaron expressed some concern that the university did not
express the "viev r̂point of the country in general," it is important to note
that these students thought that moments of bias and dialogue concerning
political beliefs and social values were reasonable challenges of the uni-
versity experience. Consequently, a student like Blake, who had the most
negative experiences in his few stabs at public education and who proudly
defines himself as a politically conservative Southern Baptist, can still sound
like someone who embraces the pluralism of a liberal arts education (or, at
the very least, a libertarian perspective of the free and open exchange' of
beliefs). When responding to the question of what advice he would give to
a fundamentalist home-schooled student who was considering enrolling,
Blake emphasized the role of the university as an open, public space for
presenting and exchanging ideas:

The evolution thing, abortion, that's another thing that got talked about in
animal science—that was a fun class—they might get a few people angry
at them, but, hey, college: exchange of ideas—what we're here for. I don't
really thing there is a need to just hold back on your beliefs or your opin-
ions just because they're not either mainstream nor popular. I would just
tell them to speak their mind; it's college, we encourage it.

Fundamentalist students, defined by Blake as people who are intolerant
and close-minded to the extent that they cannot engage in a public dis-
cussion about a controversial subject, may be incapable of engaging their
peers and instructors in these sorts of open dialogues. Blake and several of
the other home schooled participants also indicate that these students can-
not expect the culture of the university to accommodate them. Kevin, quite
possibly the most devout Christian in the study, provides this advice to a
hypothetical fundamentalist home-schooled student who is thinking about
entering the university:

Having an open mind and not being so overtly, "Woo! Evolution! Ooh!
Satan!" but understanding that people are going to have different views
from yours and that you are not going to be able to change them, change
their minds, by condemning them and freaking out about every single
time you hear that, but that you are going to have to deal with it, so get
a firm belief and know what you believe, and then keep an open mind
about people's beliefs and don't feel that you will be automatically able
to change it.

Kevin's commonsensical pragmatic advice, "you are going to have to deal
with it," is a strong reminder that home-schooled students—and funda-
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mentalist students in general—are responsible for adopting rhetorical
strategies to represent themselves.

These additional rhetorical strategies consist of self-silencing (see Vander
Lei 8), the avoidance of controversial discussions, the compartmentalization
of religious beliefs, and the pragmatic tolerance of beliefs that they do not
accept. Blake's response to the university's privileging of evolution is one
example. A strong advocate of creationist beliefs, Blake cannot comprehend
how a practicing Christian, such as his favorite professor, can adopt an
evolutionary stance; yet, in his science classes, Blake is able to approach
a subject like evolution pragmatically: "We'll talk about evolution...I don't
believe it occurred, don't believe it is occurring, but if they start talking
about evolution, I'll take down the notes, because I have to know it, but it's
not something that I'm really going to need for my major." A final example
is Ashley's compartmentalization of her identity and her beliefs. When she
visits her rural Kansas hometown, she has to be mindful about how she
presents herself as a member of a sorority, for the word itself is a codeword
for "snobbery" in her home community In her sorority house, on the other
hand, she needs to be mindful about how she articulates her beliefs in
creationism, practicing avoidance strategies when "pre-Ice Age and all that
stuff" come up in conversations.

Oiuir limndtatiims to Transfonmi

I have seen students try on new ideas and new appearances, but rarely
have I witnessed full-blown Road-to-Damascus conversion experiences of
any kind. (Bérubé 107)

"Real" college culture remained beyond the reach of university institu-
tions and personnel, and centered on the small, ego-based networks of
friends that defined one's personal and social world. Academic and in-
tellectual pursuits thus had a curiously distant relation to college life.
(Nathan 100)

The two quotations above, from Michael Bérubé's What's Liberal about
the Liberal Arts and Rebekah Nathan's My Freshman Year, invite readers to
temper their expectations about the transformative possibilities of college
experiences and post-secondary literacy events. Bérubé distrusts professors
who ahgn themselves with the pedagogy of liberal revelation (12). Nathan's
observations of first-year college students suggest an overall skepticism about
university educational experiences as well as attempts to form a campus
community (42-48). My research conclusions also share this skepticism: the
home-schooled students' attitudes towards their post-secondary experiences
do not indicate rich negotiations between private and public life. They do
not express the importance of literacy events in connecting their private
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and public worlds; they do not parallel, for example, Anne Dyson's primary
school study participants who "compose a place for themselves" amid their
personal, official, and pop-cultural worlds (18). The home-schooled students
showed their allegiance to their private worlds in other ways. Four of the
home schooled participants still live at home or report close interaction
wi± classmates or friends who were also home schooled. Jeremy one of
the strongest advocates of home schooling, claims that his college experi-
ence closely approximates his earlier independent learning experience as a
home-schooled student. That is, the public university conforms closely to
Jeremy's private expectations.

The home-schooled students demonstrated their ability to adapt to secu-
lar writing and reading situations; importantly they did so without fomenting
the ideological and literacy confiicts described by Goodburn, Perkins, and
others. Home-schooled students do not expect a university that is free of
ideological conflicts. For example, Blake, who was proud of his conservative
argumentative skills, and Aaron, who was glad that he possessed a "parallel
conservative education" that enabled him to defend his belief system, are
willing to engage in public dialogue over particularly controversial issues
and diverse viewpoints. Yet, the university rarely transforms or impacts these
students' ideological perspectives. Instead of conflict, the home-schooled
students use strategies to neutralize the university's ideological hotspots.
Also, instead of change, these students articulate the value of tolerance,
though they may prefer a weak version of it: they are willing to articulate
their positions—and accept the positions of others—as long as they are not
asked to change or to commit themselves to these other perspectives.

Tolerance for the home-schooled students, therefore, does not only sug-
gest respect for other people's beliefs, but also respect for their desire to opt
out of university experiences that they feel contradict their own beliefs and
values. Jeremy, for example, admitted his concern about the diversity focus
of his first-year expository writing class, as it might push "leftwing ideals"
and a "homosexual agenda." He thought about dropping the class until he
discovered that the husband of his instructor was a member of his church
band. Kevin held similar concerns about this same course, one that he felt
overemphasized women's equality. Relying upon a fundamentalist Christian
perspective, which also closely coincides with the roles of his teacher-mother
and principal-father in his home schooling, Kevin claims that there are
definite, divinely-sanctioned roles for men and women, which they should
neither attempt to exceed nor swap.

Additionally, Aaron can agree with his expository writing instructor's
rhetorical reasons forbidding such topics as abortion, religion, and homo-
sexuality, "not because she doesn't want us to argue about them, but because
for the purposes of these papers, it's pretty hard to cover all that and get any
audience to agree with you." Yet, at the same time, he claims that universities
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are so ideologically biased towards liberal politics that he understands why
home-schooled and other fundamentahst students hesitate before applying.
Aaron, replying to a question about how administrators could aid home-
schooled students' transition, provides the following suggestion:

We've talked a little bit about kind of a leftwing view . . . as portrayed by
textbooks, occasionally by professors, mostly by the texts; [I] noticed that
in my history book's portrayal of Ronald Reagan . . . It would help to un-
derstand . . . that were that to change, you could also change a lot of home
schooled families' reservations about college. Some people have the view
that it's a dangerous place to go because they are going to change your en-
tire worldview, whicii doesn't have to be the case, but there is something
to be said for the viewpoint as portrayed by a large portion of the univer-
sity as opposed to the viewpoint of the country in general. I think it is safe
to say that it is a little more liberal than any other venue.

Unlike the value of tolerance expressed by several o±er of the home schooled
participants, Aaron is suggesting here for the university to reflect upon its
own obviously leftwing perspectives and to more fully align itself with the
supposed conservative values of the majority of the United States. If the uni-
versity is unable to do this, Aaron warns, fundamentalist home schooled
families will continue to look for other options.

What do the home-schooled students' interview data suggest for
composition instructors and researchers? First, we must not stop what we
are doing, despite our fears, perhaps, that we are failing to accommodate
students whose literacy experiences and social and educational values are
far different from ours. We must continue to meet our pedagogical obliga-
tions, challenging our home-schooled students' notions of difference, their
commitments to their classmates and to their college community, and their
well-entrenched assumptions about how to read the world. In short, we need
to treat home-schooled students, as well as fundamentalist students, the
same as we treat all students. Yet, we need to be aware that home-schooled
students' reinterpretation of such values as tolerance, inclusiveness, and
free methods of inquiry limits their force, granting students freedom to
express their opinions only if they are able to opt out of experiences that
disturb their social and cultural perspectives. Many readers will certainly be
frustrated with how these attitudes restrict the transformative possibilities
of critical pedagogy; however, we may at times need to accept these restric-
tions. For home-sciiooled students, it is a "reasonable accommodation," the
type of classroom negotiations that Bérubé describes with his politically
conservative students "whose standards of reasonableness are significantly
different from yours" (19). Moreover, extrapolating from Hauser's defense
of the public sphere, instructors do not need to search for a final consensus,
as if they were looking for a way to unravel and extinguish the differences
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that exist among their students, as well as between themselves and their
students (54-55). Instead of consensus, Häuser writes, a pubhc space bases
itself "on the sharing of a common world, even when understood and lived
differently by different segments of society" (69). We have to recognize our
pedagogical limitations: we cannot save these students from themselves.
Instead, the reasonable accommodation stipulates that we tolerate our
students' fundamentalist identities, yet do so without asking students to
demonstrate their religious allegiance or requiring other members of the
classroom community to identify with their beliefs.

Second, we need to meet our secular commitments, reflecting upon
how we define what constitutes secular as opposed to faith-based writing
and persuasive appeals and, in addition, critical as opposed to funda-
mentalist interpretations of literary texts. Douglas Downs provides useful
language to determine this definitional boundary, describing, on one side,
a faith-based "Discourse of affirmation," in which students use epideictic
strategies to declare and celebrate their faith as "true believers" (48); on
the other side, acting as "real scholars," students practice a "Discourse
of inquiry" (42), the type of intellectual commitment to researching and
writing that Downs expects. Jan Worth's practical advice similarly divides
students' invention between religious-private and secular-public spheres,
two different directions that motivate their rhetorical choices of evidence,
style, and audience appeals (25-26). Because the home-schooled students
revealed their strategies of recycling stock issues (e.g., abortion and the
benefits of home schooling), revising texts written in sacred home situa-
tions, and proof-texting, they may require guidance on how to transform
these texts to meet the expectations of public and secular audiences. Along
with Downs and Worth, I am not advocating that instructors completely
surrender their pedagogical responsibilities and, consequently, ban all
religious topics in a writing class or deride these students' ways of seeing
the world and interpreting texts. They should continue to listen to their
home-schooled and fundamentalist students and ask them to reflect on
their ways of arguing and researching and on their readers' expectations;
if necessary, instructors should not hesitate to demand that students revise
drafts that code-switch from secular to religious discourse. Again, students'
religious discourse cannot silence their classmates' talk nor, for that matter,
demand any type of allegiance or identification.

Finally, research examining the educational transition of home-schooled
and fundamentahst students needs to continue. Additional case study and
empirical research needs to be conducted in order to challenge or develop
the findings and exploratory conclusions from this study For example, how
do the educational and social values of home-schooled students impact their
reception of challenging texts? How do their instructors respond to their
writing, especially if it is trespassing the boundary into faith-based writing?
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How do home-schooled students' weak reinterpretations of such liberal val-
ues as tolerance and inclusiveness change how they conceive of themselves
as college students, if not citizens? As home-schooled students continue to
enter the academy, and as the public university becomes increasingly private,
composition researchers will need to revisit such questions. At stake are the
definitions of how we define our own expectations and values.

Notes

1.1 would like to acknowledge the support of a Kansas State University Small
Research Grant, which enabled me to reimburse study participants. I would
also like to thank Carol Russell, who helped put me in contact with several
home-schooled students, as well as the Composition Studies reviewers for their
excellent revision suggestions.

2. Although it is unfair to contend that all home-schooled families base their
educational choices on their Christian faith (see Welner and Welner par. 6),
it is still largely a Protestant, white, middle-class, and Southern and Western
educational phenomenon (McDowell, Sanchez, and Jones 125; Rudner). Out
of Jane Van Galen's taxonomy of home-schooling parents, which consists of
"Pedagogues" and "Ideologues," it is the latter group of parents, emphasizing
the conservative social, cultural, and spiritual qualities of home schooling, who
now clearly dominate its discourse.

3. I am using "fundamentalist" in its general, popular sense, and I do so in order
to situate this study within the conversation of religious faith and composition
studies. I am not singling out any particular Christian faith, and I am aware
that I am creating a monolith of the wide variety of mainstream and heterodox
religious identities that students express.

4. The experiences of the seventh home-schooled student were also not compa-
rable with those of the other participants because he was home schooled only
up to ninth grade, at which time he entered a private Catholic high school.

5. Pseudonyms have been chosen for study participants. Their interview respons-
es have been slightly edited to enhance readability.
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Teacher-Written Commentary in College
Writing Composition: How Does It Impact
Student Revisions?

Maria O. Treglia

Introduction

I was studying for my masters degree in English literature when I was first
given the opportunity to teach an elective, intermediate vmting workshop,

consisting of ten LI (native or first-language) and L2 (second langauge) stu-
dents. Not having a set of experiences that I could rely on or that would
defined me as their "teacher," I felt I was my students' peer rather than their
instructor. The fact that I was only a few years older than them and still a
student also helped promote a rapport of equality. Although I did assume
the role of evaluator by grading final drafts, students were given numerous
chances to revise their writing and received extensive feedback, both oral
and written, fi-om me and their classmates. The class established a dynamic
learning atmosphere—ideas flowed, were challenged and respected, and
writing skills improved in the process of redefining and reworking the drafts.
We became a group of writers who supported one another's work by making
sure we were honest and thoughtful in providing feedback.

I have been teaching developmental writing for several years now and
try to recreate the atmosphere of my first writing class in every class I have
taught since, sometimes with more success than others. While it is true that
every class has a distinct dynamic, created by factors including class size,
the interaction among students and their teacher, and goal and motivation
factors, I believe that the teacher plays a fundamental role as facilitator
and manager of the microcosm that is the class. Further, as Odell puts it,
knowledge is a "complex interpretive process" that is deeply influenced by
"our values, needs, past experiences .. . and our membership to a particular
social group" (224). He also reminds us that knowledge is subject to change.
Thus, the writing teacher, whose job is to both manage the class and guide
students through the discovery of their own meanings, must avoid interfer-
ing with that process by exercising too much control.

Reflecting on these principles, I realize I wasn't exceptionally humble in
admitting my "lack of knowledge" to my first class. My experience in teach-
ing has confirmed, again and again, that being honest and considerate is a
necessity—and not a choice—in creating a favorable learning environment.
I have noticed this to be especially true when giving feedback to students
on their writing. Although providing meaningful written commentary on
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students' essays consumes many hours, I am gratified when I see that look
of anticipation in my students' faces when I hand back their papers. They
seem genuinely interested in my responses, which often leads to interesting
conversations after class to further explore our viewpoints. Teacher-student
interaction is crucial in getting students involved in the process of revision
as Mina Shaughnessy reminds us: writing is an act of confidence.

Although teacher feedback is vital in teaching our students to write
(Perpignan, Sommers, Stagg, Peterson & Kennedy, Stern & Solomon) and a
topic of interest and debate in LI and L2 composition theory (Ferris), there
are virtually no studies that analyze teacher commentary conducted in a
linguistically diverse setting of LI and L2 first-year composition students.
This study, which is part of a larger research project on students' cognitive
and affective responses to teacher-written feedback, focuses on the analysis
of the most prominent features of the comments written by two teachers
and how these features, directive versus mitigated commentary, impact
students' revisions.

Related Research

In the last 25 years, studies that have examined the types of commentary
made by LI and L2 instructors have produced contradictory and confusing
results, leading educators not only to disagree about how teachers should
respond to student writing, but also to question the overall usefulness of
written-teacher commentary (Fritz et al., Wojtas qtd. in Weaver). Sommers's
study analyzed the written feedback of thirty-five LI teachers and found
that most comments were not text-specific but a series of "vague directives"
that could be "interchanged, rubber-stamped, from text to text" (111). In
a similar qualitative study, Zamel examined fifteen teachers' comments on
one hundred and five L2 student essays. She found that most of the teacher
feedback focused on surface-level errors, viewed first drafts as fixed and
final products, made arbitrary corrections, wrote contradictory comments,
and rarely offered specific suggestions or strategies for revision.

Sommers's and Zamel's studies have some limitations. Neither study
observed nor examined the classroom context, the teachers' backgrounds
and approaches, or the students' affective responses to the commentary.
However, the results of these two studies alert us to what we might be
doing wrong and remind us of the complex nature of feedback. Both Som-
mers and Zamel noted that the teachers in their studies applied different
and, at times, conflicting standards based on "different experiences, ori-
entations, expectations, preconceptions, and biases" (Zamel 82). Ferris,
Pezone, Tade, and Tinti further suggest that an analysis of teacher feedback
that differentiates between meaning and form, without accounting for the
specific context of the comments, can be limiting as different assignments
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may require an emphasis on one or the other. They also found that the
student's personality and the time during the semester when feedback is
given further influence the effectiveness of feedback. In addition, revi-
sions reflect the student's understanding of the purpose of feedback, the
course's assessment criteria, and the requirements of a particular subject
and instructor (Sträub).

In a 1978 landmark study about written feedback, Lynch and Klemans
gave a questionnaire that included open-ended questions to 154 LI college
students, an overwhelming majority of whom, 142, said that teacher com-
ments were helpful; only 13 did not find them useful. The authors concluded
that effective comments need to be 1) detailed and, if possible, provide ex-
amples, 2) clearly phrased so that students can understand them, 3) factual,
avoiding "mere differences of opinion" (180), and 4) positive or encouraging
rather than sarcastic. In another study, conducted by Radecki and Swales in
1988, L2 students were given a questionnaire that elicited their opinions on
the usefulness of different types of teacher commentary. The students fell
into three categories: receptors (46%), semi-receptors (41%), and resistors
(13%), which suggests that most students found their teacher's comments
either helpful (receptors) or somewhat helpful (semi-receptors).

Research has also indicated that both LI and L2 students value and
benefit from teacher-written feedback, and that L2 students prefer it to
alternative forms such as oral and peer feedback (Saito and Zhang). Cohen
and Cavalcanti investigated the relationship between teacher-written com-
mentary and what L2 students do as a result of it. Their data showed that
students who were especially weak looked forward to receiving feedback
that acknowledged what they were doing was in line with the assignment.
Similar results were obtained by a study conducted in a community college
where fourteen LI and L2 first-year composition students were interviewed.
The students found most helpful the commentai^ that, in addition to indi-
cating some acknowledgement of their work, offered specific suggestions
and provided choices (Treglia). A longitudinal study by Dana Ferris in 1997
examined whether certain types of commentary were more helpful than
others in assisting L2 students to revise. Ferris's findings show that mar-
ginal comments, requests for clarification, and comments on grammatical
issues led to the most effective revisions. A survey conducted by Sträub in
1997 among 142 LI college writing students corroborates Ferris's results.
Sträub found that students were interested in receiving feedback on both
global issues (i.e., content, organization, and purpose) and local ones (i.e.,
sentence structure, word choice, and grammar). The students also indicated
that they preferred comments that provided advice, included explanations,
and employed open-ended questions.

These findings reveal that LI and L2 students read and make use of
teacher comments, are able to distinguish among different types of com-
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ments, and appreciate comments that "reflect the teacher's involvement"
and "engage them in an exchange " about their writing (Chi 2). However,
the studies mentioned above either focused on the examination of student
revisions or analyzed student responses; only one, the interviews with 14
students, combined the two—text analysis and student perception—but it
would need to be replicated in diverse settings to generalize its findings.
Also, while some studies indicated that written feedback, given at the ap-
propriate writing phase, generates effective revision (Chandrasegaran, Ferris,
Hyland, Robb, Ross, & Shortreed), only a few analyzed how the phrasing of
teacher-written commentary affects students' revising behavior.

Mitigated vs. Directive Commentary

Most LI and L2 writing scholars agree that the way in which comments
are worded is a powerful means to actively involve students in the revision
process, or it can have a detrimental effect on their confidence, motivation,
and possibly the quality of the revision (Anson, Elbow, Ferris, Goldstein,
Probst, Sommers, Sträub). Mitigation is a form of politeness intended to
buffer and mediate the emotional involvement and possible sense of in-
adequacy related to receiving critical responses to one's writing (Rubin).
For instance, the comment, "This is not clear, reword it" may not convey
the same cognitive and affective impact on the student as "1 get a sense
of what you want to say, yet the language could be made clearer," or "I'm
confused at this point. Do you mean that. . . (comment makes reference
to the text and offers an interpretation)?" Mitigation has also been found
to improve the confidence of students and lead them to be responsible for
their writing (Lea & Street, Weaver).

However, there isn't much empirical research that examines teacher
commentary practices and the impact that the phrasing of the commentary
has on students' rewrites. For example, what types of mitigation (hedg-
ing) techniques instructors actually use. In addition, the existing data is
inconsistent: while two L2 studies (Ferris in 1995 and 1997) and one LI
study (Lea and Street in 2000) support the view that mitigated commen-
tary is an effective tool to boost the confidence of students and involve
them in the process of effectively revising their writing, a study by Hyland
and Hyland in 2001 found that mitigated commentary can be a potential
cause of misunderstanding for L2 students. To explore this concern in a
naturalistic environment that is typical of first-year writing classes in U.S.
colleges, with a mixture of LI and L2 students, the present study addresses
the following questions:

1. What are the predominant features—including pragmatic intent, area
of focus, linguistic form, and use of mitigation (hedging)—of teacher-
written commentary?
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2. What types of commentary do students fail to address or address poorly?

3. Can mitigated commentary be misunderstood and lead to poor revi-
sions?

Participants and Data Collection

The site selected for this study is a community college that is part of
a large urban university in the Northeast. Two 15-week first-year English
composition classes were selected because they represent a typical classroom
environment with a variety of cultural, social, and academic backgrounds.
There were eleven LI and twelve L2 students in one class and eleven LI and
nine L2 students in the other class, a total of forty-three (22 - LI and 21 • L2)
students. Although almost half of the L2 students in both classes were of
Hispanic and specifically Dominican background, there were students from
various linguistic environments, including two Albanians, a South Korean,
two Haitians, a Vietnamese, and six West Africans. Most students were in
the 18-34 age range, but four of them were parents returning to college in
their 40s and 50s. The two instructors, 'Jane'* and "Adam," had excellent
reputations as dedicated teachers and several years of experience in teaching
freshman composition classes with mixed LI and L2 students. All of Jane's
and Adam's written comments on draft 1 and draft 2 of two expository
writing assignments were carefully collected and categorized using Ferris's
models. In four cases Jane requested that the students write another draft;
these third drafts were included in the analysis.

To control for variables related to the rhetorical structure and focus
of the two assignments under study, the instructors gave the same two
expository topics (Appendix A). The assignment on technology is referred
to as assignment "a" and the one on boys' toys as assignment "b." Also, to
ensure that the commentary for both classes was given at the same time
during the semester, Jane and Adam gave the two assignments one after the
other in the middle of the semester. Altogether, 1,186 comment units were
categorized and analyzed from 148 drafts (not all the students handed in
both assignments).

Following Creswell's suggestion, information was gathered through
different methods, a taxonomy of the comments was made, the student
revisions were evaluated, and interviews with the instructors were con-
ducted. These interviews at the beginning and at the end of the collection
of data provided background information on the two instructors' teaching
methods and their commentary practices. Both Jane and Adam said that
they adopted a combination of the process approach and the English for
academic purposes approach. They indicated that they responded to student
essays with the intent of assisting students to think through their ideas and
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express them as clearly as possible, and that one of their priorities was to
foster student ownership of the writing. The two instructors also said that
they provided comments as they thought necessary without feeling locked
in by a particular prescription or methodology.

Method

• Teacher Commentary

To classify teacher comments, Ferris's models (Ferris, Ferris, Pezone,
Tade, & Tinti) were used as guidelines with slight modifications. Previous
studies have offered models for categorizing teacher commentary, but many
of them focus on large-scale areas such as "macrostructure" and "micro-
structure" changes (Faigley & Witte), "local and global" issues (Zamel) and
"content and form" features (Searle & Dillon). For this study a model that
captured specific detail without overarching restrictions was needed as
the scope of the study was to code and analyze each comment according
to the instructor's intention (comment type), the comment's area of focus,
the way it is phrased (form), and whether it is mitigated.

Each feedback unit or phrase was identified as a single written re-
sponse that focused on a particular aspect of the text (Hyland & Hyland).
Therefore, commentary such as "Is this capitalized and can you describe
it a bit more fully?" (paper #lb , draft 1) was categorized as two comment
units, one making an editing request and the other making a request for
more elaboration of a concept. Both comment units are in question form
and while the first one is not hedged, the second one uses two types of
hedges, lexical (a bit more fully) and syntactic (can you...?). Another
example would be the comment "vague; also, be careful because you're
angling off the subject here" (paper #lb , draft 1). "Vague" was coded as
giving information/criticism, referring to an idea, one word, non-hedged.
The rest of the commentary was coded as giving a directive, referring to
content, statement, non-hedged.

To make sure the coding of the comments was as close as possible to
the intentions of the two instructor participants, a participant-checking
technique was used. According to Lincoln & Guba, the participant-checking
approach is a process by which "data, analytic categories, interpretations,
and conclusions are tested with members of those stakeholding groups from
whom the data were originally collected" (314). The researcher gave the
two instructor participants a list of the coding of their comments and asked
them to check for accuracy and for any other related feedback. In addition,
two independent raters were given a random sample of the comment coding
to further verify its accuracy. The researcher then discussed with each of the
raters any coding disagreement and together came to a consensus.
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Data were entered into the QSR NUD*IST software program, which is
especially designed for categorizing and analyzing qualitative data. This
program makes it possible for researchers to make changes in the categories
while inputting the data, and thus to refine the taxonomy It also facilitates
access to the data and the performance of queries.

• Student Revisions

To assess the impact of the teachers' written comments on revised drafts,
that is draft 2 and in four cases draft 3, a rating scale developed by Ferris
(1997), with slight modification, was used. Comments that didn't require
change, such as praise, clarification, and personal note, were not rated un-
less paired with comments that did. The scale made it possible to evaluate
how well the students in draft 2 addressed comments received on draft 1 :
made no attempt, minimal attempt, or substantive attempt. The scale also
helped to assess whether the resulting changes made by the students had
a negative effect, a mixed effect, or a positive effect on the revised writing.
Two independent raters and the researcher evaluated students' revisions.
Whenever there was a disagreement, the revision was reread, discussed,
and a consensus reached.

Results

• Predominant Features of Teacher Commentary

Of 1,186 comment units, 139 were summative and the rest, 1,047, were
marginal. Table 1 shows the frequencies and percentages of the most promi-
nent characteristics—type (intent), area of focus, linguistic form, and use
of hedges—of the two instructors' combined comments. The most common
type of commentary—both marginal and summative—was request (29.8%),
followed by information/criticism (24.9%) and praise (19.9%). A significant
percentage of comments focused on ideas (40.5%), followed by grammar/
editing, 22.3%, and form (structure and style concerns), 20.7%. Most com-
ments were written in statement (38.7%) and question (20.4%) form. There
were three types of hedges—lexical, syntactic, and positive softeners—which
made up 31.5% of the commentary total; 68.5% were not hedged.

Table 2, which shows the type of commentary (intent), defined by area
of focus, linguistic form, and use of hedges, provides more in-depth data:
The bulk of reque5t (45.6%), praise (46.2%), suggestion (59.7%), and dari-
fication (45.6%) comments focused on ideas; about half of requests (49.6%)
and suggestions (45.7%) were written in question form; and about half of
these two categories (49.8% of requests and 59.7% of suggestions) were
hedged. A query conducted by the NUD*IST software further indicates that
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Table 1. Comment

TYPE

Request
Info/Criticism
Praise
Clarification
Suggestion
Personal Note

Total

FOCUS

Ideas
Grammar/Editing
Form
Generic
Process/Academic
Heading/Formatting

Total

FORM

Statement
Question
Two words
Exclamation
Imperative
One word

Total

HEDGES

None
Lexical
Syntactic
Positive softeners

Total

Frequencies

N

353
295
236
136
129

37

1,186

480
265
245
132
55

9

1>186

459
242
141
134
114
96

1,186

813
176
96

101

1,186

%

29.8%
24.9%
19.9%
11.5%
10.9%

3.0%

100.0%

40.5%
22.3%
20.7%
11.1%

4.6%
0.8%

100.0%

38.7%
20.4%
11.9%
11.3%
9.6%
8.1%

100.0%

68.5%
14.8%

8.2%
8.5%

100.0%
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35% of requests both focused on ideas and were phrased in question form.
These data are consistent with Ferris's 1997 study where the most common
type of commentary among the marginal notes was ask for information
(almost 31%). The results also corroborate the findings in a 1997 study by
Ferris et al. in which among marginal comments, the percentage per paper
for request was 31.1% and for ask for information, 31.4%; the summative
comments percentage was 34.5 for request and 7.4 for ask for information
(170). In this study a query conducted by the NUD*IST software shows a
similar trend: requests among summative comments were 28.7%, but only
2% were written in question form.

Generic or non-text specific comments were rare, from 2.7% to .7%, for
most of the comment types—information/criticism, request, clarification, and
suggestion. For persona/ note comments, the figure was 10%. This data does
not support Sommers's or Zamel's studies which found a high percentage of
vague commentary. Praise is the only comment type where there was a high
percentage of generic comments (46.2%), and this data is consistent with
Hyland and Hyland and Johnson findings. However, while Johnson found
that compliments tend to be highly formulaic in terms of range of vocabulary
and phrasing, Jane and Adam's positive comments were sometimes very
specific such as, "I like how you chose to end with a quote from the author
summing up his thesis as well" (paper #4a, draft 1), and at other times
they consisted of only one or two words, "Excellent!" (paper # 35b, draft
1) or "nicely stated" (paper # 41a, draft 1). When asked about their praise-
giving practices, Jane and Adam offered the following rationale: They said
they didn't feel they needed to be specific every time they provided praise
because it didn't require revision. In Adam's words, "writing 'nice' or putting
a check next to an idea I like is also a way to save time (transcript #19)."
Jane pointed out that she writes extended comments along the margins of
student papers, but that for lack of space, she sometimes has to "sacrifice"
the specificity of positive comments (transcript #18).

• Ratings of Students' Revisions

Table 3 shows the ratings in number and percentage of students' revi-
sions based on comments received on their 1st drafts (four 2nd drafts were
includedbecausestudents were asked by Jane to write a 3rd draft). Of 357
comments requiring revision on 1st drafts and four 2nd drafts, 37.8%, 135,
were hedged. The ratings of students' revisions indicate that the average
number of mitigated (hedged) comments students failed to address, 40.5%,
is almost the same as the average number of comments students addressed
effectively, 40.6%. In fact, for all of the seven rating categories, the hedged
comments were not significantly high or low, which leads to the deduction
that the quality of student revisions does not correlate with whether the
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comment was or was not hedged. Comments that students failed to ad-
dress, no change, or didn't address effectively—minimaí change/negative
ejfect, substantive change/negative ejfect, minimal change/mixed effect and
substantive change/mixed effect—and comments students addressed suc-
cessfully—minima/ change/positive effect and substantive change/positive
effect—were revisited and analyzed.

T^ble 3. Ratings of Students' Revisions
Prompted by Comments on First Drafts

Ratings

No change

Minimal change/
negative effect

Substantive change/
negative effect

Minimal change/
mixed effect

Substantive change/
mixed effect

Minimal change/
positive effect

Substantive change/
positive effect

Total

• Comments Students

Number of
Comments

37

13

6

8

6

154

133

3 5 7

Failed to Address

Number of
Hedged

Comments

15

S

3

5

2

48

54

135

or Addressed

Percentage of
Hedged

Comments

40.5%

61.5%

50.0%

62.5%

33.3%

31.2%

40.6%

37.8%

Poorlv

Table 4 itemizes the commentary requiring revision on 1st drafts and
four 2nd drafts according to the comment's intent, area of focus, and form.
The tables reveal three common factors in Jane and Adam's no change com-
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ments: they tend to be mostly requests (17) or information (9) commentary,
are mostly written in question form (19), and almost exclusively focus on
ideas (28). The revisiting of student papers found most comments were text
specific except for a few, such as, "give a concrete example" (paper #28a)
and "a little too simplistic cause-effect" (paper #31b). Therefore, the failure
of students to address comments because they lacked specificity was ruled
out. Likewise, no discernible pattern emerged in the length of no change
comments: they ranged from short and direct ones such as, "What?" (paper
#22a) and "comma splice" (paper #29b) to paired-act comments such as,
"So what values are the boys learning from this behavior? You don't spe-
cifically state the values. Don't assume that the reader will draw the right
conclusions" (paper #lb). In two instances, the comments that were not
addressed were written near other comments, raising the possibihty that
the students overlooked them.

It is important to note that out of 18 no change comments among
Adam's students, 15 were from two students: 7 comments were written on
paper #29a, and 2 comments were addressed to the same student on as-
signment b; an additional 6 were on paper #33b. These two ESL students
were not doing well in class partly because they didn't have much time to
work on their essays: Bart from Sierra Leone had a full-time job and was
the breadwinner of the family, and Ana from the Dominican Republic was
a 55-year-old single mother, returning to college and working three jobs to
support her family

One predominant feature among comments that were not addressed is
that they involved challenging tasks such as clarification of the logic of an
argument, development, or connecting of ideas. In some instances, the stu-
dents just didn't seem to have the information needed to expand on or clarify
a point. For example, a student was asked by Jane, "Why don't you give the
title of one or two specific games here to strengthen your example?" (paper
#10b). While this student had successfully addressed other commentary
in his two papers, this one was not addressed. Jane asked another student
this hedged comment, "Can you find a way to link these ideas to specific
toys boys play with?" (paper #7b). She also asked a non-hedged comment
to a different student: "Where did you get this information?" (paper #9a).
These were the type of comments—hedged and non-hedged—that students
failed to address.

A close analysis of the comments that received substantive change/mixed
effect and minimal change/mixed effect ratings further revealed that students
had difficulty with commentary that involved challenging analytical skills.
An example is provided by two summative comments by Jane, given to the
same student on assignments "a" and "b": "You need to reorganize this more
tightly. It seems that sometimes you agree with the author's premises and
sometimes not" (paper #18a), and "Eric, you need a conclusion. Your paper
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Table 4. Scale of Frequencies by Comment Type,
Comment Focus, and Comment Form

Scale

TYPE
Scale

Request
Give info.
Suggestion
Clarification
Info./Request
Info./Sugg.
Info./Clarif.
Request/Sugg.
Praise/I tifo.
Praise/Requ.
Sugg/Clarif.
Humor/Info.
Hutnor/Requ.

Total

%

FOCUS
Scale

Ideas
Form
Gratntnar
Process
Generic
Heading

Total
%

FORM
Scale

Exclamation
Imperative
Question
Statement
One word
Two words

Total

%

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

0

17
9
1
0
3
0
2
2
1
2
0
0
0

37
10.4

0

28
1
7
0
0
1

37
10.4

0

0
6

19
7
4
I

37
10.4

No change
Minimal change. negative effect
Substantive change, negative effect
Minimal change. mixed effect
Substantive change, mixed effect
Minimal change, positive effect
Substantive change, positive effect

1

6
2
1
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

13
3.6

1

9
1
3
0
0
0

13
3.6

1

0
2
5
4
0
2

13
3.6

2

3
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

6
1.7

2

5
0
1
0
0
0

6
1.7

2

0
0
4
2
0
0

6
1.7

3

3
2
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

8
2.2

3

2
5
1
0
0
0

8
2.2

3

0
1
2
4
0
1

8
2.2

4

4
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

6
1.7

4

6
0
0
0
0
0

6
1.7

4

0
0
5
1
0
0

6
1.7

5

50
60
14

0
10
3
1
8
0
1
0
3
4

154
43.1

5

42
29
78

0
0
5

154
43.1

5

11
14
45
37
32
15

154
43.1

6

64
20
U
0

11
4
2
8
3
9
1
0
0

133
37-3

6

99
16

3
8
4
3

133
37.3

6

5
19
59
49

1
0

133
37.3

Total

147
93
27

0
32

8
6

18
4

13
2
3
4

357
100.0

Total

191
52
93

8
4
9

357
100.0

Total
16
42

139
104
37
19

357
100.0

%

41.2
26.1

7.6
0.0
9.0
2.2
1.7
5.0
1.1
3.6
0.6
0.8
1.1

100.0

%

53.5
14.6
26.1
2.2
1.1
2.5

100.0

%

4.5
11.8
38.9
29.1
10.4
5.3

100.0



seems to stop suddenly with no summation or 'where do we go from here?"'
(paper #18b). The two comments refer to the structure of the paper as a
whole and require that the student reconsider the logic of his argument. In
both cases, Eric made the suggested revisions but didn't elaborate on them.
Another example is this summative comment from Adam, 'Thoughtful. When
you do the second draft, take care to carefully make your paragraphs clearly
set off" (paper #40a). In the revision, the student didn't always indent when
starting a new paragraph.

Although comments that received a minimal change/mixed effect rat-
ing focused mostly on form (5) instead of ideas and were mostly written
in statement (4) not question form (Tables 5 and 6), they, nevertheless,
involved analytical tasks such as reconsidering the logic of an argument
and reorganizing one's thoughts. This pattern was consistent throughout
the commentary that was poorly addressed, including substantive change,
mixed effect. Overall, no pattern was found that correlated hedging and
phrasing with instances of commentary that was either not addressed or
poorly addressed.

• Commentarv that Led to Successful Changes

Tables 4, 5, and 6 indicate that most of the 133 comments that re-
ceived a substantive change/po.sitive effect rating were single requests (64)
and giving information (20). They focused mostly on ideas (99), or form
(16), and three quarters of the comments were in question form (59) or
in statement form (49). Students successfully addressed both directives
such as "You're off the subject here" (paper #9a) and "Now, talk of a dis-
advantage" (paper #39a), and mitigated comments like: "Wouldn't it have
more effect on the reader to put your strongest comment last?" (paper
#8b). Some of the comments, regardless of hedging, were vague (prob-
ably intentionally), like the summative comments: "Well written but you
are somewhat off the subject" (paper #16a), "Needs to be more focused
and more detailed" (paper #43b) and the marginal one: "Expand the
introduction" (paper #39a). Other comments, did give specific directions
on what to do, such as, "Nancy, just answer the question, 'How do certain
toys teach boys negative values?' Describe two toys and say how each toy
exerts a bad influence on boys learning rules to live by (values)" (paper
# l lb ) . Although commentary that received a minimal change/positive ef-
fect rating were mostly grammar-based short comments (78 of 154), there
was no significant pattern among them to indicate that students responded
well to a certain type of commentary.
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Implications for Future Research

This study was never intended to provide definitive answers, but rather
to explore an under-researched area and suggest some preliminary findings.
Although the sample size was satisfactory for a qualitative research study,
a study that analyzes commentary from a larger sample size would be re-
quired to validate these findings. Nevertheless, the fact that data have been
closely analyzed and correlated by previous studies makes some general
conclusions possible.

With regard to the two instructors' most common types of commentary,
requests and giving information/criticism, some questions arise. When asked
about her rationale for using requests, Jane said that she has difficulty defin-
ing her commenting practices, "I never think about what I'm doing. I just
do it. I try to be as personable as possible, but I'm also spontaneous, yes,
direct... I am not sarcastic with them [students], but I do wonder whether
a student has understood my comment" (transcript #18). Adam, on the
other hand, clearly stated that he favors directives: "I have found that the
more direct comments work best. You can be direct without telling them
[students] what to do" (transcript #19). He explained that he thinks students
in First-Year Composition I "are going to be intimidated by it [using hedges
such as perhaps and maybe] and are not going to be able at that point to deal
with it. Intimidated by the process of having to rethink something. In my
Composition II, I make the 'perhaps' a little stronger because I'm expecting
more from them" (transcript #19). It seems that a major concern for Jane
and Adam is whether students understand their comments and, in Adam's
case, whether students are actually "ready" to deal with hedged commentary.
This is an area that needs further research as it raises questions such as:
Do other teachers write directive commentary because they feel they might
not be understood otherwise? Does the use of directives refiect the teachers'
perceptions, as Adam revealed, of the literacy skills of their students? Or,
as Moffett suggests, are teachers' directive responses solely a spontaneous
reaction of an authentic audience?

The ratio between information/criticism (24.9%) and praise (19.9%)
commentary is five to four, while the ratio of praise to all the other types
of commentary (1,186) is one to five. These results fall within a middle
range when compared to similar studies. In Dragga's LI study merely 6%
of the commentary was positive and in Daiker's LI study praise comprised
10.6% of the comments. Studies conducted in L2 classes indicate higher
praise percentages: Ferris and Ferris et al. found that the average for praise
was 24.6% (one to four ratio), and Hyland and Hyland found that out of
495 comments written by two teachers 44% were positive. Hyland and
Hyland's one to one ratio of positive and critical comments stands out
among these studies, raising the following questions: Could receiving as
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much praise as criticism lead students to doubt the sincerity of the positive
comments? Is there a limit to how much praise a teacher should provide
lest it becomes self-defeating?

The comments students had difficulty with required that they elabo-
rate on a concept, reconsider the logic of an argument, connect ideas, or
add information that was not readily available to them. Examples were:
"Remember, however, to bring this issue back to how they improve, specifi-
cally intimate contact" (paper #16a, draft 1); "You need to reorganize this
more tightly. It seems that sometimes you agree with the author's premises
and sometimes not" (paper #18a, draft 1); and "Why don't you give the
title of one or two specific games here to strengthen your examples?"
(paper #10b, draft 1). These tasks, for the most part, represent analytical
challenges to urban community college students. The findings thus reveal
that it is the nature of the problem being revised that is the determining
factor in the quality of the revision, not how the comment is written. These
findings are in accord with Conrad and Goldstein's study while they are
contrary to Hyland and Hyland's conclusions that mitigated commentary
can potentially be misunderstood.

The analysis of student papers and the interviews with the two instruc-
tors also revealed that personal and academic issues of individual students
play a significant role in their revisions. This became very clear with Bart
and Ana, both of whom addressed hardly any comments. They revealed to
their teachers that they were the heads of their families and had little time
to dedicate to their academic work, including the revision of their writing.
Especially in Ana's case it was clear from analyzing her papers that her
English-language and academic skills were poor, and she needed a tutor's
help and more time than an average student to think through her teacher's
comments. While it's not surprising that academically under-prepared stu-
dents and those who had personal problems had more difficulty addressing
commentary, this study hints that the way comments were written was not
the reason why these students did a poor job revising. However, in another
study conducted by this researcher, fourteen students including the two
mentioned above were interviewed about their feelings and perceptions
of Adam and Jane's commentary It was found that the way the comments
were phrased, such as directive and mitigated ones, affected especially the
weak writers' sense of self-confidence and motivation about their writing.
Conducting more qualitative research that will gather information about
students' affective responses to their teacher's commentary would help
confirm or refute these preliminary findings.
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Conclusions

This study seeks to clarify concerns teachers have that their students
may misunderstand mitigated commentary and be misled by it (Hyland &
Hyland). The revisions done by 43 LI and L2 students disclosed that stu-
dents had no problem understanding the intent of mitigated commentary
and successfully addressing the issues raised by it. The type of comment,
linguistic form, and hedging technique used by a teacher did not appear to
be determining factors in cases where there were poor or no revisions. What
caused students to fail to address or poorly address commentary was the
nature of the problem the comment was focusing on. Students had difficulty
addressing comments that presented challenging analytical tasks. These
included explaining a concept or idea more thoroughly, connecting ideas,
and re-evaluating the logic of a passage or of the entire paper. Requests for
information requiring research were also often ignored. Instructors, there-
fore, are advised to be specific in providing commentary that pertains to
analytical tasks. While students had no problem following commentary that
did not require much decision-making, such as the directive, "you need a
comma here," commentary that addressed more complex analytical tasks, for
example, a request to reconsider the logic of a paper, presented a problem
for this group of community college students. To help students improve their
abilities to revise, instructors are advised to provide specific guidance. One
suggestion would be to talk in class about the more challenging analytical
tasks and to show students examples of how they can be addressed.

While student revisions did not reveal a noticeable difference between
revisions prompted by mitigated and unmitigated commentary, writing
instructors should be aware that the way they address their students on a
person-to-person basis and in their writing may affect students' confidence
and sense of accomplishment. In-depth interviews with selected student
participants revealed that mitigation plays a critical role as a "face-saving"
technique and as a tool to engage students to take responsibility for their
writing (Tregua). While the results of this study indicate that students'
revisions are not significantly affected by the way the comment is written,
or whether it's direct or indirect, the affective needs of the students should
also be taken in consideration.

Mitigation has been proven to boost the confidence of students (Ferris,
Lea & Streeet, Weaver). This study further indicates that indirect or hedged
commentary is as equally understood and addressed by students as direct
commentary, assuring writing instructors that mitigating their commentary
will not affect the clarity of its intent. Mitigated commentary has also been
found to strengthen students' sense of ownership over their work (Bran-
non and Knoblauch, Probst, Sommers, Sträub). Two recent studies that
have examined student perceptions of written feedback attest to this view:
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Weaver found that comments that were overly critical and focused on the
negative were the most unhelpful, and Lea and Street found that unmitigated
statements were the most misinterpreted comments, causing confusion and
distress among students.

Even though the tone and mode of communication is an important as-
pect of the complex rapport between instructor and student, good relations
are based on many other factors such as the interaction of the personalities,
biases, abilities, and experiences of the two (Hyland, Mutch, Sträub). What
works for one student and instructor may not work in a different context
or between another teacher and student. Thus, a goal of every teacher is to
guide students to become independent, critical thinkers. Good writing teach-
ers will model in their responses to student essays the search-for-meaning
approach that they expect their students to adopt when analyzing their own
writing. Teachers should thus avoid the temptation to believe that "their
own perceptions are of greater value than they actually are," (Probst 77)
which involves communicating with students in a way that minimizes the
dichotomy caused by authority. While teachers cannot completely neutralize
their unique personalities, experiences and biases, they can mitigate their
effect by adopting a commenting practice that expresses their concern, pro-
motes a two-way dialogue, and embraces intellectual openness.

Editor's Note: Due to space limitations, Composition Studies did not include
the models for classifying teacher comments (Ferris, Ferris, Pezone, Tade,
& Tinti) that were adapted for this study.
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INTERVIEW

“It’s been a long learning process”:  
An Interview with Edward M. White

Marcia Kmetz, Crystal Broch Colombini, and Shane Borrowman

Edward M. White (Ph.D. Harvard, 1960) has writ-
ten or edited 13 books and about 100 articles or 
book chapters on writing, writing instruction, and 
writing assessment. In 2007, he co-edited (with a 
former student) his 5th textbook for college writ-
ing students, The Promise of America, and fully 
revised the 4th edition of his book for teachers, 
Assigning, Responding, Evaluating. His best-known 
books are Teaching and Assessing Writing, which 
won a Shaughnessey award from the Modern Lan-
guage Association in 1994, and Assessment of Writ-
ing, an MLA research volume, in 1996. After taking 
early retirement in 1997 as an emeritus professor 
of English at the CSU San Bernardino campus, 
where he was named “Outstanding Professor” in 
1994, he joined The University of Arizona English 
department, where he continues to teach graduate 
courses in writing assessment, writing research, 
and writing program administration. Now in his 
51st year of teaching, he is also rewriting Teaching 
and Assessing Writing for a third edition, working 
on another writing textbook, and—that supreme 
indulgence—writing a memoir. 

Q: Writing teachers and program administrators often launch unthinkingly 
into large-scale writing assessment projects—or are launched unwillingly 
into them by external pressures. What mistake do you think they often 
make but can easily avoid?

EW: Back in the spring of 1971, I spent a day with probably the greatest 
of the scholars of early assessment. His name is Paul Diederich. He was 
an ETS senior researcher, and he did the studies which finally led to holis-
tic scoring and to the establishment of the advanced placement program 
essays. Now, what Diederich found out in his very early study is if you 
don’t do some work trying to harmonize your test readers into the same 
discourse community, into using the same criteria for grading, then every 
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paper gets every score. And that’s what you’d expect really, because there 
are so many different ways of evaluating writing, and teachers come to 
the evaluation process with their own way of doing things. Normally that’s 
fine. Maybe not fine for students who have to figure out the teacher each 
time, but in a test situation when you’re confronted with that wide range of 
differences—you’ve got to get people all on the same track if you’re going 
to be fair to students. 

Now some people, Peter Elbow most notably, find norming horribly 
oppressive because they are asked to score in the same way that the other 
readers are asked to score. If you score a paper a five while everyone else 
in the room scores it a two, you are wrong. You might have good reasons for 
why you scored it a five, but since the whole group has brought its values to 
bear, and those values are stated in a scoring guide and they’re illustrated 
in sample papers, if you go off on your own hook and you’re wrong. You’re 
wrong because of the rhetorical situation of grading such a test. It’s a unique 
situation because what you want from a test is different. Test grading is dif-
ferent from essay grading when you get a bunch of papers in a class. When 
you get a bunch of papers in a class, you want them all to be great. When 
you give a test, particularly a large-scale test, you don’t want them all to be 
great. You want the grades to spread out because the student abilities are 
spread out. A lot of teachers don’t realize the difference—they hate to give 
bad grades. But you need to have bad grades to have a spread of scores and 
if your results are to be meaningful.

Q: Aside from the problem of readers making judgments based upon 
their own non-communal values, what other problems can spin out of a 
large-scale assessment that directly impact the reliability of the results 
that are gathered?

There’s the inherent difficulty of evaluating any aspect of art. There are 
differences of opinion: Which is the best modern song? Which is the best 
Beethoven symphony? Which is the best Shakespearean play? We love to 
argue about those things, and we don’t find it a flaw if we have sharp dif-
ferences of opinion. But if we can’t agree on a test—in our distribution of 
test scores which is a very specialized kind of reading, if we don’t have some 
kind of fair, reliable and valid way of distributing scores—then we’re not 
being fair to the people who take the tests. They want to feel they’re being 
treated fairly, which means consistently. This means there is an inherent 
conflict between the need to have reliable scoring that means something 
on a test and our delight in having differences of opinion when we try to 
evaluate an art form. So that has to be accommodated somehow. 

Reading a test means deciding “Did the student meet the test criteria or 
not, and to what degree?” And if one of the test criteria is that the student 
must answer the question, and the student writes a brilliant paper that doesn’t 
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answer the question, then you give a failing grade because that’s what you’ve 
decided on as the principle criteria. So you’ve got inherent contradiction 
between the way we read and value most things in the area of the arts and 
what we do when we give a test when we try to have a reliable distribution 
of grades from the best to the worst. 

We’ve got to decide on what’s the best and what’s the worst, and that 
is always very, very difficult. That’s why a professional essay reading brings 
readers and table leaders together from very early on to decide on what the 
criteria are. You decide on the criteria before you decide on the question; 
once you decide what you’re looking for, you can decide how to look for it. 
So you decide what you’re really measuring, what you’re really trying to 
test for, then you try to find a good way of eliciting that material from the 
students with a test question which gets at what you’re trying to measure, 
and then you read the student papers and you try to come to an agreement 
on which papers have met the criteria and which have not. And then you 
try to divide them up consistently. 

Now, some people use a five-point scale. A five-point scale is really bad 
because if you think of the theory behind what we’re doing, the five-point 
scale has that three right in the middle. And so whenever you have a conflict 
of some sort with the scoring guide, readers will tend just to score it a three. 
And fully 50% of the papers get the three in a five-point scale, so you might 
as well not give the test if you’re not spreading out student scores. This is why 
Diederich recommended strongly that we use a six-point scale. The virtue of 
the six-point scale is that it doesn’t have a middle. You force people to make 
a decision between the bottom of the upper half, which would be a score of 
four and the top of the bottom half which would be a three.

Q: What is the point of diminishing returns? If six points is good, then I can 
imagine people saying seven, eight and nine are better.

EW: Well, one of the things Diederich taught me is all your data depends 
on the size of your scale. For instance, if you had a two-point scale and 
you decided that any rating within one-point of the other was agreement, 
you would have 100% reliability. The more you expand your scale, the 
more opportunity there is for difference. The six-point scale is a nice com-
promise. It all depends on what you are in fact trying to find out. Testing 
is a way of getting answers. You have to know what your questions are. If 
you have clear questions, then what you’re focusing on is a way of getting 
clear answers. 

Now even with a good, clear, fairly simple scoring guide that uses a six-
point scale, there will be papers which are sort of inevitably between a three 
and a four. And so we work very hard to make that distinction. We say there’s 
no middle grade; you’ve got to decide if it’s the bottom of the top or the top 
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of the bottom. You know you’re working in a world of approximation, and 
you do the best you can, knowing you’re not going to be perfect. 

Q: What relationship does this knowledge of approximation share with the 
concept of the “true score”?

EW: The true score is an assumption that test makers like to make about 
a trait. That is, there is something that we are trying to measure—which 
might be intelligence, or mechanical ability, or writing ability—a con-
struct which we’re trying to measure. Now, we know we’re never going to 
measure it perfectly because we can’t get at its essence, so we construct 
the best test we can and score it the best possible way we can. That lets us 
have something called an achieved score. Now the achieved score, what-
ever you score the paper on that six-point scale, has a relationship to the 
true score but it’s never identical. This is in classical test theory. You try to 
get your achieved score to be the true score, but the true score is an ab-
straction that doesn’t exist in the real world. There is a statistic called the 
Error of Measurement (EOM), and that is the statistical way of measuring 
the difference between anyone’s achieved score and true score. In any 
test, any statistician working on the test is always going to give you that 
EOM, which you use to tell people not to believe your scores too much.

Now the real problem with this issue, and we’re getting a little profound 
here, is that no one is really sure about these constructs. Think of intelligence 
for a minute. An IQ test was used to measure a person’s intelligence. The 
assumption was that there is such a thing as intelligence, and we are trying 
to measure it, and so we put together an IQ test. But if you assume there is 
such a thing as general intelligence, you’re making a false assumption, and 
that throws the whole statistical operation into peril. This is very profound in 
test theory because all these tests, all the multiple choice tests, are assuming 
there’s a true score, that there’s an absolute construct that you can’t see but 
can measure by these phenomena that appear on the test. 

The metaphor I like to use for this is true love: Everybody likes to believe 
in true love, and when you get married, you hope you have achieved true 
love. Now, if you wanted to do a standard Error of Measurement, you could 
measure the difference in the abstraction true love and the love you’ve man-
aged to achieve in your marriage, and there will be some distance there. Of 
course, maybe there is no such thing as true love, and the best you can get 
is some achieved love.

Q: Ed, this is why your grad students ask you to speak at their weddings.

EW: (laughs) The people who do testing really like to have right and wrong 
answers. They really like things to be cut and dried. And I think one of the 
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things I have always contributed to the field is to say, “It’s not that simple.” 
These things are horribly complex. Even a two paragraph, twenty minute 
essay written by a freshman is complex, and it’s not open to easy answers.

Q: In the past, you have described writing assessment as “the hack work of 
hack work” and composition teaching itself as occupying “the lowest rung 
of the prestige ladder in English departments.” Is this still the situation—in 
composition in general and assessment in particular?

EW: Years ago I had an experience in a Writing Program Administration 
course I was co-teaching with Theresa Enos. We were talking about the 
general run of English departments which are usually dominated by litera-
ture people who don’t have a whole lot of respect for composition people. 
And one of the students in the class said, “Oh, but that’s historical informa-
tion, right? I mean that doesn’t happen anymore because the composition 
people are some of the most respected people in the department.” I looked 
at Theresa and she looked at me, and we both burst out into laughter. Be-
cause this student had only had experience with the English department 
at The University of Arizona, where the people in rhet/comp are highly 
respected by the English Department. But the minute our students go out 
to get jobs, they find that that’s not usual at all. 

We are a very conservative profession. If you look at the history of 
English departments, you find that every new concept of what an English 
department should do has been fought tooth and nail by the prior group. 
Now, I met the prior group when I went to a Harvard graduate program. The 
prior group was entirely linguistic. To do graduate work in English meant to 
learn Anglo-Saxon poetry, the relationship of Anglo-Saxon to old German. 
And, good luck for me, our English professor who taught that old English 
course was in Iceland, interviewing old Icelanders, I suppose, and instead 
it was being taught by a young playwright named Bill Alfred who made it 
a wonderful experience.

The intrusion of literature into the English department was largely, I 
think, the work of Longfellow, who traveled to Europe and saw the forms 
of English Departments, but literature had to fight its way into the English 
Department. And then later on, American literature, that upstart, had to 
fight its way into the English department. There were big fights to keep 
American literature out. And then modern literature—hell, you should have 
to study modern literature? You read that on the side! That’s entertain-
ment. Modern literature had to fight its way into the English Department 
and then, would you believe, creative writing tried to get into an English 
Department? That fight is still going on in English Departments where 
creative writers are not seen as respectable citizens. And then rhet/comp 
started to claim its place.
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Q: How are traditional power structures within English departments in 
flux, and can you speculate on how this will change the geography of the 
field for new practitioners?

EW: Well, if we knew the answer to that, we’d do better graduate programs. 
I think a lot of English departments are not asking that question, and they 
continue to teach the way English departments taught in the 1930s, and 
that’s very convenient and very boring. But a lot of other English depart-
ments really try to keep up to date with what’s happening in literature and 
what’s happening in theory and are trying to look into the future. 

The first statement I heard on this score was from the secretary of the 
MLA who came to California to talk to the California State English Council. 
I invited him in because I was the English chair at that time. His name was 
Michael Shugrue, and he had a large view of the profession. And I remember 
him berating us as English department chairs and later on berating the As-
sociated Departments of English, which is composed of English department 
chairs, on being out-of-date, and he said, “If you don’t change your ways,” 
which were all entirely literary and aesthetic, “if you don’t change your ways, 
English Departments of the future are going to be like Classics departments 
of the present.” And there are English departments who have become like 
Classics departments. They have not been in flux—they are set in their ways 
and stable. And for awhile that works, but then students go elsewhere. 

I think such stagnation is a sign of the failure of the English department 
to be alert to its scope. I always tried as department chair to make a really 
big tent in the English department that could accommodate. And we always 
kept the creative writing people in the English department, and we kept the 
linguistics people in the English department, and so on, but there is always 
centrifugal force: People want to go out and do their own narrow thing, and 
that’s bad. So English departments are always in flux; they always fight off 
new ideas, and if they succeed in fighting off new ideas, then they wither 
and become insignificant. 

Q: You speak often of the value of seeing lots of places and getting lots of 
perspective versus the danger of stagnation, but so much of what we do 
as composition teachers feels private--it’s just between us and the students, 
and they are the only ones who see our comments. You’ve always been an 
advocate for including real students and real writing in our professional 
discussions, and you’ve taken some heat for this. When Twelve Readers 
Reading came out there was mixed response from rhet/comp folks to how 
you responded to the student writing in that text.

EW: Oh yes. Well, Richard Straub and Ronald Lunsford spent five years ana-
lyzing the data they got from their readers, five full years. And I worked with 
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them, and really loved the idea of the book, and so I was, in a sense, a con-
sulting editor from the start. They really had a terrible time getting all these 
twelve different people’s comments onto any kind of a grid. They finally 
worked out the grid as oppositions between, for example, most directive and 
least directive comments. And I argued with them from the start that that 
was an artificial distinction, but they kept it. To my amazement I wound up 
as the most directive of the twelve, while I don’t see myself that way at all. 

They did a workshop at the CCCCs in which they put one of their student 
essays on the overhead, and they put up my comments to the essay and 
Patricia Stock’s comments. The student had an opening paragraph about 
going to Florida, but there were two entirely different topics in the opening. 
You can see my comment in the book—what I did was I circled one and 
wrote 1 in the margin, and I circled the second and wrote 2 in the margin, 
and I said, “You’ve got two separate topics at work here—you need either 
to connect them, so there’s an obvious connection, or decide which of the 
two you really want to talk about.”

Then they put up Patty Stock’s comments on this, which started this 
way, “I loved this opening paragraph. It reminded me of the last time I was 
in Florida. I loved the warm air . . .” and she went on talking about how she 
loved Florida and how the student writing evoked all these feelings in her. 
And I looked at the comparison and I thought to myself, “Oh, this is embar-
rassing. They put that up to humiliate Patty.” But, it turned out that I was 
wrong! They all, everyone in the room, just loved Patricia Stock’s response. 
And I kept saying, how is that going to help a student? And the answer 
was, “Well, you’ve told the student what to do. You’re being very directive. 
You’ve taken over the student’s writing.” I said, “No, I haven’t!” But anyway, 
that whole business of being directive or non-directive struck me as being 
artificial and wrong.

Q: What are the most significant changes for teachers of writing that are 
least significant for students?

EW: 65 graduate PhD programs in rhet/comp developed over one genera-
tion. I mean, that’s stunning to think about. Now, how has this change af-
fected students? I think many writing courses are still being taught by naïve 
amateurs who don’t know the field exists, or don’t know much about the 
field if they do know it exists. So I don’t think that the influence of rheto-
ric into the field has been profound for students, though I think more and 
more it’s starting to infiltrate. There’s a saying that really important discov-
eries in a field of study take fifty years to work their way into the teaching 
of a given field. So it may not be cause for pessimism to say that it took fifty 
years for the concept of process to work its way into teaching, but it pretty 
much has, and I think that has affected most students. 
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Q: One of the significant questions our field is now trying to answer is how 
to handle the increasing separation between its two areas of study. New 
scholars often say that they “do” rhetoric to the exclusion of composition 
and vice versa. Are there consequences to that? 

EW: Well, it’s really funny you should ask this, because we were talking 
about this recently in my job seeker’s class. We were doing mock interviews 
and one of the interview questions that you always get is “How does your 
dissertation relate to your teaching?” One student who was just finishing 
her dissertation on rhetoric and (underline and italicize and in bold) com-
position was doing the mock interview and so we were grilling her on the 
connection between rhetoric and composition. And she was wonderful on 
it, the way in which rhetoric informs composition, composition informs 
rhetoric. And then the question came up, “How does that actually work in 
the classroom?” And she said, “I don’t think it does for most teachers.” And 
there she is writing her dissertation on the subject. 

This question came very late for me. I never considered myself to have 
anything to do with rhetoric until I went to Arizona. I was a comp guy, and 
even though my first book, The Writer’s Control of Tone, was really about 
audience, I didn’t know anything about the concept. I didn’t know anything 
about rhetoric. I just knew it as a writer would know it, and so I wrote a book 
about having an audience without knowing anything of its tradition or its 
history. I’m a little embarrassed when I look at that book now because, by 
being in a department that values rhetoric so highly, I’ve had to learn about 
rhetoric. So I think rhetoric is seen as an esoteric kind of thing that specialists 
play with, while the real business is what I do in class on Monday.

Q [SB]: When you said that, Ed, I was reminded of how you tried very 
hard to get out of sitting on my qualifying exam committee in the late 
1990s. 

EW: I did?

Q [SB]: One of your arguments was that you hadn’t read Aristotle in thirty 
years.

EW: Yeah, I lied. I’d never read Aristotle. I didn’t want to admit that.

Q [SB]: Well, Theresa Enos was there, so you couldn’t admit that you’d 
never read the Rhetoric.

EW: Yeah, that would have been humiliating. I’d never read Aristotle. 
There was no occasion to, because rhetoric had nothing to do with my 
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major business, which was literature, and my minor business, which was 
teaching kids how to write. Now, I’m embarrassed to say it that way, but 
that’s the way I felt about it. It’s been a long learning process. 

I did a workshop for the Northern Arizona University TAs up here in 
Flagstaff, and all they wanted to do was talk about their teaching. I mean, 
they were new TAs, they were right out of college, so they were beginning 
graduate students who had been asked to teach. And they had to desperately 
figure out what assignments to give, what to do with readings, how to relate 
the readings to the writing. The last thing they wanted to do was to hear 
someone speculate about rhetoric or theories or any of that stuff. I assigned 
them an essay by me and one by Peter Elbow taking different approaches 
to assessment, and they wouldn’t talk about it. They were concerned with: 
“What is a good assignment?” “What assignments work?” “How do you 
grade a paper?” And they were desperate to do those things in the time 
they had and not the least bit interested in theory. And I think that’s still 
the situation for most teachers of writing in this country, except for those 
of us who are professional about it, and we’re getting to be a larger and 
larger group each year.

Q: Mentoring seems to have been significant part of the line that led you 
from Brooklyn to the Ivy League, and your autobiographical writings refer-
ence the “shaping moments” that change the trajectories of lives. However, 
you have also said that such critical moments don’t happen much anymore, 
that harried or under-qualified teachers don’t have the time for that kind of 
inspiration. As someone who has written extensively about labor issues as 
well as teacher training, can you speak to the ability of our field to foster 
inspiration, to create more of those life-changing moments?

EW: I recently walked back from my Jane Austen class with a student 
who had written such a wonderful paper on Jane Austen’s Emma that, 
as we were walking, I asked her what she was planning to do when she 
graduated. She said, “Oh, I don’t know, I haven’t thought much about it.” 
I said, “Have you ever thought about going to graduate school? Your work 
is really excellent and you’d be a very good graduate student.” She said, 
“Well, no, I never thought about going to graduate school. What is it like?” 
We had this whole conversation, you know, very similar to others I have 
written about, and then I went to my next class and she went home. And I 
suspect that that may have been life changing for her. 

I try to run my classes so those kinds of conversations can happen 
in class, but under most circumstances I’m not sure this is possible. I’m 
sure it happens, here and there and everywhere, under the right circum-
stances. I know some of our TAs just love their students and really get 
caught up with them and serve as informal counselors to them. And I 
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know I’ve always gotten to know some of the students, and one of the 
wonderful things about being in rhet/comp is that people inevitably 
write enough about who they are, so then you’re dealing with human 
beings and the complexity and the individuality of what people are. And 
so, I know it happens with me and other teachers, but it’s all so spotty 
and the circumstances have to be right, and I think it’s really hard for 
most new teachers to do it, particularly when they’re under tight time 
pressures. It’s really hard to make those moments happen, particularly 
as universities become more and more cash-strapped, and classes get 
bigger and bigger.

Q: You have written that your work didn’t feel useful and worthwhile until 
you left Wellesley for San Bernardino. Yet you’ve returned, with obvious 
enthusiasm, to teaching Jane Austin. What has changed—is it you, is it the 
university, or is it Jane?

EW: Oh, it’s the students. I spent five years teaching at Wellesley, and 
these were really rich kids. I mean, not all of them; there was some 
scholarship kids, and every now and then there was actually a person of 
color that appeared somehow. But it was basically upper-middle and up-
per class, white, privileged girls who were going through the motions, 
by and large, of being educated so that they could lead the lives of the 
upper-middle and upper class. And so Jane Austin didn’t change from 
Wellesley to San Bernardino, but the students changed. 

One of the things that excited me about San Bernardino and the 
University of Arizona—though it’s more elite than I’m altogether com-
fortable with, to tell you the truth—is that you’ve got a range of students 
and the elite are elsewhere. When you teach people who’ve got it made, 
the people who know they’re gonna rule the world, it’s really different. I 
think I described it as they’re doing performances. They’ve been to good 
prep schools, they’ve been to good high schools, and they know how to 
do an essay. And they do the essay sort of the way they do a dance, the 
way they perform at a prom. Yet when you get to the kinds of students 
that I really like to teach, they approach the whole idea of education 
differently. It’s not a right. It’s not a right of passage. It is a privilege. It 
is necessary. 

The students I had in San Bernardino, because I wrote during the 
day and I taught late afternoon and evening classes, were all working. 
They were all trying to get a degree to improve themselves, to move up 
in the world. Part of it was to get a better job, but part of it was out of 
genuine interest to find out what all this stuff that people talk about was 
like. And so, it’s really wonderful to have students of that sort for whom 
you really can make a difference. 
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Q: One of the things you said in “On Being a Writer” is that “the more we 
can help our students see themselves as writers, the more they will be able to 
stand fast and assert the power of language to resist foolish authorities and 
to give meaning to their own experience.” How does this translate for emerg-
ing scholars? Can we communicate a sense of power in writing to emerging 
scholars in this field as they attempt to give meaning to their own experi-
ences and the writing that they do for journals such as Composition Studies?

EW: You know, I’m not sure I’d say that now because I had more faith that 
we could do that then. But that’s such a good question and it really goes to 
the heart of what we’re all about as teachers and as thinkers. I think every 
good teacher in his heart-of-hearts wants to change his students’ lives. And 
you know you’re not going to do it for every student—you’re only going to 
do it for a few students, but you never know which ones. You do have the 
possibility of changing your students’ lives, and it’s an awesome power if 
you think about it. I mean it’s an awesome power to give somebody an A 
or a C, but they can live with that. But to have somebody think, “hey, I’m 
really a writer.” That’s a profoundly life-changing realization. Or for some 
people it’s, “what I write really does matter.” But that’s one person at a 
time. I don’t think you do that with groups. You have to deal with groups, 
but there are people in those groups who respond and other people who 
are only half-listening. 

Jim Berlin was profoundly committed to the idea that it was our job 
not just to teach reading and writing but to change people’s lives. And 
for him, it was to change people’s lives in that particular way: To make 
them unwilling to accept injustice; to make them willing to stand up and 
be heard. We don’t hear much about this anymore. But in fact, we are re-
ally in the business of subversion. We are asking people to think through 
what they believe. We’re asking people to think through what they write. 
We’re asking people to go back and revise what they said. That’s all ter-
ribly subversive. And, you know, the Sarah Palins of this world are right to 
distrust us. We are revolutionaries, and we are trying to empower people 
who should sit quietly, do what they’re told. And so I say to my graduate 
students, “if you don’t get in trouble as a teacher at any point in your entire 
teaching life, you’ve done something wrong.” 

I remember the students in a literary theory class in California coming 
to me. One of the students lived up in one of the mountain communities, 
and her school board in Big Bear had decided to censor a particular book 
and remove it from the library and censure the teacher who was using it 
in class. I can’t remember what the book was—something as outrageous 
as Huckleberry Finn. And she said, “It’s just awful to see this happen.” And 
I said, “Well, why don’t we do something about it.” And I remember them 
all saying, “Do something about it?” I said, “Yeah. Why don’t we, as a class, 
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write a letter to the school board and tell them that they are infringing on 
constitutional freedoms of what people can read and infringing on education 
in ways that are totally unacceptable, and if they don’t rescind that, we will 
begin publishing their action to the rest of the educated community. Let’s sign 
it as a class.” So we did, and it terrified the school board, and they immedi-
ately changed their votes. That was a wonderful moment. They were really 
afraid they were going to be held up to public scorn, and we were ready to 
do it—there was just such a feeling of outrage about the censorship. 

I think we do need to be troublemakers. I haven’t done that nearly as 
much as I should have.

Q: You have posted very regularly to the WPA listserv since around April of 
1993, when you joined the list—sometimes multiple times a day on topics 
from placement to politics to Harry Potter. What is the value of that, ulti-
mately, for you or for all of us?

EW: David Schwalm tells me that he’s the most frequent contributor to the 
list and I’m second. So, clearly I write too much.

Q: Well, no. Clearly David writes too much. (laughter)

EW: The value is community, and I think community is a very key word 
for me. I love belonging to the writing community. I love belonging to the 
WPA-l because it’s a nice, manageable community. And a listserv is a lovely 
community. I have listservs in all my classes that just sort of shape a com-
munity. We don’t have to go bowling alone, as the book had it. We need 
community. And that’s one of the reasons why I’m so glad I shifted from 
being a lit person to being a rhet/comp person, because as a lit person you 
really do a lot of work alone, and you lecture to large groups of students, 
and to form a community is much harder unless you have the privilege, as 
I do this term, of having fifteen students, all of whom have elected to read 
the six Jane Austin novels with me. That’s really wonderful, and it is a com-
munity, and that’s why I like the listserv.

Q: Our last question for you today is inspired by the widespread concern 
regarding the state of our country’s economy and the impact on universi-
ties. You once wrote that “all of higher education faces an uncertain future, 
and Composition Studies may save English departments or may disappear 
along with English departments.” Can you speak to the position of compo-
sition programs in these especially troubled economic times? 

EW: Well, I think we have a kind of accidental ace-in-the-hole. That is, I 
think if literature programs were to disappear, most people would give a 
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shrug, but people tend to think that writing is really important, though 
they think of it, I’m afraid, in very simple-minded ways because, you know, 
writing has to do with spelling and handwriting or something. But there’s 
an automatic positive response to the teaching of writing. They don’t think 
we do it well. They don’t think we do enough of it. But it doesn’t have the 
sense of being a frill the way most liberal arts education takes on in the 
corporate university. So I think writing is going to survive. And if it hitches 
its wagon, as it has, to rhetoric, it’s probably going to survive in a respect-
able way in the university. 

I know our society tends to think of the arts in general as frills; it’s the 
first thing to go in the schools when the budget gets cut. But I guess it’s 
always been a struggle for anything in the arts to survive, and they always 
manage to, just like writers manage to survive and keep on writing, and 
poets keep on poet-ing, and musicians keep on music-ing. The prognosis is 
pretty grim right now, but it’s been grim before, and the arts have survived 
and writing has survived. I think there will be jobs for our graduate students 
in the future. They may not be in an English department—they may be in a 
differently named department, and they may have a lot to do with technol-
ogy or administration, and you might be teaching business memos as well 
as poems—but I think the field is going to survive as a more secure part of 
the liberal arts, in part because the corporate university sees business uses 
for what we do. 

Q: This feels like a change, doesn’t it, from the sort of tumultuous history 
of composition? Composition has always felt like the troubled entity, but 
now it doesn’t seem quite as bad off as some of the others around us. 

EW: Yeah, well, Mike Shugrue way back then said that composition was 
going to be the salvation of the English departments, and I think there’s 
probably some truth in that. That is, the English department guys who look 
down on composition as a low-class activity that should be done in middle 
school are probably going to have their jobs saved by us. I actually said that 
to a faculty member at Cal State, Chico. I was on campus in my administra-
tive days. And he saw me there and came over and said “Oh, so you’re the 
fellow who’s made us all teach composition.” And I looked at him and said, 
“No, I’m the fellow who saved your ass.” That was crude, but that was back 
in the 1970s.

He kind of scowled and walked away.
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Course Description

English 304 & Communications 250: Professional Rhetorics was a pilot 
project instituted at Clemson University in spring of 2008. The proj-

ect integrally linked English 304 (Business Writing) and Communications 
250 (Public Speaking), requiring the same students to be enrolled in both 
3 credit-hour courses. It was designed to intertwine (and co-extensively 
develop) students’ written, oral, and multimedia communicative/cre-
ative abilities—a linked development of connected rhetorics. The project, 
which focused on professional situations and environments for engaging 
various rhetorics, completed the university’s communication competency 
requirement for students and addressed specific course requirements 
within students’ majors.

Institutional Context

As a doctoral candidate in Rhetorics, Communication and Information 
Design (RCID), I actively pursue making connections across communicative 
cultures—that is, engaging knowing, doing, and making in relation to varying 
discourses and/or communicative modes. Additionally, the doctoral program 
afforded me the opportunity to teach in English and in Communication Stud-
ies, and from this split teaching I began to notice (1) students’ inabilities to 
see connections across this disciplinary divide (writing/speaking) and (2) 
a significant amount of overlap in terms of rhetorics and rhetorical theories 
informing the courses themselves. Thus, the Professional Rhetorics pilot 
project developed from my experiences as a doctoral student, as a teacher, 
and even as a scholar. While its conception is “singular,” being a project I 
created, its development is by no means “singular,” as it required consider-
able collaboration from multiple individuals. 

The project developed as joint venture between English and Commu-
nication Studies. At Clemson University, both departments are housed in 
the College of Architecture, Arts, and Humanities. Clemson, a land-grant 
university located in the northwest corner of South Carolina, in the foot-
hills of the Blue Ridge Mountains, is a comprehensive, public university, 
with approximately 14,000 undergraduate and 3000 graduate students. 
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The Carnegie Foundation classifies Clemson as a research university with 
high research activity. Additionally, U.S. News & World Report (August 27, 
2007 issue), ranked Clemson 27 out of 164 of the nation’s public, doctoral 
granting universities. 

The Professional Rhetorics pilot project option (heretofore referred 
to as PRO, for convenience) is comprised of two integrally linked (think 
intertwined) but separate courses: Business Writing and Public Speaking. 
According to the 2007-2008 University course catalog, Business Writing, 
which has a prerequisite of junior standing, provides an introduction “to 
audience, context, purpose, and writing strategies for texts common in pro-
fessional business settings,” and Public Speaking provides “practice in the 
preparation, delivery, and criticism of short speeches […. and] develops an 
understanding and knowledge of the process of communication.” Business 
Writing is part of Clemson’s award winning Advanced Writing Program.1 
Clemson is also heavily invested in Writing Across the Curriculum (WAC)2 

and Communication Across the Curriculum (CXC). 
In addition to campus wide emphasis on the value of writing and 

communication, these two courses develop students’ written and verbal 
communication skills—the number one job skill sought by employers (Na-
tional Association for Colleges and Employers; c.f., Peter D. Hart Research 
Associates). Coupled with their prerequisites, they complete many students’ 
communication (verbal and written) general education requirements.

Using Business Writing and Public Speaking as a basis, the core behind 
the PRO is to link, as much as possible, writing and speaking—to intertwine 
these two courses and their work. It actually encourages “double-dipping,” 
but not in the sense of merely using the same work for two courses. Rather, 
it streamlines student efforts, focusing on one content-base, but engaging 
that content from multiple modes and multiple rhetorics: for example, stu-
dents learn to write a proposal and to orally deliver that work—and how 
visual/media components and rhetorical strategies are employed in both. 
It allows for a dualistic (if not multiplistic) focus on approaching/respond-
ing-to professional situations. 

While linked, these two courses remain separate, receiving separate 
grades, but share the same set of students. The courses were capped at 18 
students to meet departmental requirements, but only 17 students (13 male 
and 4 female) participated in the PRO from beginning to end.

By utilizing these two courses, with the same set of students, and shifting 
the focus to rhetorics and rhetorical situations rather than simply business 
document types or speech types, I attempted to open spaces to help students 
develop the kinds of skills and abilities (critical and/or creative) they may 
need as employable graduates; specifically, I was trying to improve upon 
the current model at Clemson University (these two courses as unrelated 
entities) without completely reinventing the wheel. Thus, aside from work-
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ing within the curricular limitations of the university and within my own 
instructional limitations, the basis for the PRO begins in at least three places: 
1) trying to resituate rhetorics in a position of value, across and beyond the 
writing/speaking divide in academics, 2) creating pedagogical practices and 
learning environments that more accurately reflect life/rhetorical situations, 
and 3) more effectively addressing skills/abilities students need for various 
employment markets.

Theoretical Rationale

Writing and speaking work hand-in-hand, in numerous economies, 
and despite many discussions of inter/transdisciplinarity and multimodal 
paradigmatic shifts, the university continues to treat these two as if bringing 
them together would be apocalyptic. Is it such a radical idea to teach them in 
conjunction with one another, in a shared space? Professionals within/beyond 
the academic walls often write and speak in tandem (e.g., papers becoming 
conference presentations, briefings developing into formal reports), so why, 
then, this chasm between writing and speaking?

Not that long ago, “Rhetoric,” as James Berlin wrote, “served as the very 
core of the college curriculum in the United States” (Rhetorics, Poetics, and 
Cultures xiv). Less than 140 years ago (pre Harvard 1874) writing and speak-
ing fell under the faculty of Rhetoric (see Berlin’s Rhetoric and Reality), but 
now both place rhetoric in the service of their respective disciplines—disciplin-
ary rhetorics which are not to be crossed/mixed: “Keep the boundaries! We 
must be different, separate!” Each attempts to reject the other, maintain clear 
divisions, establish—out of necessity, and maybe understandably so—their 
own identities. Despite movements like WAC or CXC, writing and speaking 
at the university are still treated cautiously, as if dealing with embittered 
partners from a nasty divorce:3 we dare not invite them to the same social 
function, choosing sides prior to sending out invitations: quantitative vs. 
qualitative, performance vs. craft, speaking vs. writing. These are, of course, 
hyper-stereotyped binaries, for dramatic effect, but nonetheless continue to 
emerge in “water cooler” conversations across many campuses. 

This writing/speaking divide has become so ingrained in our academic 
culture that even students resist their touching/mixing: in my public speak-
ing courses students complain about being graded on their writing; in my 
business writing courses students complain about being graded on group 
presentations. One student a couple years ago quipped, “Why do speeches 
in a writing class? We don’t do human anatomy in math class.” It seems the 
best response to this kind of resistance is not recounting the proven value of 
writing and speaking for students’ continued growth, but rather to change 
(radically alter) the culture/climate of the division itself, to break down the 
boundaries creating these particular resistances.
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The first issue, then, is how to change this tendency of exclusion, of 
us/them thinking? More specifically, how to alter the culture of separation 
between writing and speaking, and to do so in a way that is valuable to all 
involved (students, faculty, university, nation)? My suggestion is to resituate 
the relationship of writing and speaking to Rhetoric(s). This course design is 
an attempt to do just that—to help students learn to approach varying com-
municational exchanges in terms of rhetorics, rhetorical effects, and rhetorical 
situations instead of from the limiting practices of written or oral discourse. 

 
This resituating is not a new idea. Victor Vitanza, in his 1987 “Critical 

Sub/Versions of the History of Philosophical Rhetoric,” began with this as a 
“predisposition.” Of course, as (un)expected with Vitanza’s work, this “one” 
was really “two” (if not more). The first move was to place writing and speak-
ing (and I would add all rhetorical modes of communication) “as a subset 
of the grandest of all conceived mega-sciences or meta-disciplines, Rhetoric 
itself” (41-42); and the second was to envision a “nondisciplinary instance of 
Rhetoric” (42). This second move is “not concerned either with attempting to 
resolve rhetorical, interpretive differences or with even accounting for them. 
Instead, it identifies, detonates, and exploits the differences” (42, emphasis 
added). This approach, much like my intent, does not merely hope to resolve 
boundaries but rather to engage in the “detonation,” or perhaps “denotation,” 
of those boundaries, to radically and dangerously “dramatically change the 
activity of what we call ‘teaching writing’” (44) and I would add “the activity 
of what we call ‘teaching speaking’“—that is, to view these varying distinctions 
as “subsets of RHETORIC” (43, original emphasis).

In other words, we need to find spaces to allow students to work in/
across/through these divisions to develop a more complex sense of commu-
nication: orally, textually, and even multimedially. Thus, following Vitanza’s 
work, we will shift focus back to “RHETORIC[S].” But how to enact these 
theoretical shifts in pedagogical practices? How to “detonate/denotate” 
boundaries, in classrooms, within curricula, beyond hypothetical discussions 
in academic circles?

One approach might be to appropriate techniques from one to the other 
to make efforts within a given practice more effective. For example, as part 
of the 2007 Communication in the 21st Century: Teaching and Learning across 
the Curriculum Speaker Series at Clemson, Peter Elbow spoke on getting 
students to “write like they talk.” He discussed the dynamics of oral voice 
and how students could learn to more actively engage writing through con-
nections to orality. Also in 2007, C. M. J. Van Woerkum published “Orality 
and the Process of Writing,” which investigates the overlooked potential of 
oral communication to written, technical communication: “Keeping the act 
of writing more free flowing, as in speech, can make it easier to arrive at an 
attractive and effective text” (197). 
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These are just two examples attempting to make connections between 
writing and speaking, and both could help add complexity to written dis-
courses our students practice, but both explore contributions to written 
discourse through an oral perspective; this places practices of oral discourse 
in the service of writing, and thus creates conditions for what Jean-François 
Lyotard would call a differend4 (two positions in need of a third for adjudica-
tion). This differend would only further contribute to the marked boundaries 
I am trying to “un-mark.”

I do not want to imply that Elbow’s or Van Woerkum’s approaches to the 
oral/written relationships are without value (nor unintentionally undervalue 
them), as oral practices can greatly inform numerous aspects of writing 
(and vice versa), but for a refocusing on rhetorics we need a different ap-
proach—one more akin to Vitanza’s sub/versive rhetoric.

 
A model we might sample is Anthony Fleury’s liberal education. Fleury 

proposes that a liberal education, as a focal component of CXC, “encour-
ages self-enlargement—broad-minded thinking and agile doing—by chart-
ing multiple paths to knowledge and rehearsing multiple ways of being” 
(73, emphases added). The multiple “paths” and “ways” are fundamental 
to his Communication Against the Disciplines (CAD), which focuses on 
helping students learn to “question received wisdom, practice an array 
of communication styles, and play with established communication con-
ventions” (73). This should help free them/us from the limiting nature 
of “in” discipline thinking (Communication in the Disciplines [CID]) by 
opening alternatives for working “across” or “against” disciplines. We 
might think this as a shift from the singular, fixed perspective of “dis-
ciplining” communication (restricting what it means to communicate 
within a given discipline) to a perspective of working in/with radical 
multiplicities, engaging and understanding “communicational styles” that 
manifest within and across disciplines.

Rather than merely having students learn conventions of written or 
oral discourse, Fleury encourages a model where students learn to prac-
tice/play with these different styles and conventions—to become more 
critically/creatively aware of how conventions work and how they can 
be resisted or made to work otherwise: “If particular disciplinary ways of 
communicating are indeed productive of what counts as knowledge and 
constitute power relations within a field, it might be a good idea to teach 
students not only how to perform those disciplinary genres but how to 
subvert them” (78, emphasis added). Not only does this echo Vitanza’s 
sub/versive rhetoric, but it reiterates the necessity of a rhetorics focus 
(instead of writing/speaking), showcasing the importance of students 
developing the “ability to cut across and resist boundaries” (Fleury 78; 
emphases added). 
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What we can take here from Fleury’s work is that to help students develop 
as effective communicators—as written, oral, and multimedia rhetors—we 
need not only teach them how to “perform” a given discourse but also how 
to challenge the rules/guides of that “performativity.”5 Thus, beginning from 
a point of contention—a shared-space of boundary-based discourses—we 
help students engage more than just the divisions of writing and speaking. 
The PRO asks students to navigate such tensions up front as opposed to 
blindly accepting disciplinary ideology.

While Fleury’s work opens several considerations (pedagogically, epis-
temologically), his approach is primarily from an oral perspective; thus, we 
need to consider nuances from a writing perspective (if not others) to avoid 
perpetuating a differend. 

In the same issue of Communication Education, Charles Bazerman writes 
a response to Fleury, providing, as part of his title indicates, a “view from 
the world of writing.” Bazerman tells us writing has gone through similar 
issues—specifically thinking how WAC evolved to Writing in the Disciplines 
(WID) (analogous to CXC to CID).

Citing Susan McLeod’s work,6 Bazerman says faculty in non-English 
departments felt students should “be encouraged to develop the kinds of 
statement which count as thinking, argument, analysis, and evidence within 
their discipline” (87) instead of learning informal writing practices. These 
other faculty wanted WAC, but they wanted it to teach students how to write 
in their own respective disciplines—further placing writing instruction (and 
subsequently rhetoric) in the service of other disciplines. This is not the task 
of rhetorics, nor the task of writing/speech; neither rhetorics, nor writing, 
nor speech have to pursue (accept) a subjugated position to other disciplines 
to continue to establish their value at the University.7

Bazerman also discusses an inherent resistance WAC (or even CXC) 
encountered, and we can see similar resistances in parts of the PRO. For 
example, the informal writing mentioned above—most commonly linked to 
writing to learn, a mainstay in WAC (c.f. McLeod’s “The Pedagogy”)—was 
found to be “outside the scope” of courses taught by faculty in other depart-
ments; those faculty “did not feel that course time and student effort should 
be expended in this way at the expense of their more disciplinary goals” 
(87). This kind of “reasoning” again resurfaces with regards to technology: 
faculty claiming students should utilize technologies, but not wanting to 
“waste time” teaching technology, especially at the cost of “content” (“I teach 
a speech/writing course, not a technology course”). This is true both inside 
and outside the humanities. 

But students at Clemson must create e-portfolios as part of graduation 
requirements—one justification for incorporating multimedia technologies 
into classes—and our Communication Studies Department (following the 
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National Communication Association) recently recommitted to including 
visual aids as integral parts of Public Speaking (which students often take to 
mean, nearly singularly, as using PowerPoint). In this case, it is not “wasting 
time” teaching technologies as students are asked to and/or want to utilize 
various kinds of technological authoring environments. 

It is also important to note, in relation to Bazerman’s and Fleury’s views, 
that these “across the curriculum” movements, and their inevitable “in the 
discipline” offshoots, do not necessarily open possibilities for altering di-
visionary “boundaries.” Rather, they continue to emphasize boundaries as 
each seeks to more significantly establish its own value at/to the university, 
via subjugation to other disciplines (WID/CID). What we need is to help 
students learn to play with styles and conventions of oral and written dis-
courses, in varying situations. 

Following current buzzword-trends like “transdisciplinarity,” some 
universities have begun altering curriculum to match this new trans-focus. 
One example: Samford University integrates writing and speaking in its 
Communication Arts series by emphasizing “practice in writing and speak-
ing for target audiences” (General Education). The first course in the series 
(101) has a “Service Learning or Experiential Learning” focus and the 
second (102) a “research-based writing and argumentation” focus. While 
Samford, and other schools doing similar things, are making progressive 
strides in “detonating/denotating” boundaries, these approaches require 
curriculum reform—a process generally requiring significant reconstruction 
of department visions, relations, purposes, assessment procedures and such. 
Granted, these kinds of reform may be indicative of future directions, but 
in the immediate, short-term, on the level of an individual (i.e., me), these 
are not feasible options. 

As an inter/trans disciple, I wanted to envision a more practical way 
for integrating writing and speaking, and to do so within the limits of my 
situation. First, I articulated an “adjudicating position” from which to oper-
ate, to avoid placing writing/speaking above speaking/writing; I located 
this “adjudicating position” in Rhetorics, a plurality, which includes both a 
shift back to Rhetoric (in Berlin’s sense) and shift forward to Rhetoric (in 
Vitanza’s sense)—but not limited to those two Rhetorics. 

Second, I emulated curriculum reform (vis-à-vis Samford) without 
actually reforming curriculum, and did so within the parameters of my 
teaching assignments (Business Writing and Public Speaking). Thus, I cre-
ated, proposed, and put into action, “Professional Rhetorics: Bridging the 
Gap between Writing, Speaking, & Digital Media.”

As the title may indicate, this allowed for incorporating multimedia 
(multimodal digital authoring) with writing and speaking. In this six 
credit-hour combination, I focused two-thirds on written discourses (from 
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the Business Writing component), two-thirds on oral discourses (from the 
Public Speaking component), and two-thirds on multimedia discourses 
(borrowing the one-third remainder from each). This helped combat 
“wasting time teaching technology” charges because the technological 
component was integrally involved, opening opportunities for addressing 
electronic discourses in the university setting (at the levels of knowing, 
doing, and making).

What follows is an exploration of the development of the PRO and a 
reflection on various components of its implementation. (Note, this course 
design should not be thought of as totalizing, but rather a tentative step 
toward integrated and linked options that “detonate/denotate” boundaries 
between writing and speech).

Critical Reflection

In application, blurring the boundaries between writing and speaking can 
develop in any number of ways. I chose to start from Kress & Van Leeuwen’s 
multimodal theory of communication,

which concentrates on two things: (1) the semiotic resources of communi-
cation, the modes and the media used, and (2) the communicative prac-
tices in which these resources are used. These communicative practices 
are seen as multi-layered and include, at the very least, discursive prac-
tices, production practices and interpretive practices, while they may also 
include design practices and/or distribution practices. (111) 

To engage this multi-layering of practices, I decided to work with ethos, pa-
thos, and logos (topoi for “making meaning” in the “many different modes 
and media” [111]—applicable ways for approaching synaesthesia8). My 
rhetorics-oriented approach, informed by Kress and Van Leeuwen’s mul-
timodal theory of communication, provided a frame for addressing varied 
course content and constructions. 

Ethos, pathos, and logos provided a way to explore (emerging) rheto-
rics. This was not to take students on a historical journey of rhetoric, but 
rather to create a vocabulary and shared discourse to engage knowing, 
doing, and making across practices. For example, we examined logos 
as it related to proposal writing and compared that to a presidential 
candidate’s convention address; we examined ethos in commercials vs. 
students’ informative speeches; we discussed pathos, and its potential 
rhetorical affects, and provided an opportunity for it to become a major 
player in our understanding of the complexity of human communication 
(across modes)—whether talking about music creating particular moods 
in multimedia creations, how images convey pathetically, or how language 
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use, voice, style, and so on (i.e., the poetic, even oral poetic) contribute 
to creating pathetic appeals. These three opened avenues to the material 
and the course assignments. 

The PRO course assignments, which engaged at least two modes as much 
as possible (writing, speaking, multimedia), worked within the “standard” 
assignments for the courses (as separate entities). Both courses offered a 
group-oriented component, which, when linked or intertwined, became 
a guiding focus for student-directed learning and student engagement in 
varying rhetorical situations. 

By using rhetorical situations and group-oriented work, we were able 
to work across discourse boundaries; the content could vary from student 
to student, group to group, subject interest to subject interest, but it was 
situation which became grounding (not the distinction of written or oral 
discourse): as Lloyd Bitzer has told us, “So controlling is situation that we 
should consider it the very ground of rhetorical activity” (5). 

The way I navigated this focusing on situation, instead of just taking a 
“traditional” content-oriented approach, was to allow students, in groups, 
to develop course projects. Those projects—attempting to let students take 
ownership of their own learning (the projects reflecting their interests and 
choices)—became the “content” for their work efforts; thus, we had material 
ranging in focus from media ethics to freedom of speech to local housing 
restrictions to TV rating restrictions (i.e., V-Chip) and so on. The impact of 
chosen content-areas cannot be overlooked, however, as those foci influ-
enced the types of written, oral, and multimodal discourses the students 
engaged—it is part of the complexities of rhetorics and rhetorical situations, 
of medium/message relationships (via McLuhan).

For example: students trying to convince Clemson City Council of prob-
lems in the current housing/zoning restrictions encountered a different 
rhetorical situation requiring different communicational exchanges (and 
rhetorics) than students trying to convince college students to engage in 
active citizenship in an attempt to change TV rating restrictions. Different 
rhetorical situations call for different types of rhetorical communications; 
different rhetorical communications call for the involvement of different 
rhetorics; different rhetorics, across communicational exchanges, in varied 
rhetorical situations, reflect (potentially more so) the complexity that is 
citizenship and employment-as-professional in our culture. This is the com-
plexity of involvement, of consideration, and of thinking I wanted students 
to not only experience but to understand.

In practice, this is where the PRO really succeeded. Students began, 
after some effort, to understand the relationships between situation, me-
dium, and rhetorical strategies. They not only understood but also were 
able to articulate, in discussion, why, for example, web-based creations 
were more fitting for the V-chip group targeting college students than for 
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the City Council group targeting Council members, or why the Media Ef-
fects group would employ different rhetorical strategies than say the City 
Council group.

While they worked within their own topic areas, seeing how discourses 
vary with situations and/or exigencies, students learned to navigate and 
negotiate certain rhetorical issues (around medium and message). Then, 
by workshopping and critically commenting on other groups’ work, they 
were also forced to encounter differences, to think through the purposes 
for those differences, and to work across varying situations (some rhe-
torical, in Bitzer’s sense, some not). In the end, this flexible form/content 
negotiation helped “detonate/denotate” boundaries because students were 
not merely writing/speaking to jump through preconceived “hoops,” but 
rather creating written, oral, or multimodal/multimedia discourse based 
on rhetorical considerations (purpose, audience, situation, etc.) neces-
sitated by their topic/focus.

It is, of course, not a perfect system, as getting students to work in this 
way was often like pulling teeth. As nearly all were upperclassmen, they 
already “knew how” to be students: instructor tells them what to do, how to 
do it, and then they do it according to those specifications (mimicking instruc-
tor desires or examples). My approach in the PRO resisted that model—this 
caused some initial resistance, especially from the “most successful” college 
students (i.e., the 3.5-4.0 GPA students): one even pleaded, in a moment of 
frustration, “Can’t you just tell us what to do?” But students did start to see 
the benefits of this approach and some really appreciated it: 

At first I was worried about how most of our projects were open ended 
and we could choose what we wanted to do and how we wanted to do it. 
After completing this course I realized that that “openness” allowed the 
class to grow as decision makers and problem solvers. (Student 1, course 
reflection)

The specifics that I liked were the group arrangements, freedom to kind of 
run with our own ideas, not a prefabricated departmental project or bor-
ing and cliché topic. I enjoyed being hands on and creative, both individu-
ally and in a group. I got a huge sense of accomplishment because I could 
actually see what I created and could feel proud of it. I also like the fact 
that we were given assignments and told that they were due on this day, 
and these things will help you, but it is up to you to make it your own. We 
had the opportunity to be creative with every assignment we had. (Stu-
dent 2, course reflection)9

Granted, these are two selected quotes, but they indicate an interesting 
phenomenon echoed in many students’ course reflections: there was a lot 
of talk of the “openness” and “freedom” to make their own decisions, to 
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work “creatively,” and how that helped them become decision makers or 
problem solvers or critical thinkers. There were one or two at the end who 
still were not happy about the open-endedness, about having to negotiate 
many rhetorical concerns themselves, but even they indicated benefiting 
from the experience.

One thing that helped students come to terms with this group-project 
orientation, and the situational-based refocusing on rhetorics in general, was 
that coursework folded into itself, with (nearly) all assignments contributing 
to a shared end: everything becoming part of the other, connecting to the 
other, guided by a unified group focus.10 

On the upside, students spend an entire semester working within a single 
focus, over a two-course effort, which allows for considerable exploration. 
They learn to navigate issues within that focus, to work around or through 
problems, and to reveal further and further layers from sustained concen-
tration. Several groups revised and narrowed their initial foci, as expected, 
but they became really insightful to the importance of moving “in” on a 
subject area and finding an angle to engage larger issues their initial foci 
identified: for example, the Media Effects group evolved into developing an 
after-school program to help educate children on how media impacts their 
lives and how to make choices not based on mediated-cultural pressure but 
on self-interests. This was just one component of their “program,” which 
also was to include nutrition education, self-esteem development, physical 
activity, and so on.

On the downside, students may get tired of such concentrated and 
sustained focus. About a month into the course, a few students expressed 
a desire to “take a break” from the project focus for a day or two. So, we 
altered an assignment and let them focus on things unrelated to their topic 
if they so chose. Some took this option, but several stuck with the project 
focus, seeing the benefits of the enfolding mentioned earlier. 

With this enfolding, there is a sort of double-edge sword as significant 
portions of both course grades are not only interdependent but interrelated. 
For example, the better students did on researching and developing their 
Formal Reports, the more information they had to pull from for their Project 
Deliverables. This does not mean that poor Reports lead to poor Project De-
liverables, but just that these two things are interrelated and students who 
struggle with the report may have to “catch up” a bit in terms of information 
they possibly need for developing deliverables.

This type of interlacing worked across nearly all assignments (the 
“double-dipping” I mentioned earlier). Beyond just group project inter-
relations, the assignments also were interdependent across courses: the 
Proposal was a written document for Business Writing and also the basis for 
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a Persuasive Speech for Public Speaking; the Informative Speech (shaped in 
the spirit of an organizational brief) for Public Speaking became launching 
point for more fully developed Formal Reports for Business Writing (see syl-
labus for more expansive look at assignments and their interdependence). 
The more assignments paired up, the more complex and integrated the PRO 
became; this, in my view, is much more reflective of what goes on in actual 
life practices: professionals, including ourselves, often work by bringing in 
progressively more complex connections, for progressively more complex 
situations. Why should we treat students different? Why should they learn 
certain practices in a vacuum, devoid of these other complexities that (can) 
play an integral part?

Providing students the freedom to determine their own needs and to 
make creations based on situations offers the potential of them becoming 
self-directed learners—a goal/value most universities reflect in their mission 
statements: “Preparing a future of life-long learners” or something similar 
to that effect. But this kind of flexibility can raise a few flags. When groups 
struggle to find direction or focus, they can easily become frustrated, espe-
cially as other groups take off. So, aside from helping students understand 
and navigate varying rhetorics, through writing, speaking, or multimedia 
authoring, instructors also have to work to help them learn to generate and 
develop possible foci (it is a slightly more expansive approach to rhetorical 
invention) and then to evaluate those foci in terms of course needs, project 
potential, student investment, and the like.

Also, as the PRO is more than just this group project, as it is an inter-
twining of these two (dis)courses, there is also a potential problem in terms 
of assessment. For example: initially, I struggled to create sets of evaluative 
criteria (i.e., grading rubrics) that would work across 5+ drastically differ-
ent group projects with 10+ “gradable” creations each. These creations vary 
in parts, styles, components, needs, and so on, and it is difficult to prepare 
students for all the specific and particular ways in which an audience might 
evaluate their work. But certain rhetorical aspects work across purposes, 
reflective of the notion of synaesthesia, and ethos, pathos, and logos are 
one way to traverse students’ differing rhetorical creations. These classical 
rhetoric concepts were already built into my version of the PRO, and as such 
provided an evaluative consistency for students across rhetorical productions, 
whether oral, written, or multimedia. 

Additionally, as these three formed the “backbone” of my rhetorics ap-
proach, students developed a fairly significant understanding of them early 
on (with us revisiting them often—nearly daily). I would argue this approach 
is more effective in getting students to understand evaluative criteria than 
trying to get them to understand the nuances of split infinitives, distracting 
mannerisms, or effective use of required number of sources (all which can 
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be discussed in terms of their effects on ethos, pathos, logos); I think this 
approach helps students understand how a speech with delivery or content 
problems can still succeed or a paper with grammatical mistakes can still 
be riveting or a short video with bad cuts and shoddy editing can still be 
entertaining, persuasive, and informative—if we focus on the individual 
components too much, sometimes we miss the forest for the trees (see Gar-
side 2002; qtd. in Fleury 74). With ethos, pathos, and logos, I tried to help 
them see the forest while amidst the trees.

That is not to say these things are without problems, as any evaluative 
system is going to have issues, but where this succeeded is in providing stu-
dents a vocabulary with which to engage a conversation on evaluation. This 
is one of the key advantages to this course design: whatever rhetoric-based 
focus instructors use to approach the intricacies between writing, speaking, 
and multimedia creations establishes an inherent basis for an evaluative 
stance; students interact with these foci in terms of theory, production, 
content, practice, and daily vocabulary, and to not utilize these, in terms of 
evaluation, seems to be a wasted opportunity.

Outside of the “evaluative criteria” issue, one of the more unexpected 
occurrences was that students struggled to separate the two courses. This was 
both ideal and a bit problematic: ideal because the inability to separate the 
two courses reflects the very basis of the approach—”detonating/denotating” 
boundaries—and shows how easy it is to integrate theory and practice and 
to get students to “buy into” the purpose of the PRO; problematic because 
despite this “singular” vision it was still six hours worth of course credit, 
which allows/requires, six credit-hours of effort from students. 

Despite the PRO encouraging a pseudo “double-dipping,” with many 
(nearly all) of the assignments overlapping, streamlining efforts and reduc-
ing workload encumbrances, there is still a full set of work from both course 
components, and this can be a hefty (almost colossal) work requirement 
for students who develop (expectedly so) this “single course” vision. (De-
spite my teacherly optimism of them being able to complete all the work I 
had planned, I learned that a reduction here and there in the overall total 
quantity of work helped to relieve some burden and improve the quality of 
the work—this, too, was a student-led negotiation). 

In addition to the particular pedagogical (or content) issues discussed 
already, it seems important in a course design like this to also reflect, even 
if only briefly, on the pragmatics of the course. One of the first issues, then, 
is whether or not this should be a single instructor project or collaborative 
instructor effort. 

As a single instructor, I worked unilaterally in terms of shaping and 
developing the course. This opens numerous opportunities: whether re-
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conceptualizing class space and time, revisiting “in-class” issues between 
students and instructor (amplified by six credit-hours of class time), or 
rethinking instruction in general (making course changes as needed to bet-
ter suit students needs/desires). However, while my particular background 
and experience allowed me to meet state (or university and departmental) 
qualifications for teaching these two courses, I have to believe this is more 
the exception than the rule (especially with the inherent division between 
the disciplines of writing and speaking). Given the opportunity again, I 
would likely go collaborative—trying to gain a comparative understanding 
of the different dynamics (of navigating and negotiating linkages across 
courses and across instructors)—as to better assess the advantages and 
disadvantages of each approach.11 

A second issue to consider stems from locating students (i.e., getting 
the PRO to “make”). While I encountered several hurdles in this regard, 
my resolution was to create advertising materials (brochures, email blasts, 
flyers, etc.) to distribute to potential students. Thus, as I was targeting 
students in the College of Business and Behavioral Sciences (CBBS), I 
worked with student advisors in CBBS12 and with the English and Com-
munication Studies department coordinators (both invaluable in instituting 
the project) to locate, interest, and enroll students into the PRO. It is an 
issue requiring planning and patience. 

A third issue is time itself. I decided to schedule the two courses as 
back-to-back Tuesday/Thursday classes. This created, twice a week, two 
75 minute blocks of time, split by a 15 minute “between classes” break. 
The upside of this approach is that on days when more than 75 minutes is 
needed to complete something for one portion of the PRO, time is available: 
for example, we could make it through all student speeches in one day 
(compared to the usual two/three day split); or, as another example, on 
days when teaching different technologies, like video editing or building 
a website, I could open up a full 150 minutes for instruction, play/expe-
rience, assistance or trouble-shooting, and showing work. This creates a 
flexibility to re-envision the classroom environment on a daily basis: from 
two traditional lectures to a 150 minute studio space to other variations for 
discussion, activity, workshop, and so on.13 Of course, this “re-envisioned” 
150 minute block led to at least one interesting development: 

Single Instructor Effect: spending nearly three hours with a single instruc-
tor (and a single set of classmates) can be quite straining, especially 
when doing so twice a week. In this model, interpersonal skills and an 
ability to navigate relationships take on as much importance as any au-
thority or power roles an instructor may have/use in the classroom. Bor-
rowing from teacher-as-guide theories, feminist pedagogy, collaborative 
pedagogy, and so on, this model necessitates instructors use and develop 
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different skill sets than simply (or only) embodying traditional teacher-
as-authority models. The extensive amount of time in the classroom with 
the same students asks us to reevaluate our approaches (students can 
deal with a wide variety of pedagogies—even the outlandish—in a 50 
minute block, but 150 minutes is a different story).

There are other minor issues that emerge with this notion of time, like 
trying to establish course rhythms or keeping students involved/inter-
ested (finding ways not to “lose them” over the course of 150 minutes), 
but the advantages of having time to let students practice performing the 
skills they are supposed to develop in class (as these are performative 
courses) and then to discuss those issues is really quite promising.

Concluding Thoughts

Despite prolific scholarship, rhetoric lost some value in the university 
during the 20th Century, as it split and splintered into progressively tinier 
specialized factions, taking on further subjugated positions. To relocate its 
potentiality, we have to work together, across the disciplinary divide that 
is Rhetoric, Composition and Communication Studies, and do so while 
keeping the invaluable contributions of these splintered factions. This 
rhetorics refocusing can help us build dynamic and complex communica-
tors, rhetors prepared for rhetorical/life situations, multimodal creators 
for a world of radical multiplicities.

What I am offering here is not radically a new idea—the integration 
of courses has been occurring for years: we have been linking writing and 
speaking to other courses for decades, not to mention direct reflections 
in WID/CID. But instead of putting these disciplines (and consequently 
rhetoric) in the service of others at the university, perhaps we should recon-
nect them, move them back to the juggernaut that was/is Rhetorics (and 
its position of significance within the university, within the Trivium), and 
create a more potent space for rhetorics in 21st Century universities. 

Whatever approach, whatever combination used to integrally link 
these dividing disciplines, the fact remains that we have the potential to 
resituate the writing/speaking divide, to help students make rhetorical 
connections across communicative cultures, and we can do so without 
massively overhauling curriculum (for now). It begins by finding ways to 
bridge the chasm between writing and speaking: rhetorics being the ap-
proach championed here.
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Notes

1. Clemson’s Advanced Writing Program received CCCC’s Writing Program of 
Excellence Certificate in 2004 and recently the South Carolina’s Commission of 
Higher Education award. 

2. In 1993, the first National WAC conference was held in Charleston, SC, and 
was co-hosted by Clemson University, The Citadel, and College of Charleston 
(as were the 1995 & 1997 WAC conferences).

3. The launching of Freshman English in 1874 begins a division between Literacy 
Studies and Rhetoric and Composition, as well as initiating a change in focus 
from speech to writing in rhetoric courses (see Berlin’s Rhetoric and Reality); 
this may also mark the turn toward the subjugation of speech to writing, a 
subjugation which would invariably contribute to the need for a Communica-
tion Studies “revolution” (or split) from its English brethren. 

4. Lyotard writes, “A case of differend between two parties takes place when the 
‘regulation’ of the conflict that opposes them is done in the idiom of one of the 
parties while the wrong suffered by the other is not signified in that idiom” (9, 
section 12). The differend occurs as a result of one party being forced to oper-
ate within the other’s system.

5. Fleury’s approach to liberal education is not without precursors, as develop-
ing this kind of engaged (critical) agency in students can be traced back to 
Aristotle, Cicero, and so on—teachers who prepared students for civic dis-
course and communication in/with the polis. Working relatively more recently, 
as a sample, we can see reflections of this liberal education in Paulo Freire’s 
Pedagogy of the Oppressed, James Berlin’s “citizen rhetors” in Rhetorics, Poetics, 
and Cultures, or even Greg Ulmer’s EmerAgents in Electronic Monuments, but 
what all of these do, on some level, is to ask students to question and critically/
creatively engage (if not resist/subvert) established conventions. But resisting/
subverting disciplinary conventions takes more than just writing or speaking, 
it requires (if wanting to be successful) fairly sophisticated rhetorical skills 
and abilities, where students not only utilize rhetorical strategies to resist but 
where they operate from varying rhetorics and perspectives, finding the best 
possible means to persuasion (via Aristotle). 

6. See McLeod, “Writing Across the Curriculum.”
7. We might see any contrary views as lingering effects of the “infection” into the 

septinium, as Vitanza discusses.
8. Kress and Van Leeuwen identify synaesthesia as “multimedia meaning, meaning 

which can be materially realised and recognised in different media” (67). 
9. Student 1 was a Graphics Communication major; Student 2 was a Manage-

ment major. 
10. For example, the Group Forum assignment from Public Speaking easily 

evolved into the oral presentation and discussion forum for the Group Project 
Deliverables from Business Writing (students presented projects to a public 
audience in a group presentation/forum hybrid). Nearly all the course work 
could be cited as examples of this enfolding—connecting across assignments 
and courses.
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11. The PRO may be more viable (across universities, long term) as a collabora-
tive approach because locating two instructors from across disciplines will-
ing to work together may be easier than finding one instructor who meets 
qualifications for teaching both courses. Plus, a collaborative approach does 
not encounter pay split issues (being paid from two different departments). 
Instead, most issues revolve around a cooperative navigation and linking of 
course efforts.

12. Despite initial enthusiasm and interest in my project from individuals in the 
CBBS, I was unable make any significant headway. My “bottom-up” approach 
of contacting student advisors sort of got moored. But with some help from an 
Associate Dean in the Graduate School, things began moving forward. Some-
times these projects require a little more “weight” to move up priority lists, 
and that “weight” is tough to develop as a doctoral student.

13. Students could do peer review, discuss comments or suggested revisions, 
work on those, and still have time to solicit additional feedback/clarification. 
Or I could provide specific instruction on using Microsoft Publisher to create 
brochures or using Audacity for audio-based projects (i.e., podcasts) and have 
time to provide basic instruction on the technology, to allow students oppor-
tunities to work with the technology, and still have time for reviewing and 
discussing creations/processes, all within a single day. 
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SYLLABUS

Professional Rhetorics: Bridging the Gap 
Between Writing, Speaking, & Digital Media
Justin Hodgson
Clemson University

Course Objectives

The main purpose of this course is to prepare you for the demands 
of writing, speaking, and creating (digitally/visually) within professional 
environments.  As such, you will write a variety of documents for a variety 
of audiences in order to practice composing for professional situations; you 
will craft, practice, deliver, and critically examine a variety of speeches to 
develop, hone, and gain experience with public speaking for diverse settings; 
and you will learn to create (and compose) various digital media as stand 
alone compositions, as companion pieces to various written/print-based 
documents, and as aids/supports for verbal presentation.  This course is 
designed to help you develop into effective rhetors for today’s professional 
environments, and it will do so by exploring numerous rhetorical strategies 
associated with oral, written, and multimedia discourses.  

Required Texts

Students are required to purchase these two texts for the course (the 
first can be found at the university book store, the book store downtown, 
or various online outlets; the second is tailored for Clemson and can only 
be found at the university book store):

Harty, Kevin J. (2005).  Strategies for Business and Technical Writing 5th Edi-
tion.  New York: Pearson/Longman.

Osborn, S. and Osborn, M. (2006). Public speaking. Custom edition. 7th ed. 
Houghton Mifflin Companion Website:  http://www.pearsoncustom.
com/sc/cu_comm/ 

Additional Texts/Readings

There will be several supplemental readings for this course, which will be 
provided to you via print handouts, library e-reserve, pdfs located in Black-
Board/WebCT, web address, and so on.  As readings will vary depending on 
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course needs, it is tough to include a comprehensive list, but the following 
three will undoubtedly be included:

Bitzer, Lloyd F. “The Rhetorical Situation.” Philosophy and Rhetoric Supple-
mentary Issue (1992): 1-14. 

DeKosky, Allison.  “Group Projects: Preparation for Work in the Real World, 
or a Lesson in Tolerance.” 24 June 1997.  The Digital Collegian.  3 Sept. 
2007. <http://www. collegian.psu.edu/archive/1996_jan-dec/04/04-24-
96tdc/04-24-96d07-005.htm>

McCloud, Scott.  Understanding Comics: The Invisible Art. New York: Harper-
Collins, 1994.  24-37.  Reprinted in Visual Rhetoric in a Digital World: A 
Critical Sourcebook. Ed. Carolyn Handa. Boston & New York: Bedford/St. 
Martin’s, 2004.  195-208.

Additional Resources

Internet Archives <http://www.archive.org/>. Site description: 
“The Internet Archive is building a digital library of Internet sites and 
other cultural artifacts in digital form. Like a paper Library, we provide 
free access to researchers, historians, scholars, and the general public.” 
There is a variety of information available in this digital repository: 
audio, video, texts, internet sources (old and new), and so on. 

Creative Commons <http://creativecommons.org/>. Site descrip-
tion: “Creative Commons provides free tools that let authors, scientists, 
artists, and educators easily mark their creative work with the free-
doms they want it to carry. You can use CC to change your copyright 
terms from ‘All Rights Reserved’ to ‘Some Rights Reserved.’” Audio, vid-
eo, visual/image, and textual creations that use the CC license can be 
found here. The CC license, depending on the restrictions, allows you 
to borrow, build from, add to, modify, and so on (be sure to review the 
licensing - <http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/>). 

Purdue Owl <http://owl.english.purdue.edu/>. This is an online 
writing lab that is an extremely useful resource for this class. In addi-
tion to providing online reference information for MLA or APA citation 
styles (both of which we will use), it also has entries/references on ad-
dressing grammatical issues, stylistic concerns, content issues, getting 
started, crafting theses, and so on. 

YouTube <http://www.youtube.com/>. Aside from its plethora of 
other value, which we will also explore, YouTube houses a variety of 
user-generated “how to” videos for using various technologies. Not all 
are of exceptional quality, but the instructions are generally decent 
enough to help address minor issues in relation to programs we may 
encounter in this course: like Microsoft Word, Publisher, or Movie Mak-
er, or shareware/open source options like Audacity, Gimp, Nvu—not to 
mention Mac possibilities like imovie or Garage Band.

•

•

•

•
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Course Goals

At the conclusion of the course, students will be able to

understand the importance of effective rhetorics (written/oral/
digital) in the workplace.
apply problem-solving principles to/through/for various forms of 
communication.
analyze audience, purpose, and context of complex rhetorical 
situations.
use appropriate writing, speaking, and design strategies to adapt to 
complex situations.
compose common professional genres such as letters, reports, 
proposals, etc.
craft and deliver speeches for core styles (to inform, persuade, 
entertain).
contribute to a team learning how to write, speak, and create 
collaboratively. 
choose and use appropriate technologies to facilitate purposes 
necessitated by varying rhetorical situations.

General Education Competencies 

Business Writing

(Dept. issued syllabus statement; competencies from CU Undergraduate 
Announcements) If you do well on the assignments in this course, you will 
fulfill all four of the general education competencies associated with this 
course (located under Communication skills competency):

C1: Demonstrate effective communication skills appropriate for topic, 
audience, and occasion.

C2: Write coherent, well-supported, and carefully edited essays and 
reports suitable for a range of different audiences and purposes.

C3: Employ the full range of the writing process, from rough draft to 
edited product.

C4: Incorporate both print and electronic resources into speeches, pre-
sentations, and written documents.

Save your best work, include it in your e-portfolio, and be sure to tag it as 
fulfilling the communication competencies.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Public Speaking

(Dept. issues syllabus statement) This course will address communication competence in two 

contexts:  group and public.  Such communication competence would include the student’s:

Ability to Adapt to the Communication Environment

Communicate in a manner appropriate to the context.
Recognize when it is appropriate to communicate.
Recognize and adapt to the needs and responses of the intended audiences.

Ability to Think and Reason Critically

Be able to locate appropriate supporting materials.
Recognize and use basic reasoning.
Identify supporting information relevant to their communication goals.
Support claims with relevant and adequate evidence.

Ability to Develop Messages Effectively

Establish communication goals.
Organize thoughts effectively.
Answer questions thoroughly.

Ability to Communicate Ethically

Communicate candidly.
Accept responsibility for his/her own communication behaviors.
Communicate with open minds.
Demonstrate credibility.
Rely on responsible knowledge when communicating.

Ability to Speak Effectively

Speak clearly and expressively.
Use grammatically correct language.
Use unbiased language.
Present ideas in a manner appropriate to the context.

Ability to Listen Effectively

Listen attentively.
Listen with open minds.
Paraphrase accurately.
Ask appropriate follow-up questions.

Ability to Use Appropriate Presentation Aids

Create audio-visual aids that reinforce and support the message.
Integrate audio-visual aids or presentation technologies fluently into the de-
livery of the speech.

1.
2.
3.

1.
2.
3.
4.

1.
2.
3.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.
2.
3.
4.

1.
2.
3.
4.

1.
2.
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Required Course Work

While this is an integrated approach, there are still two sets of course work to 
be accomplished. As such, below you will find a table indicating each assign-
ment required in this pilot project. Assignments that have light gray shading 
behind them have a linked component (e.g., the first assignment in Busi-
ness Writing is crafting a memorandum exploring your name and its possible 
meaning; the first assignment in Public Speaking is a speech to the class on 
the same content [your name]—more details will be provided via discussion 
and handouts). Assignments that have dark gray shading are single assign-
ments that count for grades in both courses (e.g., Video Brief assignment). 
Assignments without gray shading, have no cross course counterpart and 
only influence one course’s grade. We will more fully discuss grading criteria 
and the specifics of each of these assignments in-class as assignments arise. 

Business Writing   Public Speaking

Assignment              Points   Assignment  Points
Memorandum    50    “My Name” Presentation   20  
Resume & Cover Letter 100    Mock Interview Response   30 
Instruction Paper  100   
Informative Report 125   Informative Speech 150   
      • Speech Presentation (100)
     • Working Outline/Lab (Req.)
     • Formal Outline w/Ref (25)
     • Self-Critique (25)

Proposal (Individual) 150   Persuasive Speech  210  
     • Speech Presentation (150)
     • Working Outline/Lab (Req.)
     • Formal Outline w/Ref (30)
     • Self-Critique (30)

     Ceremonial Speech   75  
     • Speech Presentation (60)
     • Formal Outline (15)
     • Self-Viewing (Req.)

     Instr. Choice Speech    50  
       (Group) 
Project Proposal  (Group) 150  
Proj. Deliverables (Group) 200   Group Project  140 
     • Forum Presentation (100)

Group Process Paper   25   • Group Process Paper (25)          

     • Agenda w/References (15)

Video Briefs    60   Video Briefs    60  
     Speech Analysis    25  
     Exams   200
     • Midterm Exam (100) 

     • Final Exam (100)

Participation    40   Participation    40  

Total               1000                Total              1000
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Grading Scale

Grades for each course are calculated according to the following 1000 point scale 
(note: they do not round up):
 
 900 – 1000 points   (90% - 100%)   A
 800 – 899 points  (80% - 89.9%)  B
 700 – 799 points  (70% - 79.9%)  C
 600 – 699 points  (60% - 69.9%)  D
 599 points or fewer (59.9% or below ) F

Calendar

The following is an anticipated weekly calendar. It is subject to change as the 
course develops and as the course needs to take us into more specific directions. 
Any schedule changes will be indicated at least one week in advance (including 
reading not currently in calendar). Potential changes needing to occur within that 
time limit will be subject to class discussion and student/instructor negotiation, 
seeking an agreeable plan/option.

All readings are to be read before the class day for which they are listed (minus 
the first class meeting). Reading listed under the Public Speaking column refers to 
the Osborne & Osborne text. Under Business Writing, SBTW is the abbreviation for 
the Hardy text. Note: additional readings will be added to the calendar (some 
planned, but many on an as needed basis).

To read the daily calendar:  Under “Day,” the first number is the number of the 
week during the semester; the second number is the day of the week (1 represents 
Tuesday, 2 represents Thursday). Entries in light gray are unified days, meaning 
we will spend both 75 minute periods on one unified focus; on other days, time 
will be divided as needed.

Day Business Writing  Public Speaking

1.2 Course Introduction. “Conducting Name/Identity” Exercises. 
 Assign Memo (See SBTW 127-130) Assign “My Name” Presentation.
  
2.1 Collect Memo. Assign Resume  “My Name” Presentations. Assign   
 & Cover Letter. Read SBTW 7-25 Self-Introduction Speech. Read: Chapter 1

2.2 Read SBTW 263-308. Bring in   Read: Chapter 2 & 3    
 Job Advertisement/Description. 
  
3.1 Workshop Resume & Cover Letter.  Read: Appendix A and Dekosky.
 Assign Instruction Paper. 

3.2 Resume & Cover Letter Due.   Self-Introduction Speech. Assign  
 Group Project Topics: Discuss Course  Instructor’s Choice Speech.
 Project and Project Deliverables.
   
4.1 “Tying our shoes” exercise. Read  Assign Informative Speech 
 McCloud. Assign Informative Report

4.2 Workshop Instruction Paper              Read: Chapter 6, 7, 8, & 14
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5.1 Instruction Paper Due. Discuss  Instructor’s Choice Speech
 Project Topics.   (Course Project Topic)

5.2 Read: SBTW 187-194 & 200-206.  Read: Chapter 9 & 10
 Assign Group Proposals.  
 
6.1 Audacity: Creating/Making/Playing with Sound

6.2 Audacity Projects. Read Bitzer.  Read: Chapter 5
  
7.1 Workshop Informative Reports.  Read: Chapter 4 
 Read: SBTW 64-71. 

7.2 Informative Speeches & Informative Reports Due. Assign Persuasive Speeches   
 Assign Individual Proposals
  
8.1 Read: SBTW 233-262  Read: Chapter 15 & 16

8.2 Video Editing: Some Basics for making video
  
9.1 Video Projects.                          Read: Chapter 11, 12, & 13

9.2 Making Web Pages (Publisher) and PowerPoint
  
10.1 Workshop Individual Proposals Exam Review 

10.2 Individual Proposal Due   Mid-term Exam
  
11 Spring Break – No Class 
  
12.1 Video Briefs: Topics, Problems, etc. Persuasive Speeches (6 will go)

12.2 Persuasive Speeches (13 will go) Assign Ceremonial Speech
  
13.1 Group Work Day (focus on Proposal) Read: Chapter 17

13.2 Out of Class work day (we will not meet as I will be presenting/attending CCCC) 
 
14.1 Video Briefs and other Digital Projects: Studio Day. Looking at YouTube.

14.2 Ceremonial Speeches (3/4 of time). Group Proposal Workshop (1/4 of time).
  
15.1 Group Proposal Due. Group Work Day: focus on presentation & presentation agenda. 

15.2 Group Work Day: focus on deliverables, refine presentation.
  
16.1 Show Video Briefs.  Final Exam Review. 

16.2 Group Work Day: focus on deliverables.  Final Exam Review. 
 Course Evaluation   Course Evaluation. 
  
17 Final Exam Slot   Final Exam Slot
 Project Deliverables Due  Take Final Exam
 Group Process Paper Due  Location (TBA)

Editorial Note: sections on original course syllabus removed for this publication include: 
Laboratory Requirement, Attendance Policy (and Tardiness Policy), Grade Discussion 
Policy, Electronic Grade Inquiry, Make-up Policy, Late Work Policy, Time Outside of Class, 
Workshops/Peer Review, Exam Conflict Policy, Academic Integrity, Authenticity Policy, 
Civility Statement, and Documentation Formats & Source Citation Policies.
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BOOK REVIEWS

Between Politics and Ethics: Toward a Vocative His-
tory of English Studies, by James N. Comas. Carbondale: 
Southern Illinois University Press, 2006. 208 pp.

Reviewed by Rasha Diab, University of Wisconsin–Madison

Comas’ book offers a provocative reflection on the centrality of the 
ethical and political vocatives in English studies. The book “attempt[s] . . . 
to rethink our relations with the past, relations formed in the acts of read-
ing and writing . . .” (x) where writers feel compelled to communicate and 
engage a community of writers/speakers. As such, his book departs from 
traditional critical, institutional or disciplinary historiography, which “pre-
supposes a totalization of the past such that it, as a whole, may be immured 
(in pace requiescat) and forgotten” (x). Rather, Comas centers his book on 
the vocative, spaces—if you will—where writers are called by words (from 
the past). These textual overtones organize his examination of the intel-
lectual landscape of English studies with a renewed interest in ethical and 
political imperatives and disciplinary turns. Yet, as he alerts us, this inter-
est is neither new nor spurring enough questioning about the relation that 
binds, subsumes, or opposes politics and ethics despite the proliferation of 
the terms, describing disciplinary shifts (x-xi). 

The meanings and dialectic between politics and ethics unfolds as the 
topos politikos (the place of politics) and topos êthikos (the place of eth-
ics) are examined. These topoi organize the book’s exploration of how the 
discipline defines itself, its methods, canon and the ethos of a scholar as 
a cultural critic. The study of these dimensions of disciplinary formations 
organize two sets of chapters: Part 1 focuses on topos politikos, compris-
ing chapters 1 and 2, whereas Part 2 addresses topos êthikos, covering 
chapters 3 and 4. The conclusion proposes the possibility of facing both 
the rhetoricopolitical nature of English studies and its ethical dimension 
from the “uninstituted space,” where the co-existence or complementary 
nature of these dimensions can be examined (127). 

Topos Politikos begins by thrusting readers in an emblematic, dramatic 
scene from Sophocles’s Antigonê that encapsulates the dialectic of ethics 
and politics, foregrounding the limits of the political. Thus, cogently and 
quickly, Comas demonstrates the perennial nature of the political/ethical 
dialectic and exigence as a call for examination, (internal) deliberation, 
and judgment. This vocative is manifested by Antigonê’s Chorus’s uptake 
and recognition of political authority represented in Kreôn’s edict and 
Antigonê’s moral obligation to bury her dead brother (3). Comas explains 
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that the “Chorus’s realization that this conflict . . . reopens a fundamental 
division within its own mind . . . a dilemma that undermines the founda-
tion of its judgment and thus disturbs its autonomy . . .” (4). This conflict 
calls forth an examination of the potential contradiction of ethical and 
political imperatives (5). As such, this scene anticipates and frames the 
book’s exploration of the role of politics and ethics as formative influences 
on the act of writing criticism, evolving subject position of the critic and 
writing disciplinary histories. 

Three case studies ground and powerfully elucidate productive and 
generative tensions emerging through layers of call and response, catalyz-
ing disciplinary articulations. The first case study precedes what is known 
as the political turn of the eighties. Consequently, it dispels the “idea of 
a “political turn” [that] has swayed English studies from the politics of 
the past, from the ways in which past critics perceived and responded 
to sociopolitical exigencies and conditions” (9-10). The first case study 
centers on the controversy inspired by Robert Gorham Davis’s “The New 
Criticism and the Democratic Tradition,” published in the American Scholar 
(1949-50). Davis’s article and its reception addressed and negotiated “the 
institutional and political dimensions of problems of studying and teach-
ing literature” (13). 

The second case study (chapter 1) zooms in on recurring common places 
like change, expansion and fragmentation of English studies. These were 
manifest in Jonathan Culler’s On Deconstruction, exploring the expansion 
of English studies, as well as “enunciatory rhetoric” (36)— demonstrated in 
Edward Said, W. J. T. Mitchell and J. Kristeva’s calls and Spivak’s response in 
a symposium organized in the early 1980s about the politics of interpretation. 
Their calls/responses reflected an investigation of the politics of interpreta-
tion, the role of politics—as a kairotic moment – in criticism, possibilities 
of the uptake of this exigence within academic institutions as well as the 
subject position of the writing of criticism.

Chapter 2 is devoted to the third case study of the rhetoric of canon-
ization, meaning “institutional modes of address and reception that lead 
to the canonization of work in theory” (43). To illustrate the rhetoric of 
canonization, Comas revisits the reception of Northop Frye’s Anatomy of 
Criticism, where he communicates the urgency of a crisis state question-
ing the legitimacy of the cultural practice of criticism, which mandated 
its defense (59). More importantly, besides the aforementioned literary 
crisis, there was the educational crisis of the late 1950s that resulted in 
the National Defense Education Act (NDEA). Both crises “transformed 
Fry’s argument into a pressing issue for the discipline” (68), explaining 
its canonization. 

In part 2, Comas shifts from an exploration of the political mode of 
academic legitimacy to investigate the institutional locus of ethics (chap-
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ter 3). Surveying connections between ethics and the pedagogical project 
of training citizens since antiquity, Comas foregrounds some works ad-
dressing the ethical dimension of English studies. These included Berlin’s 
Rhetoric and Reality, Graff’s Professing Literature, Booth’s The Company We 
Keep, and Swearingen’s work on the “ethical questions about the nature 
of rhetoric” (76). Comas maintains, however, that interest in ethics didn’t 
result in “an integrated movement” (77) and “the indistinct relationship 
between rhetoric and ethics” (101) contributed to this. Comas’s critique of 
Geoffrey Harpham’s account of the renewed interest in ethics powerfully 
uncovers layers of ethical calls and responses. In Critical Terms for Literary 
Studies, Harpham considers “ethics” a fundamental reorientation, a point 
of departure from what he called the “Theoretical Era” of 1968-87. How-
ever, his account—as Comas demonstrates—fails to pinpoint the plurality 
of meanings of “ethics.” “Ethical failure” and possibilities are articulated 
in Comas’ reflections on Booth’s The Company We Keep as it engages lit-
erature situatedness in contexts reflective of their historical and political 
legacies (82-84). In contrast to Booth’s ethics, which is always political, 
Miller’s The Ethics of Reading addresses ethics as a relation between the 
reader and the text. Booth and Miller’s uptake of the ethical dimension of 
their work are starkly different—as he explains. 

The central issue of chapter 4 is this difference in orientations to ethics. 
Comas traces the emergence of ethics in the marketplace of English studies, 
noting that “[e]thics . . . is never far from teaching and the philosophy of 
education,” central concerns for rhetorical education since antiquity (87). 
He points to how ethics has been related to postmodernism as a critique 
of modern thought and of “the increasing influence of market logic in 
the shaping of academic professions”(88). If the political turn “proffers 
the profession’s intellectual work as a project of politics,” what kind of 
imperative does the ethical turn pose? Comas responds adroitly, noting 
a confluence of ethics as a theme and ethos as an enunciation. Bataille’s 
engagement with an intellectual community and Burke’s reflections on the 
“ethos of the critic” elucidate well the emergence of an intellectual com-
munity and ethos of a writer of theory and criticism respectively. 

Ethical engagement and ethos become formative influences in the 
conclusion as he explores ethics as a relation between an individual and a 
group, as character and a “subjectivity . . . related to its places of habitu-
ation, a word designated by the Greek word êthos” (97), and “as a state 
of existence that reveals an essential and fundamental relationship to the 
other” (99), forming an intellectual community. All are crucial dimensions 
for acts of composing texts and subject positions from the uninstituted 
space, which Comas calls criticism. 

Comas poses a perennial question for composition studies: How do 
political and ethical imperatives authorize the writing of criticism? He 
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successfully provokes readers’ interest as he explores the formative force 
of ethics and politics in the development and articulation of professional 
ethos in English studies including composition and rhetoric. Comas skillfully 
provides an occasion to, on the one hand, revisit (disciplinary) history and, 
on the other, listen to and reflect on our calling as writers, members of a 
community. Despite the prominence of the topoi politikos in composition 
and rhetoric, its detailed examination is eclipsed in Part 1 by literary case 
studies. This calls for further exploration of the topoi politikos in relation 
to composition and rhetoric. However, in part 2 Comas addresses the in-
tersection of politics and ethics, focusing on figures like Burke and Levinas 
who impact the field in multiple ways. Yet, detailed analysis of specific 
events or historical moments authorizing critical writing in composition and 
rhetoric was direly needed. This could have included revisionary writers 
whose vocatives “[turn] an attentive ear” to absences or omissions. 

Another key contribution is manifest in Comas’s cogent parallel explo-
ration of decisive dimensions of the writing of historiography, including a 
nuanced attention to layers of internal and external contexts and plural-
ity of ethical and political imperatives. In addressing these imperatives, 
processes of composing a disciplinary ethos and creating an intellectual 
community, Comas elucidates forces, locations, and modes of engagement 
that deeply impact the act of writing and its reception.

Madison, Wisconsin

Rural Literacies, by Kim Donehower, Charlotte Hogg, and 
Eileen E. Schell. Carbondale: Southern Illinois University 
Press, 2007. 240 pp.

Reviewed by Jordana Stephens Berry, Georgia Perimeter College

In Rural Literacies, Kim Donehower, Charlotte Hogg, and Eileen E. 
Schell provide insight into the myths and realities surrounding rural lit-
eracy.  Each author draws upon their hometowns—in the rural South, the 
rural West, and the Great Plains—to provide examples for their individual 
chapters that illuminate multifaceted literacies of people in these places.  
The authors offer ideas for incorporating the concept of rural literacies 
into our composition classrooms.  The idea of a place-based pedagogy 
that includes a critical analysis of rural literacy (along with suburban and 
urban ones) is furthered through pedagogical examples in the final chap-
ter of the book.  For composition instructors who guide their students in 
critically examining urban and/or suburban texts (and their ideas about 
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successfully provokes readers’ interest as he explores the formative force 
of ethics and politics in the development and articulation of professional 
ethos in English studies including composition and rhetoric. Comas skillfully 
provides an occasion to, on the one hand, revisit (disciplinary) history and, 
on the other, listen to and reflect on our calling as writers, members of a 
community. Despite the prominence of the topoi politikos in composition 
and rhetoric, its detailed examination is eclipsed in Part 1 by literary case 
studies. This calls for further exploration of the topoi politikos in relation 
to composition and rhetoric. However, in part 2 Comas addresses the in-
tersection of politics and ethics, focusing on figures like Burke and Levinas 
who impact the field in multiple ways. Yet, detailed analysis of specific 
events or historical moments authorizing critical writing in composition and 
rhetoric was direly needed. This could have included revisionary writers 
whose vocatives “[turn] an attentive ear” to absences or omissions. 

Another key contribution is manifest in Comas’s cogent parallel explo-
ration of decisive dimensions of the writing of historiography, including a 
nuanced attention to layers of internal and external contexts and plural-
ity of ethical and political imperatives. In addressing these imperatives, 
processes of composing a disciplinary ethos and creating an intellectual 
community, Comas elucidates forces, locations, and modes of engagement 
that deeply impact the act of writing and its reception.

Madison, Wisconsin

Rural Literacies, by Kim Donehower, Charlotte Hogg, and 
Eileen E. Schell. Carbondale: Southern Illinois University 
Press, 2007. 240 pp.

Reviewed by Jordana Stephens Berry, Georgia Perimeter College

In Rural Literacies, Kim Donehower, Charlotte Hogg, and Eileen E. 
Schell provide insight into the myths and realities surrounding rural lit-
eracy.  Each author draws upon their hometowns—in the rural South, the 
rural West, and the Great Plains—to provide examples for their individual 
chapters that illuminate multifaceted literacies of people in these places.  
The authors offer ideas for incorporating the concept of rural literacies 
into our composition classrooms.  The idea of a place-based pedagogy 
that includes a critical analysis of rural literacy (along with suburban and 
urban ones) is furthered through pedagogical examples in the final chap-
ter of the book.  For composition instructors who guide their students in 
critically examining urban and/or suburban texts (and their ideas about 
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those literacies), this texts adds another dimension—rural texts and rural 
literacies—for students to explore and write about.  

Donehower’s chapter deals with the identities and identifications of 
rural people in Appalachia and discusses the importance of allowing them 
to create and further a literate self that is not necessarily recognized by 
popular culture or the news.  Examples from popular culture of “illiterate 
hillbillies to ignorant rednecks [as] the predominant representations of 
rural literacy” (37) further the misconception that all rural people are illiter-
ate and also stigmatizes those who choose to be literate within their rural 
community (57).  Interestingly, while Donehower discusses adaptation and 
assimilation of rural people to the “more standardized norms” of literacy 
practices offered by literacy sponsors who came to Appalachia, there is no 
mention of the possibility of a merger between the sponsored literacy and 
the literacy one acquires through living in the rural community. 

Understanding the rhetorics of rural literacy, particularly in terms of 
the “farm crisis,” according to Schell, is imperative.  Schell calls for a fo-
cus on a rhetoric of advocacy instead of a rhetoric of tragedy to redefine 
critical literacy within rural communities and to create “knowledgeable, 
literate citizens who are prepared with the ‘knowledge and skills for social 
and environmental justice’” (80-81).  She refers to our identification with 
rural people—small family farmers like those in her own family who were 
apple and pear farmers in rural Washington State—with sympathy for their 
plight (loss of farm, livelihood), or through the lens of nostalgia for the 
heydays of the family farm (94-95).  Helping students realize that they can 
become activists within a “food democracy” furthers their critical literacy 
as it relates to American agricultural policies and the effect on US citizens.  
Schell, like Donehower, draws upon a critical review of media (popular 
and news) that portray rural people as victims who lack the resources for 
obtaining literacy.  She cites the Farm Aid website as a literacy sponsor that 
can be used pedagogically to assist students in becoming critically literate 
about the farm crisis, economic, political, and possibly personal issues 
involving food production in the US, as well as the role their choices play 
in this arena.  An atmosphere of “mutual identification” can be created 
between consumers (specifically ourselves and our students) through which 
rhetorics evolve from those of tragedy (loss of the family farm), to those 
of advocacy (promoting local food sources/niche markets, sustainability 
of the remaining family farms) (117).  Schell also uses examples of how 
small farmers gain specific, critical literacy about agricultural consolidation 
and how they can make choices that positively impact their livelihoods 
by sustaining quality production, biodiversity, and identifying alternative 
distribution practices. 

Hogg’s chapter draws on David Gruenewald’s “critical pedagogy of 
place” to frame a discussion of the ways gendered literacy shapes the 
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identity of rural people and places.  Hogg points out that the “masculine 
Jeffersonian agrarianist model . . . does not make a space for the lives [or 
literacies] of women in agrarian settings” (122).  Women from Hogg’s 
Nebraskan community serve as literacy sponsors who care about the com-
munity and those within it more than “outsider” literacy sponsors who may 
seek to make the community adapt to external critical literacy practices 
instead of creating a place-based one within a rural community (132).  
These place-based critical literacies are able to “move the town forward” 
toward a sustainable future (134).

In the final chapter, the authors reveal that they have argued for an 
examination “of rural literacies in context and work against the urban bi-
ases that inform much of the literacy research in our field” (155).  While 
they have provided a somewhat thorough examination of biases, identities, 
identification, and negative rhetoric regarding rural literacy (or the lack 
of literacy in rural areas), there is not much comparison to biases, identi-
ties, identification, and negative rhetoric regarding urban (or suburban) 
literacy.  The sustainability metaphor they adopt is an interesting alterna-
tive to ones of preservation, modernization, and abandonment typically 
used to describe rural literacies, but it has not yet proven to be the best 
link between urban, suburban, and rural communities or literacies (and 
therefore the connection that “ensure[s] a stable future for all [members 
of those communities]”) (155).  This text fosters an understanding of rural 
community members as indeed literate and capable of creating critical and 
place-based literacies, which can be positively connected to literacies cre-
ated by urban and suburban community members, a significant connection 
from which our students can benefit. 

Positioning their background studies within specific rural areas, the 
authors wrap up Rural Literacies with a presentation of composition course 
illustrations—specifically focused examples of composition readers, out-
comes, and writing assignments—that use rhetorical analysis of media 
representations of rural literacy, critical evaluation of food politics, and a 
place-based pedagogy as the foundation for readings, writing assignments, 
and course outcomes.  Having our students address issues of rural literacies 
and their position within the world alongside urban and suburban ones, 
using some of the ideas outlined in the book can further students’ (urban 
and suburban students especially) “mutual identification” and understand-
ing of citizens from these places. 

Atlanta, Georgia
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Defying the Odds: Class and the Pursuit of Higher 
Literacy, by Donna Dunbar-Odom. Albany: State University 
of New York Press, 2007. 139 pp.

Reviewed by Marcy Tucker, Texas A&M University–Kingsville

The grand narrative of the American Dream assumes equal opportunity 
for anyone with enough ambition, perseverance, and willingness to work. 
The grand narrative of literacy assumes that its acquisition smoothly facili-
tates upward mobility and financial gain. Composition scholars have largely 
questioned these assumptions, yet our inquiry was limited in its focus on 
our students and not so much on us, as if to say that as scholars, we arrive 
here having taken the same roads from the same points of departure. Our 
attention did in time to turn to issues of race and gender, but class seemed 
relevant only in regard to students, primarily those termed “first-generation” 
and of whom we generally characterized as underprepared. Discussions of 
class as it pertained to the academics themselves were rare, until relatively 
recently when a growing body of scholarship produced by and devoted to 
working-class academics emerged, work that has gone far to dispel the myths 
of class mobility that are so endemic to our culture and so pervasive in the 
promotion of higher education. 

Donna Dunbar-Odom makes an important contribution to this scholar-
ship with Defying the Odds: Class and the Pursuit of Higher Literacy, a project 
inspired in part by her own experience as an academic of working-class 
origin—a “seemingly anomalous” experience in that her pursuit of higher 
literacy was, given her background, not predicable (16). As a teacher of writ-
ing for more than twenty years, Dunbar-Odom’s project was further prompted 
by questions of why and how some individuals from working-class origins 
pursue higher literacy despite, as her title suggests, doing so against the 
odds. Hers are questions of desire: What inspires some to a life-long yearning 
toward literacy, and what turns others off of reading and writing, and how 
does class factor in these critically different relationships to literacy? 

Dunbar-Odom seeks to examine stories of literacy as “part of a larger 
cultural narrative of literacy education” (17). She begins by framing her 
work in terms of how literacy works as and within a system of power and 
how power simultaneously motivates higher literacy and complicates it. 
Stories—or narratives—serve various functions for both writer/speaker 
and reader/listener: confession, reassurance of individuality, and self-rep-
resentation, among others. Dunbar-Odom examines the role of literacy as 
a “life-changing” function by drawing on familiar examples of Frederick 
Douglas, Mike Rose, and Richard Rodriquez (chapter two), not for the sake 
of telling (or, for many readers, re-telling) their stories, but toward devel-
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oping ways of teaching that enable students to gain similar authority and 
self-knowledge through the writing of their own stories. In these examples, 
as well as in numerous other working-class narratives, lies an element of 
“escape,” the use of reading as a “passport” to other more exciting, and in 
some cases, safer, places. Another recurring theme is that of the presence of 
the interested and supportive mentor-teacher, who, as in Rose’s case, may 
even pull strings to help the working-class student gain entrance and loans 
for college. Here Dunbar-Odom makes an important point for readers and 
one that is critical to her book: not all working-class narratives ring the 
same. She—nor I—nor other working-class academics—all share identical 
experiences, and to overlook the fact that we are not homogenous impedes 
the process of understanding, and thereby better serving, our working-class 
students (and, by extension, our working-class academic peers). 

Similarly, Dunbar-Odom’s discussion of Richard Rodriquez’s Hunger of 
Memory makes another important point: not all who traverse class lines, 
even in “ascension” from working-or poverty-class to middle class, experience 
the journey as a positive one; class mobility can bring isolation and conflict, 
as evidenced in Rodriquez’s narrative of his personal loss and subsequent 
disillusionment with academia. Using Hunger of Memory as an assigned read-
ing in her classroom, Dunbar-Odom recounts how students are resistant to 
Rodriquez’s frank description of how higher education alienated him from 
his family; she emphasizes, however, the importance of having students 
deliberate their resistance to the possibility that the change that education 
brings may not be the kind of change they anticipate.

In chapter 3, Dunbar-Odom looks past representations of literacy that 
portray its acquisition as a pleasurable experience to representations that are 
more troublesome, and she presents her concerns that middle-class teach-
ers may value more those middle-class students who are like them—in her 
words, the “pedagogy of the ‘mini-me’” (56). As Lynn Z. Bloom suggested 
in “Freshman Composition as Middle-Class Enterprise,” Dunbar-Odom calls 
for teachers of composition to develop a more honest self-awareness, but 
whereas Bloom calls for middle-class teachers to examine their perspectives 
toward “lower-class” students, Dunbar-Odom asks for “those of us from 
nonmainstream backgrounds” to see what assumptions we bring with us 
past our own apprenticeships (57). Difficult as it might have been, we made 
a choice to pursue higher education, and neither our experiences nor our 
goals can neatly be assumed to be the same of our students. 

Chapter 4, “Metaphors We Write By,” reminds readers of the power of 
metaphor to define, relate, and reveal the ideological framework of our be-
liefs, and Dunbar-Odom devotes this chapter to examples of how she employs 
the metaphor in the curriculum of her first-year writing students and her 
first-year teaching and graduate assistants. Asking her graduate students to 
examine or even discover where their desire to teach came from as well as 
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to identify a metaphor for teaching puts into practice Dunbar-Odom’s theo-
retical notion that discovering the key to desire for higher literacy demands 
self-reflection among those with any degree of success, especially among 
graduate students (and/or writing majors) who not uncommonly see them-
selves as “naturally” talented. Her work with first-year students sheds light 
on the tremendous result that state-mandated testing had on their inability 
to discuss literacy without equating it to tests and the anger, frustration, 
and obstacles that accompany them, evidence that further supports what 
Dunbar-Odom demonstrates throughout the book, which is that what we do 
matters as much—if not more—than what our students do, and that attention 
to what motivates a desire to write may produce better outcomes. 

In the following chapter, Dunbar-Odom turns her attention to a great 
many published working-class literacy narratives, making this section 
particularly significant for readers who may be unfamiliar with this body 
of scholarship. As she does throughout the book, Dunbar-Odom balances 
discussions of personal experience and classroom practice with current com-
position scholarship. Although much of the work she references is likely to 
be familiar to composition scholars, her particular use of these works is done 
with a fresh perspective and with careful attention toward re-seeing them 
through the lens of class studies. Chapter five, “Literacies, Lived, Written, and 
Owned,” goes far toward revealing to those outside the poverty- and work-
ing-classes the difficulties experienced by so many working-class academics 
who entered the middle-class academy to find—probably unexpectedly—that 
they are neither working-class nor middle-class, but are indeed Strangers 
in Paradise, Caught in the Middle, in Limbo, or any of the other descriptors 
that name the published scholarship of the working-class.

If chapter 5 serves to make the strange familiar, then chapter 6, “Read-
ing with Pleasure: What Oprah Can Teach Us about Literacy Sponsorship,” 
must certainly broach a subject with widespread familiarity. Dunbar-Odom 
examines the phenomenon that is Oprah Winfrey’s Book Club. Drawing on 
Deborah Brandt’s concept of the “literacy sponsor,” Dunbar-Odom draws 
on Oprah’s Book Club as an example of a way to foster literacy through a 
“culture of reading” that is positive, without criticism of its participants, and, 
of course, no grades. It is what Dunbar-Odom calls “a sense of invitation and 
community” (129) that she urges us to work to foster in our classrooms.

 Because of a steadily increasing enrollment of working-class students in 
higher education, Dunbar-Odom’s work is important to educators in terms 
of understanding the important and complex cultural distinctions that form 
the gap between the working-class majority and the middle-class academy. 
For those of us in the writing classroom, this book, as with other scholarship 
produced by and about the working-class, is timely and necessary. Dunbar-
Odom does not attempt to provide easy and simple answers (for there are 
none), but she does provide readers with complicated examples, provocative 
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questions, and helpful input based on her personal and teaching experiences 
as well as introductions to published works that address issues of class that 
place discussions of class in the theoretical framework deserving of such an 
important topic. 

Kingsville, Texas
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During my first week at the University of Texas-Pan American (UTPA), 
I was handed a text I had never seen before: Teaching Writing with Latino/a 
Students. As I began skimming the articles, I couldn’t help but wonder what 
my colleagues knew that I didn’t. As a teacher-researcher interested in the 
effects of place on students and academics identities, I was not naïve enough 
to believe that I could simply transfer the courses I used at a mostly Anglo, 
private university in North Texas to a majority Hispanic student population 
in the Rio Grande Valley. But as a native Texan, I did assume the students 
and I would be able to share in Texas pride, and I was open and ready to 
have them teach me about my new place. Now that I have been in the class-
rooms of a Hispanic-Serving Institution (HSI) for one semester, teaching 
both undergraduate and early college students, and I am still torn between 
viewing my students as either [1] a contextual and unique student popula-
tion, one influenced by the Valley’s undeniable border identity, or as [2] 
typical eighteen- to twenty-year-old college students, millennials struggling 
to make sense of and find relevance in college life and college demands. 
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Teaching Writing with Latino/a Students did not provide any easy answers 
for my dilemma. Drawing on narratives, qualitative studies, and even casual 
conversations, the text offers a variety of approaches “to meet individual 
student needs as they connect to identity and heritage, language, and geo-
graphic region” (7). Though the editors divide the text into four sections, I 
found two dominant themes in the essays: connecting and resisting. 

The first dominant theme of the collection is the need for teachers of 
writing to connect Latino/a students’ embedded resources into their new 
academic environments and endeavors. For example, Jody Millward describes 
Latino/a students as being surrounded by a series of concentric circles (37): 
the student stands in the middle of the circle, and each outer ring represents 
a new and divergent context which shapes her academic experience—family 
and cultural community, academic community, political and economic com-
munity. Millward argues these circles do not operate independently from one 
another, and students may find the greatest academic success by building 
and negotiating “bridges” between each community, a point made by Sandra 
Starkey (47). Not only do faculty need to remember that students are sur-
rounded by intersecting and interpenetrating community networks, but they 
should also help students make meaningful connections between home and 
school through the deliberate use of familiar pedagogical approaches. For 
example, Diana Cárdenas and Susan Loudermilk Garza adapted a technical 
writing course to include a service-learning component, which ultimately 
helped students see “how their individual, smaller, grassroots efforts can 
lead to larger social change” (142), while a graduate class at Texas A&M 
University-Corpus Christi sponsored its annual University Author’s Day with 
a focus on community literacy, which allowed the groups to unite and build 
on the strengths of each. In both cases, students were asked to use their 
experiences and associations to engage and benefit their communities, and 
faculty members were provided real-world scenarios to help prepare stu-
dents for “possible future endeavors with Latino/a students” (227). Another 
pedagogical technique faculty members used to help students bridge their 
personal and academic lives was through the use of narrative; as Robert 
Affeldt notes, the narratives help students use their heritage as a “resource 
rather than viewing it as an encumbrance” (208). More importantly, students 
who were “building narratives” were able to move beyond cultural divisions 
in order to connect, using their experiences to critique, to engage, and to 
challenge the dominant discourses of those surrounding them.

Understanding the communities in which students are embedded often 
demands that writing teachers complicate commonly held assumptions 
about Hispanic students’ proficiency in English and in Spanish in order to 
create more individualized and heterogeneous definitions of bilingualism 
(Newman 24). This call for a complication of traditional notions of language 
use connects with the second, and perhaps most compelling, theme of the 
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collection: writing teachers need to resist traditional ideas about Latino/a 
students’ under-preparation for academic work. Recognizing that many 
Latino/a students are labeled and categorized because of their (perceived) 
language inadequacies, be they in English or Spanish, several of the con-
tributors challenge traditional monolingual views of bilingualism by pointing 
out the heterogeneous fluency and experience of Latino/a students with 
English and with Spanish. Rather than focusing only on language abilities 
(or inabilities) with English (or Spanish), the contributors challenge educa-
tors to move beyond bilingualism and into biculturalism (Baca 152) and 
transnationalism (Utakis and Pita 121) as we work with heritage language 
and monolingual writers. 

Thus, these essays not only challenge traditional ideas about Latino/a 
students’ language fluency and its relationship to college preparation, but 
a few of the contributors also resist the notion that only students can be 
under-prepared, especially when the articles draw attention to the idea 
that faculty members are not equipped to work with Latino/a students. 
Focusing on students’ lack of success for nonacademic reasons, Barbara 
Jaffe connects student failure to teacher training, which she suggests 
is not currently emphasizing “both cognitive and affective skills within 
a basic writing curriculum” (170). Using her research with the Puente 
Project Model, Jaffe argues that teachers can be taught to better counsel 
students in “personal and academic issues” if they are first taught about 
a workshop community approach to writing instruction (171). When 
given the time and resources to experiment with la familia approach to 
writing groups, faculty members were able to “freely experiment with 
and discuss new teaching methods and materials” because they shared 
a close connection (181). 

For Beatrice Méndez Newman, the teacher preparation is less about time 
and access to workshop groups and more about disciplinary training. In fact, 
she argues faculty members need “new understandings, new pedagogies, 
and specialized training in rhetoric and composition” (17), which may better 
prepare instructors to “juxtapose traditional understandings about teach-
ing, learning, and writing with new understandings about access, agency, 
and academic success for Hispanic students” (33). Newman even resists 
traditional ideas about instruction, offering compelling arguments for why 
Latino/a students may be best served by direct(ive) instruction (32). What 
draws all of Newman’s recommendations together is her position that not 
only should Hispanic students’ “cultural and ethnolinguistic identities” (19) 
be integrated into the classrooms but also that instructors must lead the 
way in by having malleable practices and pedagogies, a point reinforced by 
Dora Ramírez-Dhoore and Rebecca Jones, who conclude that their previous 
pedagogical practices and theories needed to be altered, using the “students’ 
particular cultural space as [their] mediator” (77). 
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What I have found insightful and powerful about Teaching Writing is 
not only its focus on a historically underrepresented student population 
but also its discussions about the connections between student identity and 
heritage, language, and geographic region—messages writing instructors 
across the country can benefit from, even if they are not currently teaching 
at an HSI. All writing teachers could benefit from timely and affective train-
ing workshops (Jaffe), just as we can use reminders that students enter our 
classrooms with diverse, complicated, and interweaving discourse experi-
ences. These strengths also represent a weakness in the collection. There 
are articles whose original context were the student dynamics of an HSI, but 
the final conclusions offered in Teaching Writing are unrelated to working 
directly with Latino/a students; some of the essays even move away from 
student needs all together, thus creating an uneven feeling to the collection 
as readers struggle to understand how each article responds to or builds on 
the others. Writing teachers looking for research-based suggestions will find 
helpful strategies and pedagogical suggestions for working with Latino/a 
students, but I suggest the book be read with a pick-and-choose approach 
rather than as a holistic and definitive statement on the fastest growing 
student population in the nation.

Edinburg, Texas
 

Beyond the Archives: Research as a Lived Process, 
edited by Gesa E. Kirsch and Liz Rohan. Carbondale: Southern 
Illinois University Press, 2008. 192 pp.

Reviewed by Charlotte Hogg, Texas Christian University

As the title suggests, the purpose of this edited collection is to explore 
the realities of conducting archival research, or as Lucille Schultz says in the 
foreword, “reading an archive not just as a source but also as a subject” (vii). 
Contributors assume that their subjectivities—as well as how these subjec-
tivities affect their research process and vice versa—should be articulated. 
At the outset, the editors clarify that this text is not a how-to for archival 
research (and they kindly direct readers toward other resources that do touch 
on more traditional research practices). What this book offers the field is an 
important discussion of the process of archival research as something that 
not only should be unearthed but examined and that, despite the percep-
tion that conducting archival research is an isolating endeavor, interactions 
with everyone from archivists to family members can be critical to research. 
Central to the text is the belief that personal connections can “make all the 
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difference” in scholarly pursuit (8). Refreshingly, the authors don’t feel the 
need to spend pages and pages justifying this tenet as they perhaps would 
have even a decade or two ago. 

The collection is divided into four parts: “When Serendipity, Creativity, 
and Place Come Into Play”; “When Personal Experience, Family History, and 
Research Subjects Intersect”; “When Personal, Cultural, and Historical Memory 
Shape the Politics of the Archives”; and “When the Lives of our Research Sub-
jects Parallel Our Own.” Form matches the content of these themes, as the 
pieces in the collection are narrative-based. They are also brief (17 chapters 
in 170 pages), allowing for multiple voices to contribute to the conversation. 
It would seem impossible to write about the lived process of doing research 
and the moments previously cloaked in scholarly pieces such as serendipity 
and chance without employing narrative form, but this form also allows for 
a potentially wide audience to access the text (Gesa E. Kirsch and Liz Rohan 
note in the introduction, in fact, that they envision their book as useful to 
teachers across the humanities because the pieces are jargon-free and not 
deeply discipline-specific). This effort to reach a wider audience is helped 
by inclusion of scholars in “philosophy, Holocaust studies, creative writing, 
theater studies, political science, and freelance journalism” (2). 

The first essay in part 1 by David Gold, in which we follow him on 
his hunt through archives in smaller colleges in Texas, exemplifies many 
themes of the entire book and archival research as a whole by contending 
that archival research is “largely organic” and that, regardless of how your 
process can take fortuitous turns, “the basic methodology . . . remains the 
same: read absolutely everything and try to make sense of what happened” 
(18). Kirsch argues in the following chapter that immersion is often over-
looked in our busy lives but that simply walking the grounds where her 
research subjects lived enhanced her archival work and reminds us that 
we need to create spaces where we can be critical of as well as awed by 
the figures we follow. 

In the second section, we become privy to what motivated much of 
the research in what came to be Wendy B. Sharer’s book Voice and Vote: 
Women’s Organizations and Political Literacy, 1915-1930. She articulates the 
discomfort of revealing the feelings and family connections (her grandma’s 
life and archive) behind what was only mentioned in a perfunctory way in 
her book, asking what more some readers might bring to Beyond the Archives 
as a whole: “How can I turn this tale of my research as lived process into 
something ‘intellectual’ and something ‘significant’ for scholars to read?” 
(54). Invoking Patricia Bizzell’s discussion of feminist methods, Sharer states 
that articulating her emotional connections to her project responsibly reveals 
her biases and her positionality as an archival researcher who knew deeply 
the owner of the archival materials. Political scientist Robert Stockton takes 
us with him on the trail of a personal genealogy project that evolves into a 
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book project that raises issues of writing history as an outsider to historical 
studies. Kathleen Wider, a philosopher, tells of the import in knowing his-
torical contexts facing the subjects we find ourselves meeting on the page in 
archives. Along with conventional research, she traveled to South Dakota to 
“experience firsthand the land and its people” (69). Further, when she learned 
her grandmother argued for eugenics, studying the history of eugenics at 
the turn of the last century allowed her to place the speech in context and 
grapple with the unpleasantness that can be uncovered in researching family 
archives. The narratives in this section collectively serve as a reminder that 
there are pockets of researchable materials everywhere, not just in state or 
national archives, and the risks and rewards of such work. 

Part 3 of the collection is a riveting assembly of chapters that take us 
from Puerto Rico to Hawai’i to Mississippi to New York City and, more impor-
tantly, the underbelly of our nation’s history through research of neglected 
figures and how their stories reveal what conventional histories have masked. 
Beyond these sites, the contributors work to complicate the assumptions of 
archives themselves, reading them as, in some cases, spaces of colonization. 
Author W. Ralph Eubanks reluctantly returns to his Mississippi home to face 
the racism within the Sovereignty Commission and was surprised to find that 
amid the horrors he discovered doing archival research, in his return he also 
became reacquainted with people and places he’d shunned upon leaving the 
state years ago. Also in this section are beautifully-woven narratives from 
Victor Villanueva, Gail Y. Okawa, and Malea Powell that serve as examples 
of essays that deftly weave scholarship and narrative, good models for any 
new or seasoned scholar not just on researching but writing such research. 
Powell’s piece critiques the space of archives like the Newberry Library in 
Chicago as “textual spaces designed to intimidate . . . as a way to negate 
their own temporality and impermanence, and they accomplish that nega-
tion through the practice of history” (121, original emphasis). 

In the final section of the book, contributors each describe how the per-
sonal connections felt with research subjects moved their projects forward 
in unexpected and more productive ways. Elizabeth (Betsy) Birmingham 
writes that an obsession with architect Marion Mahony Griffin played a 
part in finding the field of rhetoric “so that [her] research could span the 
questions imposed by a [different] discipline” (145). Lisa Mastrangelo and 
Barbara L’Eplattenier close the collection by describing with candor how 
their “stumbl[e] into archives—fascinated but untrained in historiographi-
cal methods” was more commonplace than they would have suspected as 
graduate students (163). And in fact, this seems one of the primary mes-
sages of the book itself: to demystify the intimidation of archives and to 
give permission for serendipity and personal connections—what this book 
shows to be a common trait of archival work—to be a welcome part of the 
process itself. 
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The editors write that the book is intended for both students in composi-
tion and rhetoric beginning archival work but also “seasoned scholars in the 
field who are not historians by training but use archives for their work” (2). 
While I would certainly assign it for a research methods graduate course (and 
others), I can imagine new scholars noticing the number of tenured scholars 
(many of whom responsibly acknowledge their position) who embark on 
projects because they have the time and institutional support or income to 
have more time to be less efficient, to let their research projects meander 
and gestate. Seasoned scholars, however, would find such chapters motivat-
ing, especially if they’ve previously found similar projects too personally or 
professionally risky. And the essays by David Gold, Wendy B. Sharer and 
in part 4 are particularly useful for new scholars, as they describe projects 
begun in graduate school that have morphed and sustained their scholarly 
work years later. Some readers more comfortable with traditional scholarship 
might balk at the suggestion in a couple of essays about research subjects 
as spirits or muses. Still, the collection holistically promotes serendipity 
and personal investment, and to erase these emotive moments uncommon 
in conventional scholarly work would continue the erasure of lived process 
of research the book seeks to reveal. As a whole, while just a smattering of 
essays in the book could be read as a bit self-indulgent, the book certainly 
offers a significant contribution to the field regarding research practices 
and processes and in modeling essayistic, scholarly prose. As a teacher, 
researcher, and writer, I found many ways into this book and think others 
will do the same. 

Fort Worth, Texas

Writing Matters: Rhetoric in Public and Private 
Lives, by Andrea A. Lunsford. Atlanta: University of Georgia 
Press, 2007. 104 pp.

Reviewed by Julia Voss, Ohio State University
 
Writing Matters collects the speeches Andrea Lunsford delivered as 

the 2005 Jack N. and Addie D. Averitt Lecture Series speaker at Georgia 
Southern University into a slim, impressive volume. In keeping with the 
commitment of the Series to bridging the gap between town and gown, 
Lunsford focuses on the influence of academic writing instruction on the way 
people see writing in their everyday lives. In aspects of the book that cater 
more to an academic audience, Lunsford takes up the question of authority 
in the writing classroom and the design of English graduate education to 
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examine how reimagining writing also has considerable ramifications for 
the composition profession itself. 

Lunsford sets out to develop a new understanding of writing that ac-
counts for the new contexts and media in which twenty-first century students 
compose. Although the book is called “Writing Matters” the case Lunsford 
makes isn’t so much that writing matters (versus being unimportant) but 
that writing matters, that it needs to be discussed and re-evaluated, and that 
such re-examination is essential to the profession. 

Chapter 1, “Key Questions for a New Rhetoric,” begins with a brief history 
of rhetoric and composition in the twentieth century—based on historical and 
anecdotal evidence—focusing on the separation of rhetoric and composition 
in the development of the American university system. Lunsford argues that 
the emergence of digital literacies provides the field with an opportunity to 
reintegrate these two skills. She takes what tends to be polarized debate—fo-
cusing on traditional rhetorical and writing skills versus integrating new 
technology—and offers a solution that draws on both sets of skills. Lunsford’s 
case example is a sophomore-level course developed by the Stanford Program 
in Writing and Rhetoric. The course uses multimedia assignments like videos, 
audio essays, and web texts to add delivery and presentation style to the 
canons of invention and arrangement focused on in the first-year composi-
tion course. In candidly outlining the struggle to create a course that both 
addressed instructors’ goals and students’ needs, Lunsford argues persuasively 
against pitting classical and “new” rhetoric against one another. Instead, she 
sees the future of rhetoric and writing as negotiating—and helping students 
negotiate—the ongoing “power of print” in the face of the resurgence of “oral 
performance of discourse” which new media makes possible (16).

After chapter 1 focuses its praxis on the syllabus of a twenty-first cen-
tury writing course, Lunsford’s second chapter, “Notes on Language Wars in 
the USA,” suggests possible content for such a course using primary source 
documents from debates like the English Only movement and the Oakland 
School District Ebonics decision. To challenge many students’ kneejerk re-
actions against linguistic pluralism, Lunsford points out that the variant of 
“l33t speak” many students use in text and instant messages (e.g. “OMG U 
R so l8!!!”) constitutes its own kind of pluralism, introducing the concept 
of kairos to help nuance students’ understandings of “right” and “wrong” 
language use. Within this framework of open-mindedness toward nontra-
ditional uses of language, Lunsford uses graphic and hypertextual novels 
as well as examples of nontraditional academic prose to help students see 
debates over writing use as encompassing both language and genre. Locating 
and expanding students’ own experience of writing within contemporary 
American debates about what, if anything, constitutes correct language use 
and what kinds of writing matter helps them see writing a private as well 
as a public matter. 
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 In “‘Authority’ in the Writing Classroom,” Lunsford hones in on a 
more specific rhetoric and composition subject: the power of the teacher 
in the classroom. Describing writing teachers as complicit in authority 
maintenance of an exclusionary status quo, Lunsford argues that “Every 
time we ‘place’ students, every time we ‘exempt’ students, every time we 
give a grade—we are deploying traditional authority and using power in 
traditional ways to authorize certain kinds of knowledge and to deautho-
rize others” (42). Lunsford argues logically and anecdotally that students’ 
perception of the teacher as an authority figure who will discipline and 
punish them must be acknowledged. However, recognizing that it is impos-
sible to immediately jettison students’ view of writing teachers as authority 
figures, as well as irresponsible and dishonest to pretend that teachers 
and students hold equal power in the classroom, Lunsford proposes a new 
understanding of power in the classroom, “focusing on a community ethic 
that would recognize and value difference, on negotiating responsibilities, 
on developing inclusive understandings of authority” (52). This view of 
power, she argues, makes possible progressive revisions of authority, like 
those called for by Gesa Kirsch and Peter Mortensen, who call define au-
thority collaboratively in a specific context.

Chapter 4, “Thoughts on Graduate Education in English,” continues 
Lunsford’s discussion of  institutional issues in rhetoric and composition. 
Building off of the previous chapter’s themes of exclusion and authority, 
Lunsford talks about the blatant opposition she faced as a young woman 
pursuing higher education in the 1960s and 70s, a trend of discrimina-
tion she sees continued in the paucity of women and people of color in 
the profession today, especially at its highest levels. Lunsford connects 
the “wolflike atmosphere” of English departments to their “continued reli-
ance on agonism, on competition” (59). To address the lack of diversity in 
English, she suggests, departments should change their admissions poli-
cies (abandoning the GRE, for example) to attract a more diverse pool of 
applicants. Within departments, Lunsford suggests a dramatic overhaul 
of degree requirements and teaching responsibilities to give graduate 
students more freedom to adapt both graduate study and teaching to their 
research, which Lunsford praises as innovative. The other significant change 
Lunsford argues for—not surprisingly—is an emphasis on collaborative 
research that would give groups of graduate students access to the skills 
and labor hours necessary to tackle significant research questions, rather 
than restricting them to “narrow and highly defined topic[s]” mandated 
by the single-author dissertation requirement (68). These are the kind of 
large-scale, sweeping changes to English departments that Lunsford sees 
as necessary to bring in people with diverse interests, backgrounds, and 
skills as a means of changing the competitive climate and preparing the 
profession to take on new challenges.
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Clearly, Writing Matters is written for a non-specialist audience, in the 
best sense of the term. The depth and breadth of her experience as a scholar 
and teacher in rhetoric and composition informs the book, speaking to 
people interested in education and the humanities generally. Each chapter 
begins with a discussion of the origins and positions of the issues Lunsford 
examines, making the book comprehensible to outsiders and providing an 
insightful review for rhetoric and composition scholars. The chapters retain 
the charm and accessibility of speeches they originated from, including the 
asides that people who have heard her lectures will recognize. Whether 
recounting her early experiences as a novice instructor at a community col-
lege or talking about her longstanding and ardent support for collaboration, 
Lunsford’s descriptions take on a humorous self-deprecating tone that does 
not undermine her myriad achievements; rather her tone demonstrates 
her cordial demeanor as a speaker, overcoming the distance print can put 
between reader and author. 

The oral origins of Lunsford’s book gives it an approachable tone but 
may also lead to one limitation. While the reader can imagine the links 
Lunsford sees between new rhetoric, language wars, teacher authority, and 
graduate program design, she does not provide a connecting conclusion to 
tie the lectures together. Adding a concluding chapter might have better 
transformed Lunsford’s insightful, accessible speeches into a printed text. 
In itself, however, each chapter does an excellent job of using Lunsford’s 
“authority” as a leading scholar and stateswoman of the discipline. She turns 
a sympathetic ear to both sides of some of the most polarizing debates in the 
field, explaining the challenges facing rhetoric and composition as well as of-
fering theoretical and practical and suggestions for how to address them. 

Columbus, Ohio

Teaching Rhetorica: Theory, Pedagogy, Practice, 
edited by Kate Ronald and Joy Ritchie. Portsmouth: 
Boynton/Cook Heinemann, 2006. 208 pp.

Reviewed by Jessica Enoch, University of Pittsburgh

Rhetoric Retold, Intimate Practices, With Pen and Voice, The Gendered 
Pulpit, Regendering Delivery—these are just a few of the over forty mono-
graphs, not to mention the countless scholarly articles, dedicated to the 
recovery of women’s rhetorical significance. Undoubtedly, this scholarship 
has transformed traditional notions of rhetorical history, theory, and research 
methodology. But what difference, ask Kate Ronald and Joy Ritchie, has this 
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research made to our teaching? The contributors to Ronald and Ritchie’s col-
lection Teaching Rhetorica offer thought-provoking responses to this question. 
Rooting their explorations in their experiences as teachers and scholars, the 
contributors reflect upon the ways feminist rhetorical study can and should 
re-shape pedagogical theories and practices. 

Andrea Lunsford and Lisa Ede open the collection by discounting the 
assumption that a feminist rhetorical pedagogy is one in which teachers 
simply bring the work of women rhetors into the classroom and use their 
achievements as models for student writing. In “Crimes of Writing and 
Reading,” Ede and Lunsford highlight figures such as Kathy Acker and Anna 
Deveare Smith, defining them as rhetors who have committed discursive 
crimes by “challenging powerful and deep-seated understandings about the 
nature of authorship and creativity” (21). Even though such figures deserve 
rhetorical study, Lunsford and Ede warn against pedagogical practices that 
ask students to commit similar crimes. Although some students might be 
willing to experiment in this way, others might not want to take such risks 
or might see such assignments as “nothing more or less than meeting yet 
another academic requirement” (28-29). To Ede and Lunsford, the feminist 
teacher’s job is not to assess students’ willingness to commit discursive 
crimes but to read carefully the pedagogical situation and understand where 
students are and where they’re willing (and wanting) to go.

Gwendolyn Pough meditates on a similar problem when she reflects on 
the black feminist pedagogy she employed to teach the womanist rhetoric 
of Alice Walker. In “Each One, Pull One,” Pough describes the student 
resistance she encountered when teaching Walker’s work and explains 
how the “upfront and unflinching” stance of both womanist rhetoric and 
black feminist pedagogy enabled her to address this resistance (72). Pough 
asked students to engage Walker’s work on four different occasions and in 
four different ways, making it clear that simply assigning Walker’s work 
is not enough. Instead, demanding womanist rhetorics such as Walker’s 
must be combined with creative and systematic pedagogical practices that 
prompt students to engage critically both the course material and their 
responses to it.

Shifting focus away from teaching women rhetors and their work, Beth 
Daniell uses her chapter to argue for integrating dissoi logoi (the ancient 
rhetorical practice of articulating both sides of an argument) into the feminist 
classroom. Daniell points out that this ancient practice has strong connections 
to feminist rhetoric, as both value the processes of “calling into question 
. . . received opinion and challenging old assumptions” (83). Daniell goes 
on to explicate her pedagogical translation of dissoi logoi in which students 
compose response papers and then respond to each other’s work. Through 
this process, students learn that “many interpretations, many readings, are 
not only possible but also desirable” (92). 
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While Daniell advocates a rhetorical education invested in explor-
ing multiple, even contradictory, perspectives, Nancy Welch calls this 
pedagogy into question. In “Taking Sides,” Welch contends that a vital 
part of feminist rhetorical education must be to teach students to de-
bate. Acknowledging that such a vantage point may seem antithetical 
to feminist practice, she has found that feminist rhetorical pedagogies 
often “fall short of teaching the full problems and responsibilities, all 
that’s needed to go up against systems of oppression” (157-58). Feminist 
teachers, argues Welch, should prefer pedagogies that teach students to 
stake their claim and take a side over those that ask students to analyze 
and appreciate an issue’s multiple positions.

Marguerite Helmers, Eileen Schell, and Wendy Hesford second Welch’s 
call to expand our understandings of feminist rhetorical practice as a means 
to learn from new subjects. In “Objects, Memory, and Narrative,” Helmers 
directs pedagogical attention away from speeches and persuasive writing 
and toward “object-based rhetoric” (116). Taking her cue from material 
feminist rhetoricians, Helmers advocates for the study of everyday objects, 
seeing these pedestrian materials “at the nexus of social relations and com-
municative processes” (118). To envision what object-based pedagogy looks 
like, Helmers offers three pedagogical possibilities that prompt students 
to inquire into the “origins, audience, purposes, and designs” of everyday 
objects and “resituate the article of inquiry in new contexts, amidst new 
audiences” (127-28).

Schell’s chapter presents another new subject for feminist study and 
teaching. Rightly assessing that feminist work primarily focuses on European 
and North American women’s rhetorics, Schell calls scholars and teachers to 
question their disciplinary borders and consider “the geopolitics of feminist 
rhetoric” (165). Such examinations, Schell asserts, would “fully engage the 
challenge of theorizing and practicing feminist rhetorics in an increasingly 
globalized world (165). Schell then explains how she takes up this chal-
lenge by placing the issue of sweatshop labor at the center of her courses. 
Through investigating this transnational issue, students respond to debates 
about the gendered work force as well as the “advocacy rhetorics” that are 
often “feminist in orientation” (170). 

In “Documenting Visions,” Hesford joins Schell in re-orienting feminist 
work toward the geopolitics of feminist rhetoric. Attending to the transna-
tional issue of rape warfare, Hesford considers how feminist teachers might 
effectively bring documentaries that address this issue into the classroom. 
Hesford highlights the complexity of this task, warning teachers to be 
especially careful about how they position students in relation to others’ 
traumas. To help teachers think through this positioning, Hesford identi-
fies witnessing as a “rhetorical category” (94) and persuades teachers to 
examine the ethical, methodological, and pedagogical strategies used in 
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documentaries that “make visible and audible the traumatized experiences 
of foreign women” (98).

The above authors center attention on how feminist rhetorics, as varied 
as they may be, invigorate everyday teaching. The remaining contributors 
move beyond the individual classroom to consider the effects of feminist 
rhetorical study in broader disciplinary contexts. Krista Ratcliffe, for example, 
reflects on how the writings of Adrienne Rich inform her work as a WPA 
and, more specifically, her design of the first-year writing program at her 
university. Significant to Ratcliffe’s work is what she means by inform. She 
is sure to point out that although Rich guided her work, Ratcliffe did not 
ask other teachers to employ a feminist pedagogy rooted in Rich’s rhetorical 
theory. Instead Rich’s influence on Ratcliffe’s program is revealed through 
the subtle ways in which Ratcliffe enables teachers to create pedagogical 
practices that emerge from their own “politics of location.”

In “Shifting the Center of Gravity,” Kathryn Flannery extends Ratcliffe’s 
point, arguing that while she may not cite immediate applications of feminist 
rhetorical research to the classroom, research can “complicate our under-
standing of current practice through a disruption of familiar genealogies” 
(49). Using her scholarship as a persuasive example, Flannery troubles the 
idea that consciousness raising is the “primary pedagogy we inherit from 
second-wave feminism” and posits that feminist teachers may have a differ-
ent legacy (29). Flannery goes on to examine the “women’s university-with-
out-walls” of the 1970s (50)—a “pedagogical network” (52) that enabled 
feminists to create knowledge; challenge “traditional boundaries between 
expert and novice” (51); and “shar[e] what they knew and knew how to 
do” (52). This genealogy advances a pedagogical position, rather than a 
pedagogical practice: the feminist teacher should see herself as an expert 
who “make[s] her expertise available so that her students could make use 
of it to develop their own intellectual authority” (62).  

Like Flannery, Shari Stenberg uses a feminist rhetorical perspective to 
rethink the position of the teacher, but Stenberg’s objective in her chapter 
is to use this perspective to interrogate the discourse of critical pedagogy 
and uncover what it says to and about the woman at the head of the class. 
Drawing from the work of feminist educators as well as her own classroom 
experience, Stenberg “interrupt[s] three central metaphors for the ‘critical’ 
teacher: public intellectual; emancipatory authority; and bearer of critical 
knowledge” (133). Although Stenberg does not advocate specific classroom 
practices, she does return readers to the everyday, reminding them to consider 
how their daily experiences should speak back to the pedagogical theories 
that direct their work. 

This impressive collection of essays makes a persuasive argument: 
Feminist research has indeed made a difference in the classroom; it has 
challenged the contributing scholars to think carefully and critically about 
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their pedagogical practices, and they have done so by inventing new and 
recovering old ways for their students to learn about and engage in rhetori-
cal action. The ultimate benefit of this volume, however, is that it brings 
greater attention to a vital conversation about the connections between 
research and teaching, theory and practice, and it invites others to ask 
and answer this pressing and important question: what does it means to 
teach rhetorica?

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Composition and Cornel West: Notes toward a Deep 
Democracy, by Keith Gilyard, Carbondale: Southern Illinois 
University Press, 2008. 176 pp.

Reviewed by Henriette Recny and Arabella Lyon, SUNY-Buffalo

Christened “the first book to comprehensively connect the ideas of 
one of America’s premier scholars of religion, philosophy, and African 
American studies with composition theory and pedagogy,” enticing readers 
with the claim that the book “contains the only interview in which Cornel 
West directly addresses the field of composition” (back cover), Composi-
tion and Cornel West offers much more than an introduction to West. What 
emerges is a significant addition to critical composition studies and the 
Gramscian notion of educational space as political and ideological. By 
defining the project of composition as rhetorical education in the service 
of deep democracy, Gilyard uses West’s pragmatism to both reclaim and 
substantiate the democratic origins of freshman writing. Gilyard’s theory 
of composition demands commitment to continual inquiry, a repudiation of 
imperialist capitalism and its discourses, and engagement with democracy 
as a way of thinking and acting.

Through a review of Cornel West’s “dedisciplinary” oeuvre, including 
the now canonical Race Matters and the more recent Democracy Matters: 
Winning the Fight Against Imperialism, Gilyard suggests that West’s work 
is a valuable, but neglected resource for critical pedagogical and composi-
tion studies. Gilyard acknowledges composition scholars who have already 
approached West, a very long and growing list including, but not limited 
to, Min-Zhan Lu, Geneva Smitherman, Linda Flowers, Susan Kates, Ste-
ven Mailloux, and Beth Daniell. What Gilyard adds to the conversation is 
an enlarged engagement with pragmatism, politics, and democracy. For 
example, he observes that, while Hephzibah Roskelly and Kate Ronald’s 
Reason to Believe perceptively engages John Dewey and West, they do not 
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their pedagogical practices, and they have done so by inventing new and 
recovering old ways for their students to learn about and engage in rhetori-
cal action. The ultimate benefit of this volume, however, is that it brings 
greater attention to a vital conversation about the connections between 
research and teaching, theory and practice, and it invites others to ask 
and answer this pressing and important question: what does it means to 
teach rhetorica?

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Composition and Cornel West: Notes toward a Deep 
Democracy, by Keith Gilyard, Carbondale: Southern Illinois 
University Press, 2008. 176 pp.

Reviewed by Henriette Recny and Arabella Lyon, SUNY-Buffalo

Christened “the first book to comprehensively connect the ideas of 
one of America’s premier scholars of religion, philosophy, and African 
American studies with composition theory and pedagogy,” enticing readers 
with the claim that the book “contains the only interview in which Cornel 
West directly addresses the field of composition” (back cover), Composi-
tion and Cornel West offers much more than an introduction to West. What 
emerges is a significant addition to critical composition studies and the 
Gramscian notion of educational space as political and ideological. By 
defining the project of composition as rhetorical education in the service 
of deep democracy, Gilyard uses West’s pragmatism to both reclaim and 
substantiate the democratic origins of freshman writing. Gilyard’s theory 
of composition demands commitment to continual inquiry, a repudiation of 
imperialist capitalism and its discourses, and engagement with democracy 
as a way of thinking and acting.

Through a review of Cornel West’s “dedisciplinary” oeuvre, including 
the now canonical Race Matters and the more recent Democracy Matters: 
Winning the Fight Against Imperialism, Gilyard suggests that West’s work 
is a valuable, but neglected resource for critical pedagogical and composi-
tion studies. Gilyard acknowledges composition scholars who have already 
approached West, a very long and growing list including, but not limited 
to, Min-Zhan Lu, Geneva Smitherman, Linda Flowers, Susan Kates, Ste-
ven Mailloux, and Beth Daniell. What Gilyard adds to the conversation is 
an enlarged engagement with pragmatism, politics, and democracy. For 
example, he observes that, while Hephzibah Roskelly and Kate Ronald’s 
Reason to Believe perceptively engages John Dewey and West, they do not 
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take up West’s critique of capitalism and empire (11). Gilyard would have 
compositionists fully understand West’s project of prophetic pragmatism, a 
project of cultural criticism, and engage the political activism of West and 
other pragmatists, such as W. E. B. Du Bois. Prophetic pragmatism locates 
politics in everyday life and resists Marxist dogmatism while it embraces 
emancipatory social experimentalism and our indigenous left political 
traditions; composition with this orientation would embrace emancipatory 
social experimentalism. Potentially pragmatism, our indigenous theoretical 
orientation, justifies and invigorates many US pedagogical projects.

Composition and Cornel West is structured as six chapters. While the 
first and second chapters establish the “roots” of the project, subsequent 
chapters make the connections between West’s philosophy and composition 
more explicit, with the West interview on composition as the culmination of 
Gilyard’s undertaking. By drawing on West’s discursive strategies of Socratic 
commitment, prophetic witness, and tragic comic hope (5), Gilyard sketches 
a path for the education of politically healthy and responsible citizens. 

The chapter “Socratic Commitment and Critical Literacy” develops a 
theory of critical literacy, using Freire’s concept of “authentic education” 
and Socratic commitments to questioning, argument, and the interrogation 
of power as a route to activism. In analyzing interactions among literacy, 
literacy learning, and literacy assessment, Gilyard augments Socratic com-
mitments to posit “Socratic commitment plus” through his reading of Linda 
Flower’s work with urban teens, work distinctive in her acknowledgements 
of “radical difference.” In developing a prophetic rhetoric of “rival” view-
points, Flower along with Elenore Long and Lorraine Higgins provide a 
project that foregrounds cultural positioning and accepts potential incom-
mensurability. Strong rivaling, observes Gilyard, foregrounds the role of 
disputation, while questioning power and action agendas, and so offers 
composition a project in the service of strong democratic.

Prophetic witness, not simply seeing, but acting for justice and against 
its violations is a strategy for calling our attention to human hurt, and 
it helps the witness to imagine the wounds not as limits, but as beckons 
to action. Building on Christianity’s prophetic tradition and the earlier 
insights of West and bell hooks, Gilyard argues that faith matters, race 
matters, and class matters. We find this the most controversial part of 
the book. Take, for example, his quote of West: “The battle for the soul 
of American democracy is, in large part, a battle for the soul of American 
Christianity, because the dominant forms of Christian fundamentalism 
are a threat to the tolerance and openness necessary for sustaining any 
democracy” (59-60). In arguing that fundamentalisms threaten democracy 
and in privileging prophetic theologies as politically liberating, both Gil-
yard and West recognize a participatory democracy, but it is not so deep, 
strong or radical, for it depends on the right type of religion rather then 
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the agonistic dynamics of the political. As well, for many—those commit-
ted to the separation of church and state and those committed to open 
dialogue, reason, and evidence over faith—the promotion of any religion 
within political deliberation and writing pedagogy is problematic, if not 
disruptive. Finally, while Gilyard is attentive to race, class, and religion in 
the classroom, he is surprisingly silent about gender and sexuality, perhaps 
assuming that gender doesn’t matter. This is all the more disquieting given 
his engagement with Michel Foucault, an engagement limited to analysis of 
power and the limitations of Foucault’s subject. In developing the concept 
of prophetic witnessing, Gilyard critiques Foucault, recognizing him as a 
resource for understanding the genealogy of discourses, a justification of 
radical teaching, and a discursive theory of subjectivity. Gilyard, however, 
follows West in theorizing the agency necessary to a critical citizen and 
characterizes Foucault as thin in radical impulses. 

West’s third discursive strategy is tragicomic hope. By raising ques-
tions about how one is to witness and to stop human hurt with hope and 
without despair, West posits a psychological posture that enables citizens 
to “keep-on-pushing.” This fifth chapter contains echoes both of West’s and 
Paul Gilroy’s use of contemporary music as an entrance point into discus-
sions about the African diaspora, slavery, and politics. Gilyard elucidates 
how West uses artists such as Aretha Franklin, Marvin Gaye, and Curtis 
Mayfield to situate the importance of music by African Americans as an 
expression of adversity, struggle, and resilience. The discussion starts by 
contextualizing West’s vision of being “a jazzman in the life of the mind” 
(102) and quickly transitions to an overview of African American music 
and its ability to appear as both trivial and political, hence, the “tragicomic 
hope.” Positioned against the blues and other African-American forms, 
Gilyard argues that forces, such as corporate rap, counter the development 
of an authentic tragicomic hope. 

While they are not comprehensive in describing the discourse of citizens, 
West’s three symbolic formations—Socratic commitment, prophetic wit-
ness, and tragicomic hope—are sympathetic to contemporary composition 
practices, forming one model of a critical, speaking citizen. In addition, 
they form a forceful standpoint and focused lens for critical examinations of 
pedagogical practices. Augmenting West’s three strategies and making care-
ful connections between West’s philosophy and composition theory, Gilyard 
provides anecdotes from his own educational experiences as he analyzes the 
work of scholars who utilize West’s pragmatism and practice composition 
in the service of democracy. He connects Socratic commitment to ethical 
educational practice, defines prophetic witness as transforming educational 
and political practice, and sees tragicomic hope as linking pedagogical and 
political with the resources of popular culture. In the end we had to reread 
West to more fully comprehend Gilyard’s defining relationships among the 
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citizen, composition, prophetic pragmatism, Socratic commitment, and tragic 
hope, but this is not a criticism. Rather it is a statement of how Gilyard’s 
thinking has evolved beyond introducing West and offers as well a model 
of a deliberative classroom. 

Buffalo, New York

CSAR
The Rhetoric and Composition Sound Archives is a national 
organization dedicated to the collection, production, and 
preservation of audio, visual, and print interviews that 
document the history of rhetoric and composition studies. 

The RCSA seeks to bring together all persons interested 
in interviews and oral histories as a means of scholarly 
research by supporting standards of excellence in data 
collection, documentation, and uses of oral testimony. 
Operating in tandem with other archival collections, the 
RCSA will provide audiotape, digitized, and transcribed 
materials for scholarly research.

For more details, visit www.rcsa.tcu.edu
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